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Summary 
This thesis is concerned with the graph n of all reduced words for the longest 
element in the Coxeter groups of classical type, the edges representing braid 
relations. 
In chapter 2 we consider the equivalence relation on the vertices of n generated 
by commuting adjacent letters if the corresponding simple reflections commute. 
An inductive way of describing all of the resulting commutation classes is 
described. 
A characterisation of the quiver-compatible commutation classes, couched 
in terms of let.ter-multiplicities, is presented in chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 introduces for each positive root /3 an equivalence relation on n 
whose equivalence dasses are connected subgraphs called j3-componellts. 
It is shown that the /3-components are in bijective correspondence with the root 
vectors for /3 (following Bedard) when ./3 is the highest root 0'0; in general there 
are more /3-components. 
It happens that the natural quotient graph of /3-c.omponents is determined up 
to isomorphism by the length of /3; we choose to focus on the aa-components. 
In chapter 5 we show that each eta-component in type A, contains a uniqu e 
quiver-compatible commutation class. 
In chapter 6 we count t.he aa-components in type E, by exhibiting explicit 
represent.atives which have a natural interpretation as partial quivers. 
The edges of the graphs of (l'o-compon ents in types A, and E, are determined 
by interpreting maximal chains in certain posets as elements of the Coxeter 
group of t.ype A,-2 or B'-2 , respectively. 
Chapter 7 establishes an isomorphism between the graphs of /3-components in 
types. E/ and D/ whenever /3 is long. 
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1. Commutation Classes of Reduced Words 
1.1 Finite Coxeter Groups and Root Systems 
We begin with a brief overview of basic Coxeter group theory, following [Humphreys]. No originality is 
cl aimed for any of the calculations in chapter 1. 
Let V be an I-dimensional real Euclidean vector space equipped with positive-definite symmetric bilinear 
form ( , ). For each 0' E V \ {O} define the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to 0' by 
(v , 0') 
SOl: v ....... v - 2-(--)0'; v E V . 0',0' 
A r eflection group is a group generated by reflections. 
Any finit.e subset <I> ~ V \ {O} satisfying <I> n Ra = {a, -a} and sa(<I» = <I> for a ll 0' E <I> is called a root 
system. The members of <I> are roots. Let W<I' := (SOl I 0' E <1» be the associated refl ection group. In 
fact. W'I> is a finit.e reflection group, and every finite reflection group occurs as some W'I', possibly for many 
choices of <I). Now let <}> be a fixed root system and set W := Wt\> . 
A positive system is a subset I1 of <I> consisting of all roots which are positive relative to some total 
order on V. We have <I> = I10( - I1) whenever 11 is a positive system. 
A simple system is a subset 6. of <I> such that 6. is a basis of V and, further, each root is a linear 
combination of 6. with coefficients a ll 2': 0 or all :5 O. The m embers of 6. are called simple roots. 
Each posit.ive system contains a unique simple system and each simple system is contained in a unique 
posit.ive syst.em. In particular, simple syst.ems exist., as positive systems a re easy to construct. By definiti on 
the cardinalit.y of a ny simple system equals I , and we call this numb er the rank of W. 
If 6. is the simple system det ermined by some positive ystem IT then for any W E W , w(~) is another 
sirnpl e syst em , with corresponding positive system w(I1). In fact , all simple systems a re conjugate und er W , 
a nd s imil a rly for posit.ive systems. From now , let 6. := {O' l , ... , Q·d be a fixed simple system , a nd let <1)+ 
denot.e th e corresponding p osit ive system containing 6.. Set <1>- := -<1>+ . The m embers of <1>+ are positive 
roots Clnd th ose of <1>- negative roots. We have <1> = <1>+0<1>- . 
,..\ simple r e flection is a refl ection sa , for som e s imple root (\' i . We will denote ('t , by Si for brevit y. It 
happens t.h a t W is generat.ed by the simpl e r fl ections alone . In fac.t , W is generated by the simple refl ec tions 
8i . a nd th e only rel a.ti ons a re of the form ( SiSj )m,j = id for certain posit ive integers 1nij = I1lji with 7n ;; = I 
for a ll i . Any group wit.h such a presenratio n is a Coxete l' group . Th erefore W is a finite Coxe ter group . 
It is well known th a t. the finite Coxeter groups a re precisely the finite refl ection groups; see [Humphreys , 6.4]. 
For w E W , let .('(w), the le ngth of w be the least in teger l ' for which w may be expressed as a produ ct 
of l' sirnple refl ec tions . There is a geomet.ri cal interpret.atioll of C( w) as the number of positive roo ts sent to 
sorn e nega tive root by w, that is, (( 11,' ) = 1{Cl' E <1)+ I w(Q~ ) E <I>-}I. The relationship between t (tL·) a nci (SilL') 
is as foll ows. 
1.1.1 LE~'1~1A. 
(a) We ha\'e f(sjtu ) = ('(tu) + 1 if and only if w- 1 (O'i ) E <1>+. 
(b) We have f(Si W ) = f (w) - 1 if and only if w-1(CI'i) E <1>-. I 
~ote t.hat. , as .t(Sj) = I a.nd Sj(O';) = -(\'i , it foll ows that O'j is the unique positive root sent to <1>- bv Sj. 
A w nsequence of the geometrical interpretat.ion of l{w) is that the only wE W satisfying w(<I>+) = <1>+ is 
t.h e id ent.ity. Now, <1>+ is the posit.ive system corresponding to some total order on V, so it is clear that <1>- is 
the pos itive system corresponding to the reverse total order. Since positive systems are W-conjugate, there 
is som e Wo E W such that wo( <1>+) = <1>-. Furt hermore, Wo is the unique element with this property, using 
the fa.ct that only t.he identity stabil ises <1>+. We reserve the letter N for C(wo). Here are some elementary 
properti es of wo. 
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1.1.2 LEMMA. 
(a) "'/e have Wo = W01 . 
(b ) The element Wo is the unique element of length N and no element has greater length. 
(c) For all W E W there exists some w' such that Wo = w'w and l (wo) = f(w') + few). 
(d) For each simple reflection Si we have WOSi Wo = Sr for some i. I 
By virtue of (c), Wo is called the longest element. In (d), the correspondence i ...... i is an involution (it 
m ay be trivial) and so induces involutions of et> and W in the obvious manner, bot.h called the opposition 
iuvolution. Clearly, the opposition involution is t.rivial if and only if Wo is central. 
There is a part.ial order on W defined by saying u ~ W if there exists some u' such that w = u'u and 
few) = f (u') + f eu). This is properly called the left-sided weak Bruhat order, but we will call it the weak 
order for brevit.y. The weak order has bottom element id and top element Wo. In fact, W is a ranked poset 
wit.h this ordering if we define the rank of an element to be its length. We shall sometimes find it convenient 
t.o view W as t.he graplJ underlying the Hasse diagram of the weak ord er. 
If 1 ~ {I , .. . , I} , set W/ := (Si liE 1) , a parabolic subgroup of W. Also defin e Wl to be the set 
{w E W I ( (WSi) > P(w) for all i E l} . 
1.1.3 PROPOSITION. Given wE W , there is a unique u E W/ and aunique v E W/ such that w = tl v. We 
have P( w) = R( 1t) + l ( v) . Further, u is the unique element of smallest length in w W/. I 
We sha ll now outline the r.Iassification of finite Coxeter groups. The Coxeter graph of W, also denoted 
~ , has vert.ex set in bijection with the simple roots , with the vertex corresponding to (l:j being labelled i in 
t he graph. Vertex i is joined to vertex j by an edge if and only if 7nij 2: 3. If mij 2: 4 this edge is labelled 
mU' lf..l is a connected graph then W is called irreducible. C learly, every Coxeter group is a direct 
product. of irredu cible Coxeter groups. 
1.1.4 THEOREM . Every irred ucible finite Coxeter group W of rank I has an associated Coxet.er graph whi ch 
is oll e of the t.ypes AI with I 2: I , El with I 2: 2, DI with I 2: 4 , E6 , E7 , E8, F4, H3 H4 or Hm) where 
1ll 2: 5. figure 1.1..) shows these g raphs (with a pa rti cul ar labe lling of the vertices). I 
1.1.5 FIGURE . The irreducible Coxeter graphs . 
• • 
...... • • F· 4 • • A/ ~ E· • I: • • • 2 3 /./ / '6 I 2 4 5 4) 2 3 4 
4 5 
B, ~ • • .. .... • • H • • • 2 3 /.) E • • 13 • • • 3 / 2 3 7 ) 2 4 5 6 H • 5 • • • 7 4 / 2 3 4 DlrddO • E8~ • I3 • • • • • 2 4 5 6 7 , 3 4 U I /11 12 (m)~ 
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Th e Coxeter groups of types AI , BI and DI are the classical typ es. 
If :2(O'j, (lj ) / (O'j , O'j) is integral for all simple roots (l: i , Ctj then <I> is a crystallographic root system and 
W is c.a.lled a. Weyl group . In this situation, each root is an iIltegral linear combination of the simple roots. 
If m i j is t.he order of Si,sj in the Weyl group W , it may be shown that mij E {2 , 3 , 4, 6} whenever i ::f j . It 
follows that the irreducible ''''eyl groups are the Coxeter groups of types AI, BI, DI, El (I = 6, 7, 8) , F4 and 
(,'2 := 12(6). 
We now state two properties of irreduc.ible Weyl groups . Partially order V by saying v ~ Vi if v - Vi is a 
non-negative linear c'ombination of ~. This induc.es a partial order on the set of positive roots. 
1.1.6 PROPOSITION. If W is an irreducible Weyl group then there exists a unique highest positive root 
relative to this partial order, denoted 0'0. I 
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In crystallographic root systems with irreducible Weyl group, there are at most two lengths of roots. If 
all edges in the Coxeter graph are unlabelled, all roots have the same length. If only one root length occurs, 
a ll roots a re called long, otherwise we have short roots also. The ratio of lengths of long roots to short 
roots can only be J2 or .;3. 
1.1. 7 PROPOSITION. If W is an irreducible Weyl group then all roots of the same length form a single 
orbit under W. I 
We shall now summarise how the Weyl group acts on the set of roots. Let i and j be two vertices of t.he 
Coxet.er graph. 
First, we have Si(O'i) = -O'i. 
If i, j are not joined by an edge, that is, 171ij = 2 then 5i(O'j) = O:j. 
If i, j are joined by an unlabelled edge, that is, TIlij = 3 then 5i(O:j) = O:j + O:j. 
Last ly, suppose i, j are joined by an edge labelled 4, that is, TIlij = 4. Without loss of generality, let O'j 
be t.he short root and O'j the long root . We have 5i(O'j) = 20:j + O'j and 5j(O'i) = O: j + O:j. 
1.2 The Coxeter Groups of Classical Type 
We shall describe the Coxeter groups and root systems of t.ypes AI, BI and DI. Refer to Figure 1.1 .. 5 for 
t.he numbering of the vertic.es of the Coxeter graphs. 
In t.hese ('.Onrrete desc.rip t. ions, since W acts on the left of V, we always c.ompose permutations from 
right-t.o-left. Let {Cl , .. . , CI+l} be the standard basis of RI+l. 
1.2.1 TYPE AI . Let V ~ RI+J be t.he hyp erplane of vectors whose coord inates sum to O. Define 
(I>(AI) := { f.' i - Cj 11 ~ i::f j ~ / + I} and let the simple roots be Cl'i := ej - ei+1 for 1 5 i ~ 1. In terms of 
t.he simple roo t.s , we have 
<1>+(.-\1) = {O:i + O:i+1 + ... + Cl'j 11 5 i ~ j 5 I} . 
We have 1<1>+(.1/) 1 = 1(1 + 1)/2 and hi ghest root 0 '0 := (/.1 + ... + Ocl. The Coxet.er group W(A,) acts on V by 
perrnu t ing the Cj, and we identify it. wit h the symmetric group on {I , .. . , l + I} . The sim pi e refl ections a re 
I he t.ranspos itions Si := (i , i + 1). 
Tb e relat ions are sl = id , SiSj = 8j8 , if li - jl > 1 and Sj5j+l $j = Si +JSjSi+1 if 1 5 i ~ 1- 1. 
. (1 2 .. · 1+ 1) . , We have IW(Adl = (l + I)! and the longest element IS Wo = 1+1 1 .. , 1 . The opp osi tIOn 
il1\'olu t. ion rnaps i to i:: = 1+ 1 - i for all i. 
1.2.2 TYPE B I . Let V = RI and define <[>( BI) to be the union of the 21 short roots ±e.i and th e 21(/ - 1) 
long roots ± Ci ± ej , where i < j and t.he signs are c.hosen independent ly. Let t.he simple roots be 0'1 := (I 
and Cl; := Ci - Ci- I for i > 1. [n terms of t.he simple roots, we have 
(I>+(BI) = {crl+02+"'+O'iI15i5l} 
U{ O'i + O'i+1 + .. . + O'j 12 5 i 5 j 5 l} 
U{2(O'1 + 0'2 + '" + O'i) + O'i+l + O'i+2 + . .. + O:j 11 5 i < j 51} . 
\Ve have I<I>+(BI)I = 12 and the highest root is 0'0 := 20:1 + 2Q2 + ... + 20'1-1 + 0:1. We identify WeB!) with 
the group of all signed permutations of {I, ... , I}, with simple reflections 51 := (1 , -1) and 5i := (i - 1 , i) 
for i > 1. Not.e that 81(0'2) = 20'1 + 0'2 and 82(0'1) = 0:1 + 0'2. 
The relations are S[ = id , 8i8j = SjSj if li - jl > 1, 5j5i+15j = 5i+lSj5j+1 if 2 :::; i 5 1- 1 and 
8182$ 1$2 = 82$ IS28 \. 
''''e have IW(B,)I = 21/! and the longest element is Wo = (~1 !2 ::: ~l)' The opposition involution 
is t.rivial. 
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1.2.3 TYPE D,. Let V = R' and define <t>(D,) := {±e; ± ej 11 ~ i < j ~ I}, where the signs are chosen 
independently. Let the simple roots be 0'1 := el + e2 and 0'; := ei - ei-l for i > 1. In terms of the simple 
roots , we have 
<t>+(DI) = {O'i+O'i+I+· · ·+O'j 13~i~jSl} 
U{O'I + 0'3 + 0'4 + ... + 0'1, 0'2 + 0'3 + 0'4 + ... + O'd 
U{O'l + 0'2 + 2(0'3 +0'4 + . . . + O'i) + O'i+l + O'i+2 + . . . +O'j 12 Si < j SI}. 
'Ve have 1<I>+(Ddl = l(l- 1) and the highest root is 0'0 := 0'1 + 0'2 + 2(0'3 + ... + ai-I) + 0'1. Note t.hat 
(1)+ (Dd is the set of all lOIlg roots in <1>+ (E,). To avoid confusion, let O'f denote the simple roots of type B, 
and O'p the simple roots of type D,. The positive roots of type D, are precisely the positive roots in type 
B, whose coefficient of O'f is 0 or 2. We have the relationships O'f = 20'f + O'f and o'p = o:f if i "# 1. We 
ident,ify W( D,) with the group of signed permutations of {I, .. . , I} with an even number of sign changes. 
The simple reflections are SI := (I , -2) and Si := (i - I , i) for i > 1. 
The relations , which are cumbersome to list explicitly, are self-evident from the lab elling of the Coxeter 
graph D,. 
We have IW(Ddl = 2'-1/!. If I is even then Wo = (~1!2 ~/) and the opposition involution 
is trivial. If I is odd then Wo = (~!2 ~/) and the opposition involution swaps 1 and 2, fixing 
everyt. hing else. 
1.3 Reduced Words 
A word is an element of the free monoid on N with multiplication defined by concatenation and unit 
elem ent t.he null word, 0. Elements of N are called letters. 
LE' t i:= i r .. . i zi 1 be a word. The length ofi , denoted R(i) , is 1' ; t he null word has length O. Lt. th E' 
::;y tnbol Si denote Sir ' .• .5;2S;" If [ (Si) = C(i) then i is a r e duced word for si ' 
A subword of i is a product of COll eClltil'e letters from i . Any subword of a reduced word is re luced . 
Froll1 no\\' . a ll words a re reduc.ed unless stated otherwise. 
Let. 11l ij be t.he order of SiSj and . uppose i has a ubword b ij := ijij ... of I ngth 11lij. If i' is the 
\Yord obtain ed by replac.ing this sub\\'ord wit.h bji then i a nd i' a re related by a braid. Specifi ca lly. if 
))) ij > 2"'e ca ll t.his an 7nij-bl'aid and writ e i '';..!j i'. If 7nij = 2, that is , SjSj = SjS i , we ca ll thi s lype 
of braid a cOllllllutation. Two reduced words related by some sequence of braids are braid-equivalent ; 
this is an equivalenc.e relation. The term commutation-equivalent is similarly defined . Let == denote 
braid-equivalence and - denote commutation-eq uivalenc.e. 
Th e foll o\\' ing three Propositions are well kn own . 
1.3.1 PROPO SITION. Any two reduced words for the same element are braid-equivalent . I 
1.3.2 PROPOSITION . If i is a reduc.ed word but j i is nonreduc.ed then i is braid-equivalent to a word with 
fiJ'~t lett,er j. (A symmetric.al statement holds if i j is nonredu ced.) I 
1.3.3 PROPOSITION . If iw and jw are braid-equivalent reduced words , both ending with the same sub\\'ord, 
then i and j are braid-equivalent. (The same is true if both words b egin with w.) I 
A similar , yet trivial, observation will be used often in the sequel. 
1.3.4 LEMMA. If iw andjw are c.ommutation-equivalent reduc.ed words , both ending with the same sub\\'ord, 
t.hen i and j are c.ommutation-equivalent. (The same is true if both words begin with w.) I 
For tlI E W, let <I>~ be those positive roots sent to some negative root by w. 
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1.3.5 LEMMA. Let i := ir ... i l be a reduced word for w. The r positive roots 4>~ can be totally ordered as 
Let <i denote this tot.al order, the first root above being lowest in the order. Distinct reduced words give 
rise t.o distinct t.ot.al orders. I 
1.3.6 PROPOSITION. Let i and i' be reduced words. 
(a) If i' is obtained from i by a commutation, the effect on the total order <i is to replace two c.onsecutive 
posit.ive roots 0', {3 by (3,0', where 0' + ,3 ~ <1>+. 
(b) If i' is obtained from i by a 3-braid, then three consecutive positive roots of the form 0' , 0' + (3, (3 are 
replaced by (3,0' + {3, 0'. 
(c) If i' is obtained from i by a 4-braid, and i contains ijij, O'i being t.he short root and O'j the long root , 
then four consecutive positive roots of the form 0',0' + (3, 0' + 2(3, (3 are replaced by (3,0' + 2(3, Cl: + (3,0'. Here, 
p is short and 0' is long. I 
To illustrate (c), i := 1212 is a reduced word for Wo in type B2 , an d it gives rise to the total order 0'2, 
{/I + CY:!, 20'1 + CY2, al. Applying the 4-braid, i' := 2121 induces the opposite ordering on these roots. 
1.3.7 LEMMA. If 0', (3 and 0' + (3 E <I>~ then for all reduced words i for w, the root 0' + f3 lies inbetween Cl' 
and (3 with respect to the total order <i' I 
1.3.8 NOTE. Consider any reduc.ed longest word iN ", il; ... i 1 and suppose that (3 corresponds to the 
let.t er ik ) t hat is 
\\'e cou ld however 'start from the other end' and instead c.alculate 
,,)},O\'id l:'d we undo the effect of t he opposition in vo lution. (Verifying t.his is a simple calc.u lation.) We make 
this rernark beca use in practise it is often eas ier to calcu late the root cor responding to a lett.er uSIn g one 
forrnula. ra.the r the t.he ot.her . 
1.4 Commutation Classes 
Let [i] denote ih e equiva len('e cl ass of i under c.ommutation-equivalence. 
Following an idea of Roger Carter , commutation classes can be described by certain diagrams which are 
sirnilal' to those found in [Knuth . p.29].. in the context of parallel sorting a lgo ri thms . Let i := 1r ... 11 be 
a reduced word whose letl.ers belong to {I , ... , I} . Draw I para.llel horizontal lines, numbered J to I from 
bott.o rn \.0 top. Pla.ce l ' (unlabelled) \'ertices Vr , . . . , VI on these lines, vertex Vj on lin e ij . It is con\'enient 
1.0 place ea.('h vert.ex Vj slightly to t.he left. of vert.ex Vj -1. Partially order these vertices by saying that. Vj 
precedes Vk if t he letter i j lies to the right of ik in all words which are commutation-equivalent to i. Thus, 
verti ces which a re mi1limal in this partial order are placed towards the right of t he diagram. The resulting 
diagra.m is called t he partial order graph of [i]. 
The words comprising a commutation class C are precisely the linear extensions of t he partial order 
graph of C, t hat is, the total orders which are compatible with the partial order. Thus, different commutation 
classes have different partial order graphs. For example, if i := 1243412312, which happens to be a reduced 
word for Wo E W(A 4 ), t hen [i] has t.he partial order graph shown in Figure 1.4.1. 
We now desr.ribe another characterisation of commutation c.lasses. Let i be reduced for w. Define the 
relat.ioll :S[i] on <I>~ by saying 0' :S[i] /3 if, for all j such that j '" i , we have 0' :Sj (3. This relation is a 
partial order. Clearly, if we label each vertex Vj of the partial order graph of [i] with the positive root 
S i I ... Sij_1 (CI'i j) and remove the horizontal lines, we obtain the diagram of the partial order :Sri)' 
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1.4.1 FIGURE. The partial order graph of [1243412312] . 
~ -~~------'k::-----
The following two observations will not be required until chapter 5, but it is natural to include them 
here. In (b) we say that (3 covers a if (3 is ' one step higher in the partial order. 
1.4.2 LEMMA. Let C be a commutation class of reduced words for W E W, and let a, f3 E <I>~. 
(a) If {3 is maximal with respect to :5c then there exists some representative j E C such that (3 is the 
maximum with respect to <j' 
(b) If (3 covers 0' with respect to :5c t hen there exists some representative j E C such that (3 coy rs 0' with 
respect to <j ' 
PROOF. Let i := ir . .. i l be any representative of C. 
(a) We have (3 = Sit, .. Sik_ t (O'i k) for some k. If k = r, we can set j := i. Otherwise, if some letter ip of 
i wit.h p > k fai ls to commute with ik then the positive root, := Si ) ... Si,_t (ai,) satisfi es f3 <j , for all 
j E C . Thus (3 :5c " contradicting t he maximality of (3. Therefore i "" j := ik i' , where i' := ir ... ik . .. i ] , 
and we have (3 = S~l( O'ik)' which shows that f3 is t.he maximum root relative to <j. 
(h) Let 0' = Sit ... Sih _t( O'ih) and (3 = Si t ... sik_ )(aik), where , necessarily, h < k. For any 9 sat.isfying 
h < 9 < k , t,he letter i 9 must be ab le to commute to the right of ih or to the left of ik, for oth rwi e the 
posit.ive root l' := Si t ' " Sih _t ... S':g_1 (O'i g) would sat isfy a <c l' <c f3 (strict inequalities), which cont rad icts 
our hypothesis . Thus , by commuting all let ters ig with 9 =F h, k out of t he subword ik ... ig ... ih. we obta in 
a word j in which 0' and (3 a re consecutive with respect to <j ' I 
We can now prove that different commutation classes give ri se to different partial orders. 
1.4.3 LDl~fA. Let i. j be reduced words for w E W. If t he partial orders :5[i) a.nd :5li) on (1) ~ are identica l 
1 hen [i] = li) . 
PROOF . \\'e use induc t ion on f (u'). If (tu) is 0 or 1, the result is immediate, so suppose [ (u') > 1. Let i 
be {,he first, letter of i , so that i = ii' , say. Thus , the positive root (3: = s~l( ai) is maximal with respect to 
bot'h :5ii) and , by hypot,hes is, :50) ' It follo\\"s from 1.4.2 (a.) that there exists some c.ommutati on-equivalence 
j - ,ij' suc.h that S~l (OJ) = (3 , whence 
~Iultiply t he left. side by tu = SjSj' and the right side by w = sisi, to deduce that -C\'i = -D j , ",hence i = j . 
Th erefore i"" ii' and j '" ij'. Set, tu' := Si' = Sj " so t hat f (w') = t (tu ) - 1 and <I>~, = <[>~ \ { ;:I }. Sin ce [i'l 
a nd li'] d early indu ce jhe same partial order on <I>~" we have by induction that i' '" j' . Therefore i '" j . I 
Let R. dE-note th e graph whose vertices are t he reduced words for tuo and whose edges j oin pairs of words 
related by a single braid. 
Let C denote the graph whose w rtices are the commutation classes for Wo and whose edges join pairs of 
commutation dasses which contain representatives related by a single braid . 
In [Stanley] the following formula is obtained for the number of reduced words for Wo in type AI: 
et1) ! 
IR.(Adl = 1131-151-2 . .. (2/- 1)1 . 
A formula for IC(AI)I is unknown at present. These values have been obtained with the aid of a computer ; 
see [Knuth . p.35]. 
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Figure 1.4.4 shows the graphs n(Ad, n(A2 ) and n(A3)' The encircled subgraphs a re t he commutation 
d asses. 
1.4.4 FIG URE. The graphs n(Ad. n(A2) and n(A3). with commutation classes circled . 
Cll 212 
0 121 
321323 323123 
312312 23123 1 
123121 121321 
The corresponding graphs C(AI) , C(A2) and C(A3) are shown in Figure 1.4 .5. 
1.4.5 FIG URE . The graphs C(A\) . C(A 2 ) and C(A3)' 
~ ::sz: 
• 
1-.- I 3 S 7S 2 S/ i::zL 1 3 
2 ~ 1 
3 /'-2 
Z I 'J' 
F'igUl'e 1.4.6 shows the graphs C(B2 ) and C(B3). 
1.4.6 FIG t: RE . The graphs C(B2) and C(B3) . 
3 -"-7'C----r-
2 ~_r_ ........ ___.E'--
The graph C(D3) is, of course, isomorphic to C(A3) . 
3 ~Z i37 
i ~~ I 
3 ZS i Sl S 
'VOV 
3 
2 
\ 
3 
2 
\ 
3 
2 
• 
tOO 
~  
/0\7 
There are only two words in 'R.(I2(m)), namely 1212 · ·· and 2121 · ·· , of length m. Therefore C(h(m» 
c.o nsists of just two vertices joined by an edge. We will not be concerned with this trivial case any fur ther. 
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If i = ir ... i l , define the reversal of i by i rev := i l ... ir , and also define i := i; . ... ij, applying the 
opposition involution to each letter. Now define [Wev := [i'ev] and [i] := [i] . Noting that the opposition 
involution and reversal commute, set i" := i rev and [W := [i"]. These definitions are all well defin ed. 
The following is a trivial verification . 
1.4.7 LEMM A. 
(a) For all i En., the words i and i· induce opposite tot.al orders on 4>+ . 
(b) For all eEC, the commutation classes C and C· induce opposite partial orders on 4>+ . I 
1.4.8 LEMMA. For crystallographic root systems, C is the graph of a ranked poset (with unique top and 
bottom vert.ices) and is therefore bipartite. 
PROOF . Fix any io En and let (31, (32, ... , (3N be the total order <iD on <1>+. Define r : 'R.-+N by 
By 1.:3 .6 (a), if i - i' then 7'(i) = 7'(i') because any c.ommutation swaps a pair of roots whose sum is /Jot a 
root. 
If i ~ i' then l'(i) = 7'(i') ± 1 because, firstly, any 3-braid swaps some pair ((3i , (3j) of roots whose sum is 
a root. ; by 1.3.6 (b). Secondly, 2(3i + (3j cannot be a root , for otherwise it would lie between (3j and (3; + (3j 
in the tot,al order <i, by 1.3.7, which is absurd because (3j, (3j + (3j and (3j must be consecutive. Similarly, 
di + 2{3j ca nnot. be a root. 
If i ~ i' then "(i) = "(i') ± 1. To see this, let (3j, 2(3. + (3j, (3i + (3j , (3j be the four consecutive roots 
with respect to <i which get swapped by the 4-braid. Then ((3i, (3j) is 110t c.ounted in calc.ulating !'(i) since 
2;3i + 'ij E <1>+. But (13;, (3i + (3j ) is counted, because the sum of these two roots i. a root, and neit h I' 
2;3; + (;3; + Jj ) nor {3i + 2({3i + Pj ) is a root, using 1.3 .7 again . 
Now define r: C-+N· by f([i]) := r(i) , whi ch we have shown to b e well defin ed . We have also .. hown th a t 
r (C ) = f ((;') ± 1 whenever C and C' are adjacent verti ces of C. Therefore r endows C wi t h the stru cture of 
a ran ked poset, with bot.tom vertex [iD) and , by 1.4. 7, top ver tex [io)· . I 
Fol' completeness, \Ye calc.ul ate t he rank of C for the classical types. 
1.4.!) PROPO SITION. The ra nk of t he poset C (wi t.h any choice of bottom vert.ex) is a follo\\' . 
Poset C(AI) C(BI) C(DI) 
Ra nk e~I) 4W + (;) 4m 
PROOF. Suppose C E C is our chosen bottom vert.ex. If /3, 'Y E <1>+ . atisfy {3 ~c 'Y th en we a ut omat icall y 
ha\'e l' ~(" J, by 1.4.7. So , in ollr following enumera t ions of rank C, instead of coun t ing ordered pai rs (.3 , ", ) 
sa ti sfying.3 ~c 'Y, we simply count ullordered pairs {p ,'Y}. 
For type A/ we have 
rank C(AI) 
aft.er a routine calculation. 
For type El we have 
1{{(3,'Y} I p +r E <I>+(AI); 2{3 +r, {3 +2r ~ <I>+(A I)} I 
1{{(3,'Y} I {3+'Y E <I>+(AI)}I 
I{ {a:i + 0';+1 + ... + a:j , O'jtI + a:jt2 + . .. + O' d 11 ~ i ~ j < k ~ I}I 
1-11-1 I 
LL L 1 
i=I j=i k=j+I 
('~1) , 
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rankC(Bl) = 1{{,8, 'Y} 1,8+'YE<1>+(Bl)j 2,8+1', ,8+21' \t <1>+(B/)} 1 
1{{0'1+a2+ .. · + a j, 0'1+a2+"'+O'j}ll~i<j~/}1 
+ I{{O'; + 0';+1 + ... + O'j, O'j+l + aj+2 + ... + a d 12 ~ i ~ j < k ~ l}1 
+ t, {{ ai + ai+1 + . .. + O'j, ~20'1 + 0'2 -t:.. . .. + O'i-d, + ~a2 + 0'3 ~ . .. + Q'k))} , 
:=2(\'1 If ;=2 :=0 If k=1 
where, in the last line, for fixed i, the index j obeys i ~ j ~ I, (giving 1 + 1 - i choices), and, for fixed j as 
well , the index k obeys 1 ~ k ~ 1 and k:/; i - l , j (giving 1- 2 choices) . Therefore 
rankC(B1) = G) + G) + t,(l + 1 - i)(l- 2) 
G) +4G) · 
For type D/ , we have 
rank C(Dd = 1 {{ ,8, 'Y} 1,8 + l' E <1>+ (D1) } I· 
lhorne unordered pair {,8, ,} is counted in the enumeration ofrank C( D/) then ,8, " ,8+1' E <1>+ (D!) S; <1>+(B!) 
and 2f3 + " (3 + 2, \t <1>+ (Dd· For a c.ontradiction , suppose, however, that 2,8 +, E <1>+ (B/) . Then this root 
must be of t he form af + a~ + ... + ap for some i 2: 1. However , 2,8 + l' visibly cannot have all nom ero 
e.oei'fie.ients equal to 1. This is our required contradiction . By a symmetrical a rgument we therefore obtain 
2/3 + r , !3 + 2"), \t <1>+(B1). Consequent.ly, the pair {,8,,} is also counted in the enumeration of ran k cc 8/ ). We 
ca n th erefore make use of our calculation of rankC(B/). The only pairs {,8,r} of roots in <1>+(8/) t. hat. we 
need to exdude are those of the form {af + af + .. . + ap, af + af + . .. + a? }, where 1 ~ i < j ~ I , because 
t h e~e roots do not belong to <1>+(Dl). There are W such pairs. So rankC(Dl) = rankC(Bl) - (;) = 4W. I 
1.5 G en eration of Fundamental Groups 
In t.his ;;eet-ion we rn ake a simple observation about the closed paths in C, a lthough thi will not be used 
t' 1st' wh ere. 
:\ lllorphislll (,'-(;' of e.onnected graphs is a surj ective mapping of the vert ices of G onto the YE' rti ces of 
(;' such t.hat pairs of adjacent vert.ices of G are mapped to vert ic.es which a re either adjac.ent or coin cident . 
We ca ll (;' a quotient graph of G. 
By 1.:3 .1 . R. and C are connec.ted graphs , and C is clearly a qu otient graph of n. 
Let. A be a set of dosed paths in the c.onnected graph G . The fund amental group of G is ge n e rate d by 
A if. given a \'ertex v E G , t.he fund amental group of G relative to v is generated by paths of th e form p-I ap , 
where p is a pat. h from v to the origin of the loop a E A, and p-l is p traced backwards . (We com pose maps 
from right-ta-left,.) This property is independent of v, by connec.tedness of C . 
The support of a reduced word i := ir .. . i l is the set supp(i) := {i l , i 2 , • .. , ir } . 
Th e following theorem is due to [Tits , ~4] and can also be found in [Ronan, Theorem 2.17]. Recall t he 
not.at ion bij = ijij . .. with 11l.;j letters , where 5i5j has order m .i j. 
1.5.1 THEOREM. The fundamental group of n is generated by the closed paths of t he form 
(a) (iobiji , i l b ij i , i 1 bjji, iobj ji , iobjji); 
(b) ' (iioi' , ihi' , . .. , iiri', iioi') , where the support of the words io, it, . .. , ir is a set of cardinali ty three. I 
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1.5.2 COROLLARY. The fundamental group of C is generated by 
(i) quadrilaterals and octagons in types A" D, and E 6 , E7 , E8; 
(ii) qua.drilaterals, octagons and 14-gons in types R, and F4 . 
PROOF. The fundamental group of C is generated by the images of the paths (a) and (b) of 1.5. 1 under the 
natural morphism R-C. 
Let p denote the image of a path of type (a). Clearly, p has no more than four vertices. We therefore 
only have to rule out the possibility that P. is a triangle. This, however, follows from 1.4.8, which showed 
I,hat C is bipartite. 
Now let p denote the image of a path of type (b). Let {i, j, k} be the three letters involved in the braids 
and let 6.' be the subgraph of the Coxeter graph with these three vertices. If 6.' is of type At $ At $ AI 
(disjoint copies of A I) then p is a single vertex. If ~ is of type A2 $ Al or 8 2 $ Al then p has two vertices. 
If 6.' is of type A3 then p is isomorphic to a closed path in C(A3), and is therefore an octagon. Similarly, if 
~' is of t.ype 83 then p has 14 sides. I 
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2. Normal Representatives of Commutation Classes 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we obtain representatives of all commutation classes, called normal r epresentatives, 
which have a particularly simple form . In general, each commutation class has many normal representat ives, 
but t.hey do not differ widely from one another. Vole will show how normal representatives can be used to 
give an inductive method for constructing commutation classes. 
In order to describe normal representatives concisely, we introduce the following notation. Let i, j E N . 
Define words (. / .) ._ {i i + 1 i + 2 . .. j if i :5 j l ) . - 0 'f . . 1 l > ) , 
.. {ii-li- 2 ... j (t "")) := 0 if i ~ j if i < j. 
For example , (1/4) = 1234, (4".4) = 4 and (4'\. 5) = 0. 
If i is a yertex of the Coxeter graph of type AI or BI then define adjacent vertices 
i+ := i + 1 (i # I) and i- := i - 1 (i # 1) . 
If i is a vert.ex of the Coxeter graph of t.y pe DI , define 
i+:=i+l(i#I , /) , 1+ :=3, i-- :=i-:=i-l(i#I , 2,3), 3- :=2, 3--:=1. 
If now i = ir ... i J , defin e i+ := it ... it , and similarly for i- , i- - . 
Further , in type DI , let iaut denote the word obtained from i by interchanging 1 and 2, fixing every thing 
else. (This differs from I only in that the opposition involution is trivial if I is even.) 
If i is a reduced word and tEN then the multiplicity of t in i , denoted mult(i) , is the number of 
o('.wrren('es of t,he letter t. Clearly, commutations leave letter mul tiplic.ities unch anged, so we ('a n defin e the 
multiplicity of t in [i] to be mulj([i]) := mult(i). 
We define t,he promotion operator to be the map 
0: 'R - R. 
",here 1.] is th e effect of the opposit,ion involution ; see 1.1.2 (d) . This terminology and notat ion is moti\'atecl 
by [EG], in which a bij ection between R.(AI) and the set of all balanced tableaux of shape (1- 1, .. . . I) is 
Q·ivpn. The elem entary promotion operator on the tableaux corresponds to our definiti on of O. 
o 
2.2 NOl'mal R epr esentatives in Type AI 
Let C E C(A/) . Any representative of C of t he form A(I '\. 1) (>, for certain subwords A and (> is ca lled 
a llol'mall'epreselltative of C , For example, the commutation class [12434123 12] E C(A 4 ) , whose partia l 
ord e.r graph is Figure 1.4. 1, has 121 4:32 1432 as a possible normal representative. Here, A = 121 and (> = 4:32. 
2.2.1 PROPOSITION. Let C E C(Al) have a normal representative A(l '\. 1)(>. Each of the following is 
a normal representative of some C' E C(Al) which is adj acent to C. The possibilities are given intuitive 
names which suggest how C' is obtained from C. (The restrictions in parentheses will be known to hold 
aut,omat,ically once Lemma 2.2.2 is proven.) 
' left ' A#(l '\. 1)(>, where A# is obtained from A by commutations , followed by a 3-braid. 
' right ' A(I'" 1 )Q# , where (># is obtained from (> by commutations, followed by a 3-braid. 
'left to right ' A'(l'" l)i+ (>, where A"" A'i, (i # I) . 
'right to left' A i-(l '\. 1)(>' , where (> "" i(>', (i t= 1). 
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PROOF . This is clear for the first two cases. 
Consider case ' left to right'. The hypotheses allow us to apply the following sequence of braids: 
A{l "- 1)" A'i{l ",. 1)" 
A'(I "- i + 2) i i + 1 i (i - 1 ",. 1)" 
~ A'(I"-i+2)i+1ii+1 (i-1 ",.1)" 
A'(/,,- 1) i+ ". 
Informally, i hops from left to right over (I "- 1) and increases by 1. Since one 3-braid occurs amongst the 
above sequence of commutations, C' is adjacent to C. The last case is similar. I 
2.2.2 LEMMA . if A(I "- I)" is a normal representative then I rt. SUpp(A) and 1 rt. supp(,,). 
PROOF. Suppose that I E SUpp(A), and consider the rightmost 1 in A. By 2.2 .1, we can apply ' left to right ' 
Inoves t.o each letter of A lying to t,he right of this I , leaving a word containing the subword 11, which is 
nonred uced . This is absurd, so I rt. SUpp(A). The other part is proved similarly. I 
'\le now show that the normal representatives of a commutation· class do not differ widely from one 
a nother. 
2.2.3 LEMMA. Let A{l "- I)" and A'(1 '" I),,' be normal repre entatives of C and C' , respectively. Then 
C = C' if an d only if A ~ A' and ,,~,,'. 
PROOF. Sufficiency is clear. For the converse we will establish a s lightly more general result . Suppose we 
are given ('Q rnmu tation-equival ent reduced words L(I '\. l)R, 1'(1 '\. l)R' satisfying 1 rt. uppeR) , suppeR') 
and I rt. supp(L) , supp(L') . '\le will prove t.hat L ~ l' and R ..... R' by induction upon fe R). 
If e(R) = 0 t.hen L(I "- 1) ..... 1'(1 '" I)R' . The letter 1 of (l '\. 1) in 1'(1 '\. 1)R' is t.he rightmost. 
occ urrence of I , so this 1 commutes w'ith R' ; in particular , 2 rt. suppeR'). So L(I "- 1) '" 1'(1 "- 2)R'I , 
which implies that L(I "- 2) ..... L'(/ '" 2)R' , by 1.:3.4. 
;\' ow repeat this a rgument , considering t he right most 2, :3 . .. , /-1 in turn; we see that supp(R') contain. 
none of :3 , 4 ... . , /. So R' = 0. Therefore L(I ",. J) -- 1'(1 "- 1) , whi ch imp lies that L -- 1' . applyincr 1.3.4. 
\ ow let (eR ) > O. Write R = R1i , .0 that L(I '\. I )R Ji '" L'(I '\. l )R'. Since t he right most i in th e 
"t>('ond word commut es 1.0 t he lid. and since i::f I. we must have i E uppeR'). So R' '" R Ji for .ome R'1 ' 
So, by 1.:3.4 we obta in L(I '\. 1 )R1 '" 1'(1 '" I)R'1 ' By indu ction L -- l' and R1 '" R'1 0 R", R' . I 
2.2.4 LEMMA. Let)..(I '\. 1)" be a normal representat.ive. onsider the correspondin g total or I r on 
(I>+(A ,); see 1.:3 .5. The I1 os it ive root,. corresponding to the letter of the ubword (I '\. 1) a re precisely 
I.hose wit.h surnman d (\'1 , namely 
in some order. 
PROOP. For each 1 ~ i ~ I , the positive root corresponding to the letter i in (l '\, 1) is 
Sin ce, by 2.2.2 , 1 rt. supp(,,) , it follows that S I} -1 cannot delete the summand 0' 1. So i gives ri se to a root 
with sU1l1mand (\'\. So the [ letters of (l '\. 1) must correspond to alii positive roots with summand (\' \. I 
We can now prove the c.onverse of 2.2 .1. 
2.2.5 PROPOSITIO N. Let C E C(A/) have a normal representat.ive A(l ",. 1)" and suppose that C' is 
adjacent to C. Then C' has a normal representative of exactly one of the four types listed in 2.2.1. 
PROOF. Any representative of C' may be obtained from )..(1 '\. 1)" by commutations, a 3-braid, and further 
commutations. Prior to applying the 3-braid, we track the letters , as well as their corresponding po. itive 
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roots , throughout the commutations; see 1.3.6 (a). We note whether each letter comes from A, (l , 1) or (}. 
Let iji be the 3-letter subword to which the 3-braid is applied. Let 0', 0' + p, P be the corresponding positive 
roots ; see 1.3.6 (b). Visibly, either none or exactly two of these three roots may have summand a). So by 
2.2.4 , either none or exactly two of the letters in iji come from (l , 1). We look at the two cases in turn. 
Suppose that no letter of iji comes from (/ , 1). It is impossible for iji to be a mixture of letters from 
A and (} because the intervening subword (l , 1) would prevent the letters of iji commuting into adjacent 
posit.ions. So C' contains a normal representative of type 'left' or 'right' according as iji comes entirely from 
A or (}. 
If exactly t.wo letters of iji come from (l , 1), they must be either the first or last two of iji. If it. is t.he 
last t.wo, then j = i + 1 and the first letter, i, comes from A. It is clear that i may commute to the rightmost 
let.t.er of A, that is, A '" A'i, because otherwise it would be impossible to commute the letters of iji into 
adjac.ent positions. Therefore C' has a representative of type 'left to right' , since, by 2.2.2, we have i -:f I. 
If the first two letters of iji come from (l , 1), we similarly obtain type ' right to left ' . 
Finally, C' cannot have normal representatives of more than one of the four types, because, using the 
crit.erion in 2.2.:3 , it is easily checked that no two types lie in the same commutation class. I 
2.2.6 PROPOSITION. Every coml11utat,ion class in C(A,) contains a normal representative. 
PROOF . Proposition 2.2.1 shows that if some vertex of the graph C(A,) contains a normal representative 
then so do all adjacent vertices . Sinc.e C(A,) is connected we therefore only have to exhibit one norm al 
representa tive . If w~1) denotes the longest element of W(A,) then a cal culation shows tha t 
w~1) = w g-I)SI ... S2S) and £(w~l)) = e(w~/-) ) ) + / 
for I > 1. Therefore 
1(2' 1)(3' 1) ... (/, 1) 
belongs t.o R.(A/) a.nd is d early a normal representative. I 
We now describe an algorit.hm for constructing all the c.ommutat ion classes in C(A/) from th o e of C(...l ,_ I)' 
Let. C E C(A,- I) and let I be an ideal of the pa rti al order gra ph of C, that is, as t of verti ces such 
that if i E I and j is lower in t he partial order , t hen j E I. Let iJ b e t he word corresponding t.o any linea r 
ext.ension of [ , and extend to a reduced longest word , so tha t 
for sorne word i2 . Since bil E 'R.{Al-d , we have i2h(l' 1) E n(A,). So , by appl ying f (i1) 'Ieft to ri ght.' 
moves (see 2.2.1) , we obtain i2(l ~ l)i{ . (See 2. 1 for the notation it .) Set 
SiJlce a ll lin ea r extensions of I are commu ta t ion-equivalent to one another , Cl is unambiguously defi ned. 
For example, if C E C(Aa) has t.he partial order graph shown in Figure 2.2.7 (a) , and if I is the idea l 
indicated in (b) t.hen Cl is shown in (c. ). 
We shall omit t.he numbered horizoutallines in the partial order graphs from now onwards ; if drawn in , 
!.hey would be numbered from bottom to top , as usual. 
In t.erms of words, C = [132132], the word 32 is a linear extension of I , and Cl = [1321432143] . 
2.2.7 FIGURE. Constructing Cl . 
(n) (b) 
~I 
(c) 
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2.2.8 PROPOSITION . The m apping 
{(C, J) ICE C(A/-d , J is an ideal of C} -+ C(A/) 
(C, l) ...... Cl 
is bijec.t ive. 
PROOF. For surjec.tivity, take any [A(I '\,. 1)0] E C(A/), set C := [A 0-] E C(A/-d, and let J be the ideal 
of the partial order graph of C formed by the letters of 0-. By definition, (C, I) maps to [A(I '\. J),,] . 
For inj edivity, suppose that Cl = C]" with the obvious notation . Then [i z(l '\. l)it] = [i~(l '\. J)j't]. 
By 2.:,U we have h '" i2 and it '" i't , hence it '" i~. So C = [i2i1] = [i2iD = C' and since i1 '" i~ , we have 
I = I' . I 
Before giving an example, we shall introduce a useful map and list some elem entary properties . 
2.2.9 PROPOSITION . Define 
6: C(A/) -+ C(A/-d 
[A (I " 1),,] ...... [,\ ,,-). 
(a) The map 6 is a surj edive graph morphism . Eac.h fibre is a connected subgraph and any two verti ces of 
t he same fibre are related to one another by ' left to right ' and right to left ' moves . 
(h) The 6-fibre of C E C(AI-d is 
{Cl I J is an ideal of Cl· 
This is a poset wi th unique top and bott.om by setting 
(c) Each b-fibre is a ranked poset with rank func t ion 
a nd highest. rank G) . Adj acent Yerti ces of C(AJ} related to one another by a ' left ' or ' ri ght ' m ove have t.he 
sa me rank (in 1.heir respect.i ve fibres) . 
PROOF. First note th at 6 is well defin ed , by 2.2.3. 
(a) If c: = [i] E C(AI-l) th en [i(l '\,. 1)) maps to C, so 6 is onto . Using 2.2 .1, it is easily c.hecked t hat und er 
' Ieft' and ' right ' m oves, the 6-images of adj acent Yerti ces a re t.hemselves adj acent . l nder ' left to ri gh t. ' and 
·ri ght. to left ' moves, t he 6-images coin cide. So 6 is a morphism . 
\low consider a general vertex [A(l '\,. 1),,] E 6- 1 (C). By defini t ion , A ,,- '" i . So , by applying t( ,,) left 
to ri ght ' m oves to [i(l '\. 1)], we obtain a connected path, lying in 6- J (C), joinin g [i(l '" 1)) to [A(I '" l )g]. 
Thus, 6- 1 (C ) is connected. 
(b) This is immedia.t.e from the definit.i ons; in the notation of (a) , we h ave 
{[A(l'" 1),,] I C = [A g-n 
{Cl I C = [A g-] and I is the ideal form ed by g-} 
{Cl I I is an ideal of C }. 
The claimed poset struct.ure is d ear. 
(c) This is clearly a valid ranking function, because if Cl' covers Cl in the parti al order then J' has one 
rnore vertex than I and henc,e rank (Cl') = 1 + rank (Cl ). 
The highest rank is le!, which equals (;). Adjacent vert ices related by a ' right ' move have the form 
[,\(l." l)g~, [A(/ '\.. l)g#]. These have ranks i ((.)), i ((.)#) , which are clearly equal. A simil a r argument 
appIJes for left' moves. I 
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So, in order to obtain all the commutation classes in C(A/) , we construct the a-fibre of each C E C(A/_ 1 ) 
in turn. 
Let 8 : C(A4)-C(A3) ' The 8-fibre of C (see Figure 2.2.7 (a)) is shown in Figure 2.2.10 (a). The way C 
splits into two parts is highlighted in the heavily drawn parts of the partial order graphs. Figure 2.2.10 (b) 
shows the poset structure of this a-fibre. Note that it is a ranked poset with top rank 6 = (~) , agreeing with 
2.2.9 (c.) . 
2.2.10 FIGURE . The a-fibre of C of Figure 2.2 .7 (a). 
Cb) 
2.3 Normal R epresentatives in Type BI 
L t, c: E C(Bt) . Any represent.ative of C of the form ),, (1 '\, 2) ,.,,1( 2 /' I)e wh ich sa ti fie I,he conditioll_ 
I rt. supp( ).. ). supp(a) and J , 2 ft supp(,.,,) is c.a.ll ed a normal r epresentative of C. 
2.3 .1 ~OTES. 
(a) In 2. :3.7 we will prove t. hat any word in 'R.(Bt) of the form )..(t '\, 2)1-"1(2 /' I)e is in fact a norm al 
represent.a.ti w. However , we find it cOJ)\'enient to start wi th the stronger definition. 
(b) OI'ma l representatives appea r asymmetri cal but this is misleading sin c.e the conditions 1 \ :2 ~ supp( p.) 
illJply that p.l ...., 1// .. 
2.3.2 PROPOSITION. Let C E C(Bt) have a norm al repre.entati\'e )..(1 '\, 2) ,.,,1 (2 /' I )g. Each of th e 
following is a normal representative of some C ' whi ch is adjacent to C. 
' left ' )..#(1 "" 2),.,,1(2 /' I)e, where )..# is obtained from)" by c.ommutations and a 3- or 4-b raid . 
'middle ' )..(1 "" 2),.,,# 1(2 /' l)g , where ,.,,# is obtained from,." by commutations and a 3- or 4-braid . 
'right ' )..(1 "" 2),.,,1(2 /' I)g# , where g# is obtained from e by commutations and a 3- or 4-braid . 
'left to middle ' )..'(1 "" 2) i+ ,.,,1(2 /' I)g, where).. ...., )..'i and i i= 1. 
'middle to left ' ).. i- (/ "" 2),.,,'1(2/ /)a, where,." ...., i,.,,'. 
' right to middle ' )..(1 '\, 2),." i+ 1(2/ I)l?' , where g'" ig' and i i= 1. 
'middle to right ' )..(1 "" 2),.,,'1(2 /' I) i- e, where,." '" IJ'i. 
' left to right' )..'(1 "" 2),.,,1(2/ I) 1 e, where).. ..... )..'1 and 3 ~ suPP(J.l.) . 
' right to left' ).. 1 (l "" 2),.,,1(2/ l)g', where g ..... Ig' and 3 ft Sllpp(IJ)· 
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In the last two cases, C and C' have representatives which are related to one another by a 4-braid. 
PROOF . This is clear for the first three cases. 
Consider ('ase ' left to middle' . We may apply the following sequence of braids: 
>.(1 "" 2)111(2 /I){} >.'i (I "" 2)111(2 / /)(} 
>"(1 "" i + 2) i i + 1 i (i - 1 "" 2)111(2 / /)(} 
2. >"(1 "" i + 2) i + 1 i i + 1 (i - 1 "" 2)1J1(2 /I){} 
>" (I "" 2) i+ IJ 1 (2 / I) (}. 
Since one :3-braid occurs amongst these commutations, C' is adjacent to C. The next three cases are proved 
similarly. 
Consider case ' left to right ' . We may apply the following sequence of braids: 
>,'1 (I "" 2)111 (2/ I)(} 
>.'(1'" 3) 1212 1J(3 / /)(} 
~ >.'(1'" 3) 21211J(3 / /)(} 
>"(1'" 2)1J1(2 / I) l{}. 
Since Olle 4-braid oc('.urs amongst t hese commutations , C' is adjacent to C . The last case is similar . I 
2.3.3 LEMMA . Let >'(1'" 2)111(2 / I){} and >"(1 "" 2)11'1(2/ /){}' be normal rep resent.atives of C and 
C' , respectively. Then C = C' if and only if>. '" >" , 11 '" 11' and {} '" {}' . 
PROOF . Sufficiency is dear . 
For the converse, suppose we have commutation-equivalent reduced words L(I "" 2)Ml(2 / I)R and 
L'(l '" 2)M'l(2 / /)R' satisfying 1 ~ supp(L) , supp(L') , supp(R) , suppeR') and I , 2 ~ supp(M), supp(M' ). 
We shall prove t.hat L '" L' , M '" M' and R -- R' by induc tion upon f eR). 
If f( R) = 0 f.hen L(I '" 2)Ml(2 / /) -- L'(I '" 2)M'I(2 / I)R' . So , since I ~ supp(R') , the lett er 
/ of (2 / /) in t.he right-hand \\'ord must be ab le t.o commute to t he rightmost position . This impli s 
/- ) ~ supp (R') . By 1.:3.4 we obtain L(I "" 2)MI(2 / /- 1) "" L'U "" 2)M'l (2 / /- l )R'. Simil arl y, 
('onsiderillg the rightrnost O('.(,.llrrenc.es of 1- 1, /- 2, ... , 2 in turn, we also obtain /- 2, /- 3, ... , 1 rf:. supp( R'). 
Therefore R' = 0 = R. It, follo\\'s t.hat L(I '" 2)M -- L'(I '" 2)M'. Now, since [rf:. supp(L) , supp(L' ) and 
1, 2 ~ supp(M) , sllpp(M') , we haye exa c. tl y the same situation as in the proof of 2.2.3, xcept wi th differ ilL 
not.at.ion. Therefore L -- L' and M -- M' , as required. 
Now suppose that f eR) > O. Writ.e R = R)i , so Lhat L(I '" 2)Ml(2 / /)Rl i "" L'(l '" 2)M'1(2 / /)R'. 
So , i commutes to t.he rightmost position in t he right.-hand word . Since i # I, we t.herefore ha \'e i E supp(R') , 
hence R' ...... R~ i for some R~ . By l.:3.4 we obtain L(I ". 2)M 1 (2 / /)RI "" L'(l '" 2)M'1 (2 / I)R;. By 
indu('ti on , L ...... L' , M"" M' and RI -- R'} , hence R -- R' . I 
2.3.4 LEM:-'1A. Let ).(I '" 2)1J1 (2 / l){} be a normal representative. Consider t he corresponding total 
order on (1)+(81). 
(a) The root c.orresponding to t he letter 1 adjacent to IJ is 0') + 0'2 + ... + 0'/. 
(b) The roots corresponding to the subwords (l ". 2) and (2/ I) are precisely the remaining positive root.s 
wit,h sumrnand 0' / , namely 
and 
20'1 + 0'2 + ... + 0'1, 2(0) + 0'2) + 0'3 + ... + 0'1, .. . ,2 (0'1 + ... + 0'1-1) + 0'1· 
PROOF . This is a simple calculation, using the restrictions on the supports of >' , 11 and {}. I 
We can now prove the ('.onverse to 2.3 .2 
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2.3.5 PROPOSITION. Let C E C(BI) have a normal representative )..(1 "" 2),,1(2 /" I)" and suppose that 
(:' is adjacent to C. Then C' contains a normal representative of precisely one of the nine types listed in 
2.3.2 . 
PROOF. Any representative of C' can be obtained from >"(1 "" 2),,1(2 /" I)" by commutations, a 3- or 
4-braid, and further commutations. We track the letters and their corresponding positive roots during t.he 
first sequence of commutations, noting whether they come from ).., (I "" 2), ", 1 (2 /" I) or " , 
First consider the case where a 3-braid is applied to iji, and let 0', 0' + {J, (J be the corresponding roots; 
see 1.:3 .6 (b). Either none or exactly t.wo of these roots may have summand 0'1, by inspection of <}>+(BI). So 
by 2.:3.4, either none or exactly two of the letters of iji come from (l "" 2) and (2 /" I), since i,j i: 1. 
If none of the letters of iji come from (I "" 2) and (2 /" I) then they must all come from either >.. , " or 
e, and hence C' has a representative of type ' left', ' middle' or 'right', respectively. 
Suppose two letters of iji come from (I "" 2) and (2 /" I). As i, j i: 1, these two letters must come from 
eitiJer (l '\, 2) or (2 /" I), otherwise they would be unable to commute into adjacent positions . 
Suppose both letters c,ome from (I '\, 2). If it is the first two letters of iji then j = i-I and the third 
letter, i , ('.Ornes from ". SO" '" i,,' , for some ,,', otherwise all three letters would be unable to commute 
in t.o adj acent posit,ions. Therefore C' has a representative of type ' middle to left' , as i i: 1. If the last two 
letters of iji come from (I '\, 2) then j = i + 1 and the first letter , i, comes from >.. . Therefore>.. '" >"'i and 
(," has a representative of type ' left to middle' , as i i= I. 
Symmet.rically, if all of iji ('.Omes from (2 /" I) , we obtain cases 'middle to right ' and 'right to middle' . 
Now consider the case where a 4-braid is applied , to a subword 2121, say. Let 0', 0' + {J, Cl' + 2/3, {J be th 
corresponding roots. Note t.hat none of the letters of 2121 may come from ". 
Clearly, 0 '1 is not a summand of (J, otherwise Cl' + 2{3 would not be a root . 
If Cl' does not have sllmm and 0 '1 either, then the letters of 2121 must all come from)" and e, by 2.3.4. 
Clearly, 2121 cannot be a mixture of letters from these two subwords, so C' must have a representative of 
type ' Ieft,' or ' right'. 
Now supp ose Cl' has summand 01 , so that er + (3 and er + 2(3 a lso have summand 0' / . By 2.3.4. prec isely 
t,he first. t.hree letters of 2121 come from (/ "" 2) and 1(2 /" I) ; by inspection, the first let.t.e r c,omes from 
(I '\, 2) , t.he rniddle two from 1(2 / I) , and the last letter , 1, comes from e· So we have e '" le' and 
:3 rt. supp(,,) . otherwise t.he letters of 2121 would be unable to commute into adjarent positions. T herefore 
C' has a representative of type ' right to left ' . 
SyrnrnetTically. if a, 4-braid i, app lied to 1212 , we obtain case ' left to right '. 
Fin ally (." ('.annot have normal rep re entatives of more then one of the nine typ es listecl in 2,3 .2, as can 
eas ily be chec: kecl, lIsing 2.:3. 3. I 
2.3.6 PROPOSITION. Every c,ommutation dass in C( BI ) contains a normal representative, 
PROOF', As in t he proof of 2,2,6. it suffi ces to exhibit just one norm al rep resentative. If w~l ) is the longest 
ei ernent of W( RI) t hen we have 
w~l ) = w~l-l ) (,sI.sI_l" ,,s2),s1(,s2 ... ,sI_l S/) and p(w~I)) = p(w~l-l )) + 2/- 1 
for 1 > 2. As 1212 E n,(B2 ) , the word 
1212 (3 '\, 2)1(2 /"3) ... (l "- 2)1(2 /" I) 
belongs to n(B,) and is visibly a normal representative. I 
We can now show that our definition of normal representative is slightly stronger than necessary. 
2.3.7 LEMMA . Any word in 'R(BI) of the form >..(1 "- 2),,1(2 /" I)(! is a normal representative. 
PROOF. By 2.3.6 there is some normal representative )..'(1 "- 2),,'1(2 /" /)(!' such that 
)..(1 '\, 2),,1(2 /" /)e '" )..'(1 "" 2),,'1(2 /" I),,'. 
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For a contradiction, suppose there is some letter i in I-' with i E {l, 2}. Consider the following (ordered) lis t 
of letters appearing in the left-hand word above: 
the 1 in (l '\. 2), the 2 in (l '\. 2) , the i in 1-' , the 1 in 1(2 /' I), the 2 in (2 /' I) , the I in (2 /' I). 
As we apply commutations, we track these letters. It is clear that no matter which commutations are applied, 
each entry in the list must lie to the left to the following entry. 
Our letter i in I-' must c.orrespond to some letter in the normal representative. First , note that i cannot 
be any let.t.er in p.', as 1,2 f/. supp(p.'). 
Suppose i corresponds to some letter in A' (I '\. 2) of the normal representative. Then the second entry 
in the list must be a letter in .\' (because it lies to the left of i). Hence, the first entry, a letter I, must also 
li e in A' , which is absurd, as 1 f/. SUpp(A'). 
Simila.rly, i c.annot wrrespond to any lett er in (2 /' I)p'. 
So , i must be t.he letter 1 which is adjacent to 1-". Therefore the fourth entry, also a lett.er 1, must lie in 
p'. But this implies that the last entry, an I, lies in 0', which is absurd. 
\Ve have shown that 1,2 f!. sUPP(JL). We can therefore apply £( 1-') 'middle to left' moves to the word 
A(l '\. 2)/1,1(2 /' I)p, (which can certainly be performed without requiring 1 f/. SUpp(A),SUpp(p)), giving 
A 1',- (l '\. 2)1(2 /'/)p. Now apply the promotion operator (see 2.1) £( p) times, noting that the opposition 
involu t ion is trivial, giving 
p A JL- (l '\. 2)1(2 /' I) E n(B/). 
By t.he calculation in the proof of 2.3.6 this implies that 
so we certainly have If!. SUpp(A) , supp(p) . I 
Pa rts of the following technical Lemma will' be required here and in subsequent cha pter. Refer t.o 2.1 
for the not.ation . 
2.3.8 LE1IIMA . 
(a) All reduced words for the same element of W(B/) have the same multiplicity of the I tte r 1. 
(h) For all i E R.( Bl) we have mu I} (i) = t· the I positive roots corresponding to t he I occ urrenc s of the 
left. r I are 
Cl 1, O'} + 0'2, . , . , 0' J + .. , + Cl / , 
ill some order . 
PROOF. 
(a) Th e only braids involving the letter 1 are commutat ion and 4-braids, bOlh of which leave the multiplicity 
of I unchanged. 
(h) The rnultiplicity of I in the word exhibited in the proof of 2.2,6 equal I , so by part (a) , the. ame is true 
of allY i E R.(B/). Now, since 0'1 is a short root , it follows that all roots corre ponding to the lett.er 1 are 
also short,; the Ilist.ed root.s are the only short roots in <I>+(B/). I 
We now describe an algorithm for c.onstructing all of the commutation classes in C(B/) from those of 
C(B/-d· 
Let C E C( B/_\ ) a.nd consider its partial order graph . Let 1\ be an ideal. Let 12 be disjoint from 11 , such 
that 1\ U/2 is also an ideal and 12 contains no vertex corresponding to a letter 1. Thus , the partial order 
graph of C is partitioned into three parts. 
Let i l , i2 be linear extensions of 11,12 , respectively, so that 
for some i 3 . We have I f!. supp(i2)' 
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Since b i2 it (l "" 2)1(2 / I) E R(B/), we may apply 'left to middle' followed by 'middle to right' 
moves for each letter of i l different from 1, and a 'left to right' move for each letter 1 of it, giving rise 
1.0 the word b i2 (l "" 2)1(2 / I) h. Since 1 ~ supp(h), we can apply ' left to middle ' moves, giving 
i3 (l "" 2) it 1 (2 / I) it. We may therefore define 
CI ,,!\ := [i3 (l "" 2) it 1(2/ I) ill E C(B/). 
Since all linear extensions of It and 12 are commutation-equivalent to one another, CIl.l\ is well defined. 
For example, if C E C(B3) is shown in Figure 2.3 .9 (a), and if 12 and It are as indicated in 2.3.9 (b), then 
CI2,l\ is shown in 2.3.9 (c) . Note that, if drawn in, the horizontal lines would be numbered from bottom to 
t.op , as usual. 
2.3.9 FIGURE. Constructing CI,,l\. 
(a) (b) (c) 
In terms of words, C = [321213212] and C1,.I1 = [3212143243123412] . 
2.3.10 PROPOSITION . The mapping 
is bij ect.ive. 
{CC, h Id ICE C(B/-d ; Tt , ItUI2 are ideals of C and 1 ~ T2 } -+ C(B/) 
(C, h It) ....... ChI) 
PROOF . For surj ectivi ty, take any [A(I "" 2),.,.1(2/ i)(J] E C(B/) , set C:= [A,.,.- (J] E C(B/_ 1 ) and let h 
I1 he th e subgraphs of t he partial order graph of C formed by ,.,.- and (J, respectively. Note that. 1 ~ 12 
heca use 2 ~ supp(,.,.). Clearly (C, T'2 , It ) m aps to [A(l "" 2)/l1(2 /I)l?]. 
For inj ecriyity, suppose, with t he ob' iolls not.at.ion that CI 2 ,!\ = CI~'! :' Then we have 
[i3 (l ~ 2) it 1(2/ l) il] = [i~ (l "" 2) i't 1(2/ I) i~]. 
EJ 2" )') J" .,. ., d . ., S C' C' I T' . d T T' I :ly .. ) .. ) we 0)t.a1l113 "" 13 , 12"" 12 an I} "" 11 ' .. 0 = , 2 = 2 an 1 = l ' 
We now introduce a map analogous to the one in 2.2.9 
2.3.11 PROPOSITION. Define 
6 : C(BI) -+ C(BI-d 
[A(l "" 2){I.1(2 /I )l?] ....... [A /l- l?]. 
(a) The map 6 is a surject.ive graph morphism. Each fibre is ('.onnected, and any two vertices in the same 
fibre are related to one another by ' left to middle', 'middle to right ', ' left to right ' and their opposite moves . 
(b) Th e b-fibre of c: E C(BI-l) is 
{CI 2 ,l\ I T1 ,T2UIt are ideals orc and 1 tt T2 }. 
This is a poset with unique top and bottom by setting 
() Each b-fibre is a ranked poset, with rank func.tion c 
rank (Cl,,1\) := 21ld + Ihl- muh (11) 
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and highest rank (1- 1 )(21- 3) . (Here, mult (11) stands for the number of vertices labelled 1 in Id Adjacent 
vertices of C(B,) related to one another by a 'left', 'middle' or 'right' move have the same rank (in their 
respective fibres). 
PROOF. Note that 6 is well defined, by 2.3.3. 
(a) If c: = [i] E C(B/_ I ) then [i (I "" 2) 1 (2 /' I)] maps to G, so 6 is onto. Using 2.3 .2, it is easy to check that 
6 is a morphism of graphs. Now consider a general vertex [~(I "" 2)",1(2 /' I)p] E 6- I (G). By definition, 
~ ",- p '" i, so by applying an appropriate sequence of ' left to middle', 'middle to right' and ' left to right' 
moves (similar to the sequence of moves used to obtain the definition of Chit from G, above), we obtain a 
pat.h in 6- 1 (C) joining [i (l "" 2) 1 (2 /' I)] to [~(1 "" 2)1-'1 (2 /' I){.>]. So 6- 1 (C) is connected. 
(b) 'Ve have, in the notation of part (a), 
6- 1 (C) {[A(l "" 2)1-'1(2 /' l)p] 1 C = [.\ 1-'- p]} 
{CI 2 ,!, 1 C = [.\ 1-'- g] and h 11 are formed by I.L- , g} 
= {C/2 ,!, I 11 , 12uh are ideals of C and 1 rt 12} . 
To verify th e poset structure of t,his fibre, it is easiest to identify ChI, with the ordered pair {h , Id and 
proceed formally . The details are trivial. The bottom element is CM and the top element is C0 ,C. 
(c) \Vrite ('12,1, = [~(l "" 2)/.1.1(2 /' I)g], so that Ihl = l {g), 1121 = l (l-') and 
rank (CI 2 ,lJ = 2e{U) + l {l-') - mull{g). 
Now consider a vertex CI~,I: = [~'(l "" 2)1-"1(2 /' I)U'] in the 6-fibre, which is one step higher in the parti a l 
order. If C/~ .I: is obtained from Cl, ), by a ' left to middle' move then £(/.1.') = £(1-') + 1 and g' - g . Therefore 
rank (C/~ '!;) = rank (C/ 2 ,!,) + 1. . 
If C:J~,1: is obtained from Cl, ,!, by a ' middle to right ' move then £(",') = £(I.L) - I, muh(u') = rnull(p) 
(because 2 rt. sUPP(Il)) and l (g') = (p) + 1. Therefore rank (C/~,l:) = rank (CI,,!,) + 1. 
If now C/~ ): is obt.ained from (/ 2 )1 by a ' left to right ' move then f (Il') = f (Il) , f (g') = e(g) + 1 and 
rn\llj (0') = rnuh (0) + I . Thus, rank (C/~,I:) = rank (ChI,) + 1. Thus , we have a well defin ed rank [unet ion. 
The top rank is rank (C0,C) = 21(;1 + 0 - mull(C) , Since C has (1- 1)2 vertices and rnuh (C) = /- 1 by 
2.:3.8 (b) . \ye obt.a in (1- 1)(21- :3). The last assert ion is clear - simply noti ce t.hat bra ids applied to A, I-t 
and g affec t neither the lengths of these words nor mul] (g). I 
Let, cS : C(B4)-C(B3). The cS-fibre of the commutation class G in Figure 2.:3 .9 (a) is shown in Figure 
2.:3 .12 (a ). The poset stru cture of this fibre is shown in 2.3.12 (b) ; note t hat it is ranked wi t h l Op rank 
15 = (4 - 1 )( 2.4 - 3) , agreeing \\'ith 2.3.11 (c). 
2.4 Normal R e presentatives in Type D/ 
Let. C E C( D/) . Any representa tive of C of the form .\(1 "" 3)011.b(3 /' l)g , where {a , b} = {I , 2} alld also 
I rt snpP(A) , supp(g) aJld 1, 2 rt. sUPP(Il) is called a llormall'epreselltative of C, of type 12 or type 21 
according as (a , b) = (1 , 2) or (a , b) = (2 , 1) , resp ectively. 
2.4.1 ~OT£S . 
(a) In 2.4 .7 we will show that allY word in R(D/) of the form .\(1 "" 3)0Ilb(3 /' 1)0, where {a , b} = {I , 2} , 
is a normal representative. 
(b) Reversing a normal representative of type 12 is a normal representative of type 21 (of a different 
commutation class, in general) . 
(c) A commutation class may contain normal representatives of both type 12 and type 21. 
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2.3.12 FIG URE . The cS-fibre of C of Figure 2.3.9 (a) . 
Ca) ~ 
~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ ~ 
(b) 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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2.4.2 PROPOSITION. Let C E C(Dl) have a normal representative )..(1 '\, 3)1J.1.2(3 /' I){}. Each of the 
following is a normal representative of some C' which is adjacent to C. 
' left' )..#(1'" 3)lJ.l.2(3 /' l){}, where )..# is obtained from)" by commutations and a 3-braid . 
'middle ' )..(1 '\, 3)IJ.1.#2(3 /' I){}, where J.I.# is obtained from J.I. by commutations and a 3-braid. 
' right' ),,(1'" 3)lJ.l.2(3 /' I){}#, where {}# is obtained from {} by commutations and a 3-braid. 
' left to middle' )..'(1'" 3)1 i+ J.l.2(3 /' I){}, where).. "" )..'i and i =P 2. 
'middle to left' ).. i-- (I'" 3)IJ.1.'2(3 /' I)(}, where J.I. "" iJ.l.' . 
' right to middle' )..(1'" 3)1J.1. i+ 2(3 /' l)(}', where (} "" i(}' and i =P l. 
'middle to right' )..(1 '\, 3)IJ.I.'2{3 /' I) i- {}, where J.I. "" J.I.'i. 
'special left to middle' ),,'{I '" 3)2 3 J.l.l(3 /' 1)0, wh ere).. "" N2 and 3 rI. sUPP{J.I.) . 
'special right to middle ' ),,(1'" 3)2J.1. 31(3 /' l)(}', where (} -- 1(}' and 3 rI. sUPP(J.I.)· 
(The las t two are normal representatives of type 21.) 
If C has a normal representative of type 21, a symmetrical statement holds; swap 1 with 2 and i- with 
i-- in the above representatives . 
PROOF. This is clear for t he first three cases. 
Consider case ' left to middle ', where).. -- )..'i and i =P 2. If i =P 1, we may apply the following sequence 
of braids: 
)..(1 '\, :3)1/1,2(3 /' l)o )..'i (l '\, :3)lJ.l.2(3 /' I)(} 
"" )..'(1 '\, i + 2) i i + 1 i (i -1 '" 3)1/L2(3 /' 1)0 
~ )..'(1 '\, i + 2) i + 1 i i + 1 (i - 1 '\, 3)IJ.1.2(3 /' 1)0 
)..'(1 '\, 3)1 i+ J.l.2(3 /' I){} , 
so C' is adjacent to C. If i = 1, the remaining case, we m ay apply these braids: 
)..(1'" :3)1/1,2(3 /' 1)0 )..'1 (l '\, 3)1/L2(3 /' l )(} 
)..'(1", 4) 131/L2(3 /' l )(} 
~ )..'(1 '\, 4) :31:3 11,2(:3 /' 1)0 
)..'(1", 3) 1 1 + 11,2(3 /, /){! , 
as required. not.ing that 1 + = :3. The next three cases are similar . 
Consid er case 'special left to middle ' . 'Ve may apply these braids: 
)..(1'" 3)1/1.2(3 /' 1)0 
as required. The last case is similar. I 
)..'2 (I '\, 3)2J.1.1{3 /' l ){! 
)..'(/ '" 4) 232 /L1(3 /' I){! 
2. )"'(1", 4) 323 /L1(3 /' 1)0 
)..'{l '" 3)2 3 J.l.l(3 /' 1)0, 
2.4.3 LEMMA . Let)..{l '" :3)aJ.l.b(:3 /' I)(} and N(I '\, 3)a'J.I.'b'(3 /' l){!' be normal representatives of C and 
C' , respectively. Then C = C' if and only if ).. -- N, /L '" J.I.' , {} -- 0' , and either 
(0, b) = (a' , b') or (a , b) = (b' , a') and 3 rI. sUPP{J.I.) = sUPP{J.I.'). 
PROOF. Sufficiency is clear, noting that if J.I. '" J.I.' and 3 tt sUPP(J.I.) then aJ.l.b "" bJ.l.'a. 
Conversely, suppose that L(I '\, 3)a.Mb(3 /' I)R and L'{l '\, 3)a'M'b'(3 /' I)R' are commutation-
equivalent , satisfying I ~ supp(L), supp(L'), suppeR), suppeR') and 1, 2 ~ supp(M), supp(M'). We shall 
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prove that L '" L', M ..... M', R ..... R' and either 
(a , b) = (a' , b') or (a,b) = (b' , a') and 3 rt. supp(M) = supp(M') 
by induction upon e(R). 
If e(R) = 0 then L(l '" 3)aMb(3 /' I) ..... L'(I '" 3)a'M'b'(3 /,/)R' . Since the rightmost 1 commutes to 
t he end, and as 1 ~ supp(R'), we have 1 - 1 ~ supp(R'). By 1.3.4 we obtain L(I '" 3)aMb(3 /' 1 - 1) '" 
L'(1 '" 3)a'M'b'(3 /' 1- 1)R'. Similarly, considering the rightmost 1- 1, 1- 2, .. . ,3 in turn, we also obtain 
1 - 2, . .. , 2 , 1 rt. supp(R'). Therefore R' = 0 = R , giving 
L(l'" 3)aMb '" L'(I '" 3)a'M'b'. 
If (a , b) = (a', b') then L(I '" 3)aM '" L'(I '" 3)aM'; induction upon f(M), using an argument similar 
to t,he one in the proof of 2.2.3 now yields L '" L', M '" M', as required. 
If inst.ead (a , b) = (b',a') then inspection of (*) shows that the rightmost a must c.ommute wi t h M (as 
a rt. supp(M» , hence 3 ft. supp(M). Similarly, 3 ft. supp(M'). By 1.3.4 we therefore obtain L(l '" :J)M ..... 
L'(l '" :3)M' . Once a.ga.in , indUC"t.ion upon f (M) yields L", L', M "" M'. This completes the case f(R) = O. 
When E(R) > 0, we proceed just as in the proofs of 2.2.3 and 2.3 .3. I 
2.4.4 LEMMA. Let >..(1 '" 3)ollb(3 /' I)e be a normal representat ive. Consider the corresponding t.otal 
order on CI>+(D/). The positive roots corresponding to the subwords (l '" 3)a and b(3 /' I) are prec.isely 
t hose wit h summand 0' /. 
PROOF . This is a simple calculation, using the restrictions on t he supports of >.. , Il and e· I 
\'\ e can now prove the converse to 2.4.2. 
2.4.5 PROPO SITIO N. Let C E C(DJ) have a normal representative >"(1'" 3)11-'2(3 /' l)g, and suppose that 
(:' is a.dj acent to C. Then C' has a normal representative of precisely one of the nine typ e list.ed in 2.4 .2. 
If c: has a normal representative of t.ype 21, a symmetrical statement holds; swap 1 wit.h 2 and i- wi th 
i-- in f'ach of the listed represent atives in 2.4 .2. 
PROOF . . -\ ny representative of C' can be obtained from >..{I '\. 3)11l2(3 /' I)(} by commutations. a 3-braid 
an d fur ther commutations. \Ve track the letters a.nd their corresponding positive roots during the first 
sequence of commutations , noting whether they come from >.. , (I '\. 3) 1 p., 2(3 /' I) or g. 
Let i ji be the \Yord to which the 3-braid is applied , and let 0' C\' + {3, {3 be t he corre ponding roots. 
Ei ther none or exactly two of these roots m ay have summand 0: / , so by 2.4.4 , either none or exactl v two of 
th e lett.ers of iji come from (I '\. 3)1 and 2(3/ I) . 
If none of the letters of iji come from (I'\. 3)1 and 2(3 /' I) t hen they must all come from either >.. , I-' 
0 1' (} , and hence C' has a representative of type 'left , 'middle ' or ' right ' , respectively. 
Now suppose exa c.tly two letters of ij i come from (I '" 3) 1 and 2(3 /' I) ; since Cl! + {3 must ha\'e summand 
(1/. these must be the first or last two - say the first two, i j , for definiteness. There are now two ca es to 
consider - sUPP(I1.) eit.her does or does not contain 3. 
If:3 E . upp(,.,,) t.hen i j must come from eitlJer (I '\. 3)1 or 2(3 /' I) , otherwise they could not commute into 
adjacent positions. For the same reason , the third letter, i, comes from,." or {}, and we have commut.ation-
equiva lences Il "" i,.,,' or e"" i(}'. Thus, C' has a representative of type 'middle to left ' or ' right to middle', 
respecti vely. 
If instead :3 ft. sUPP(Il) then we have the further possibilities that either i (the first letter of iji) is the :3 
in (l '" 3)1 and j is the 2 in 2(3/ I) , or, symmetrically, i is the 1 in (I'" 3)1 and j is the 3 in 2(3 /' I) . 
(Note that ill this situation , i and j can commute into adjacent positions.) However , if i = 3, j = 2 then the 
third letter, i, must be the 3 of 2(3/ I), which contradicts the fact that not all of iji comes from (l '" 3)1 
and 2(:3 / I). The second case, where i = 1, j = 3, is possible, because the third letter , i, must come from e, 
and we have a commutation-equivalence e "" ie', otherwise the three letters iji would be unable to commute 
into adjacent positions. Therefore C' has a representative of type 'special right to middle' . 
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If it is the Jast two letters of iji which come form (l '. 3)1 and 2(3 / I) then we obtain the possibilities 
' left to middle', 'middle to right' and 'special left to middle' for C'. 
Finally, using 2.4.3, it is easy to check that C' cannot have representatives of more than one of the types 
listed in 2.4 .2. I 
2.4.6 PROPOSITION. Every commutation class in C(D,) contains a normal representative. 
PROOF. As in the proof of 2.2.6, it suffices to exhibit just one normal representative. If w~l) is the longest 
element of W( DI) then we have 
w~l) = w~l-l)(s/S/_1 ... S3)S1 S2(S3 ... SI_1S/) and e(w~l)) = e(w~l-I)) + 2(1- 1) 
for 1 > 2. As 12 E R.(D2), the word 
123123 . .. (l '. 3)12(3 / I) 
belongs to 'R.(Dz) and is \'isibly a normal representative. I 
We can now show that our definition of normal representative is slightly stronger than necessary. 
2.4.7 LEMMA . Any word in R(D/) of the form A(l ~ 3)alLb(3 / I)g, where {a,b} = {1,2} is a normal 
representative. 
PROOF. Here, we will take (a, b) = (1 , 2); the other possibility is symmetric.al. By 2.4.6 there is some normal 
representative A'(I ~ 3)a'IL'b'(3 / I)g' such that 
A(l ~ 3)111.2(3/ I)(} '" A'(l ~ 3)a'IL'b'(3 /I)e'· 
For a contradiction, suppose there is some letter i in IL with i E {I , 2}. If 1 = 3 then we easily obtain a 
cont,radiction , strongly constrained by the fact that l (wo) = 6 in type D3. So now let I > 3 and c.onsider the 
following (ordered) list of let,ters appearing in the left-hand word above: 
th e I in (l ~ 3) , the 3 in (l ~ 3) , the i in IL . 
As we app ly commutations, \ye t rack these letters. It is clear th at no matt.er which comm utations are appli ed, 
each I" nt ry in the list must lie to t he left to the following entry. 
Our let.t er i in IL rnust correspond to some letter in t he normal representative. Note that i cannot be any 
lettpr in 11.'. as I, 2 ~ supp(p.') . 
Suppose i corresponds to some letter in A'(I ~ 3)a' of the normal representat ive. Then the sec.ond entry 
in th e list must be a letter in A' (because it lies to the left of i) . Hence, the first entry, a letter I. li es in A' 
also , which contradicts I rt. SUPP(A') . Similarly, i cannot correspond to any letter in b'(3 / l)(}' . 
We have so far shown th at I. 2 rt. SUPP (IL)· We can therefore apply 'middle to left ' moves to the word 
)..(1 '. :3) 11-1.2(:3 / l){!, (\\"hich can be performed without requiring 1 rt. supp(>.) ,supp(g)), giving ri se to 
A 11.-- (l" :3)12(3 / l){! . ~ow apply the promotion operat,or t.o obtain 
eA 1"-- (I'\. 3)12(3/ I) E'R.(D/). 
By t he c.alculation in the proof of 2.4.6 , this implies that 
eA IL-- E 'R.(D/- 1 ), 
so we have I ~ SUpp(A) and I rt. supp(e) , hence 1 rt. supp((}). I 
''''I'' now desc.ribe an algorithm for constructing all the commutation classes in C( DI) from those of C(D/_I ). 
Let, C E C(DI_ 1 ) and consider it.s partial order graph . Let h be an ideal. Let 12 be disjoint from 11 such 
t.hat It ul 2 is also an ideal and 12 does not contain vertices corresponding to both a letter 1 aJld a letter 2. 
Let it, i2 be linear extensions of h, 12 , respectively, so that 
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for some h We have 1 ft. SUpp(i2) or 2 ft. SUpp(i2) (or both). 
Since b i2 h (l '\. 3) 12(3 / I) E 'R.(D/), we may apply a 'left to middle' followed by a 'middle to right' 
move for each letter of i). It is easily checked that these moves change each letter 1 into a 2, and vice-versa. 
Therefore, we obtain [i3 h (I '\. 3)12(3 / I) i~ut]; see 2.1 for the notation. Now we apply ' left to middle' 
moves for eacn letter of h, giving [i) (l '\. 3)a it b(3 / 1) i~ut), where (a, b) = (1 ,2) if 1 E supp(i:?) and 
(a , b) = (2,1) if 2 E supp(i2)' If lleitller 1 nor 2 occur in i2 then it does not matter which of the two 
possibilities we choose for (a , b), because we then have 3 ft. supp(it) . We may therefore define 
{ 
[i3 (l '\. 3)1 it 2(3/1) itut] if 2 ft. 12, 
CI2 ,11:= [i3 (l '\. 3)2 it 1(3/ I) i~ut] if 1 ft. 12, 
Sinc.e all linear extensions of 11 , 12 are commutation-equivalent to one another, C/,,11 is well defined. 
For example, if C E C(D3) is as shown in Figure 2.4.8 (a), and if hand /1 are as indicat.ed in 2.4.8 (b) , 
then ChI1 is shown in 2.4.8 (c). Once again, the horizontal lines in these partial order graphs are omitted, 
but. would have been numbered 1, 2, 3, ... , from bottom to top. 
2.4.8 FIGURE . Constructing CI2 ,11 ' 
(a) (b) (c) 
In terms of words , C = [123213] and GI,,!, = [143234313423] . 
2.4.9 PROPO SITION . The mapping 
{(C, h 1J)I CE C(D/-d , 1J,11U/2are idealsof Gandnot bot.h 1, 2E12} - C(D/) 
(G, hIt) f-> CJ2 ,!, 
i;: bij ective. 
PROOF . For surj ect,ivi ty take any ['\(1 '\. :3)a/Lb(3 / l)e] E C(D/) . Set C := [,\ /L-- eaut ] if (a , b) = (1 , 2) 
a nd (" := [,\ /L- eallt ] if (a , b) = (2.1). Let /1 be t he ideal formed by eaut . Let 12 be the subgraph fo rmed 
by 1.1,-- 0 1' /L- , respec.tively. It is clear that not bot,h 1 and 2 are vertic.es of 12, a nd that (G, 12. h) m a ps to 
[,\(1 '\. :3)(11-1,&(3 / I)e] · 
f or inj eC't,ivitv, suppose, with the obvious notation. that C I 2 11 = GI', 11. Then we have 
... , 2 ' 1 
[i3 (l '\. 3)a it b(:3 / I) i ~ut] = [i~ (l \. 3)a' i'; b' (3 / I) i,~u t ], 
",here {a. , b} = {a.' , b'} = {1 , 2}. l'sing 2.4.3 , we obtain i3 "" ia, i 1 "" i1 and it "" i't. It remains to deduce 
that i:! - i~ , for then C = C' , h = I: and 12 = 12, There are two cases. 
If supp(i:d contains neither 1 nor 2 then 3 ~ supp(it), hence :3 ft. supp(i't), which implies sUPP(i'2) 
cont.ains neither 1 nor 2, also. It follows at onc.e that i2 "" i2, as required. 
If inst.ead 1 E SUpp(i2) ' say, then we have ( a, b) = (1,2), by definition of ChI,. As 3 E supp(it) , supp(i't) , 
:2 .4.:3 im plies that (0', b') = (0 , b) = (1,2). So , by definition of GI~'!; ' we must have 1 E supp(i2) also. So, as 
i2 and i2 bot.h contain some letter 1 (and hence no letter 2), it follows that i2 "" i2, as required. A similar 
argument applies if 2 E SUPP(i2)' I 
We now introduce a map analogous to the ones in 2.2.9 and 2.3.11 
2.4.10 PROPOSITION. Define 
6: C(Dd -
['\(1 '\. 3)o/Lb(3 / I)e] f-> 
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if(a,b) = (1,2), 
if (a, b) = (2,1) . 
(a) The map <5 is a surjective graph morphism. Each fibre is connected, and any two vertices in the same 
fibre are related to one another by ' left to middle', 'middle to right', 'special left to middle' and their opposite 
move.s . 
(b) The 6-fibre of C E C(Dl_ 1 ) is 
This is a poset with unique top and bottom by setting 
(c) Each 6-fibre is a ranked poset, with rank function 
and highest rank 2(1- 1)(1- 2). Adjacent vertices of C(Dl) related to one another by a ' left' , 'middle' or 
'right ' move have the same rank (in their respective fibres). 
PROOF. To see that <5 is well defined, first note that ..\ , I-' and f} are all defined up to commutations, by 
2.4 .:3. Secondly, if a commutation class in C(D/) has representatives of both type 12 and typ e 21 , then, by 
2.4 .:3 again , we have 3 t/: 1-'., so that 1-'- = 1-'--. Thus, {j is well defin ed. 
(a) If C = [i) E C(D/- 1) then [i (l "" 3)12(3 / I)] ........ C, so 6 is onto. Using 2.4 .2, it is easy to check that 6 
is a morph ism of graphs. Now consider a general vertex [,,\(1 "" 3)al-'&(3 / I)f}] E 6- 1 (C). Start ing with this 
\'ertex, first apply P(I-') 'middle to left ' moves. Next, for each letter of f} , apply a 'right to middle' followed 
by a 'middle to left ' move. We obtain a path lying in 6- 1(C), ending with [..\ 1-'-- f}"ut (I"" 3)12(3 / I)] if 
(a , b) = (l , 2) or [..\ 1-'- €?aut (l "" 3)12(3 / I)] if (a, b) = (2 , 1) . In either c.ase, this equ als [i (I "" 3)12(3/ I)] . 
So 6- 1 (C) is connected. 
(b) We have , in the not a tion of part (a), 
• { [..\ 1-'-- f}au t] 'f 1 {[..\(l ~ 3) a~l.b(3 / l)g]! C = [..\ 1-'- €?"ut] :f ~ ~ 2 } 
= {C ~ ! C = {[..\ 1-'-- gaut] ~f a = 1, and 12 , Il are form ed by 1-'-- , g } 
1_,1\ . [..\ 1.£- gaut] If a = 2, and 12, 11 are formed by 1-'.- , €? 
{CI, ,1\ ! 11 , I2UII are ideals of C and not both 1, 2 E I2}. 
It is trivia l to check that t he given prescription does indeed give a part ial order on the 6-fib res; th e 
bot tom elem ent is C0 ,0 a.nd t.he top element is C0 ,C ' 
(c) Write CI2 ,1\ = [..\(1 "" :3)al-'&(a / /)f}], so that 1111 = P(g) , 1121 = C(I-') and 
rank (C1, ,1\) = 2R(€?) + £(1-'.). 
Now consid er a vertex Cl~,l: = [..\'(1 ~ 3)a'I-"b'(a / I)€?'] in the same fibre, which is one step higher in 
the partial order. If C:l~,l: is obtained from Chl\ by a 'left to middle ' or 'special left to middle m ove then 
((It') = ( I-') + 1 and C(g') = £(€?) , giving rank (CI~,J:) = rank (CI2 ,!\) + 1. 
If Cl~,I: is obtained from CI,,J\ by a 'middle t.o right ' move then £(1-") = C(I-') - 1 and P(€?') = C(g) + 1, 
giving rank (C]~,l:) = rank (Ch ]\ ) + 1. Therefore, the rank function is well defin ed. 
The top rank is rank (Ce,c ) = 21CI + 0 = 2(1- 1)(/- 2). The last part is trivial. I 
Let 6 : C(D4)-C(D3)' The 6-fibre of the commutation class C in Figure 2.4.8 (a) is shown in Figure 
2.4.11 (a). The poset structure of this fibre is shown in 2.4.11 (b); note t.ha.t it is ranked with top rank 
12 = 2(4 - 1)(4 - 2) , agreeing with 2.4.10 (c). 
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2.4.11 FI GURE . The 8-fibre of C of Figure 2.4.8 (a) . 
(a) \iN (b) 
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2.5 Embeddillgs of Commutation Classe s 
An embedding of graphs is an inj ective mapping of vertices which is a graph isomorphism onto its 
image. 
As a simple application of normal representatives, we will show how C can be embedded in graphs built 
from Coxeter groups. These embeddings are not used elsewhere, but may be of interest . 
We will view Was the graph underlying its weak order diagram . Thus, the edges in W join w to SjW for 
all simple refl ec.t.ions .si and all W E W . If H is a subgroup of W, the set of cosets {Hw I w E W} is giv n a 
natural graph struc.t.ure by deeming t\\O distinct cosets to be adj acent if there exist two representa tives , one 
in each eoset , which are adjacent in W . This graph is denoted W/H . 
Th e edges in a product X x Y of graphs join vertices (x , y) and (x' , y') whenever x = x' and y is adj acent 
t.o y' , or vice-versa. 
We sha ll require the following two observations . Recall that == stands for braid-equivalence. 
2.5.1 LEMMA . Let ij ..... i'j' be a c.ommutation-equivalenc.e of reduced words . 
(a) Ifi == i' (or , equivalently, j ==j') then i ..... i' andj ..... j' . 
(b) Suppose th a t i == i'k for some k (or , equivalently, th at j' == kj) . Then i ..... i'k and j' ..... kj . 
PROOF . 
(a ) By 1.:3.4 , it is enough to show i ..... i' . \\ e a rgue by induction on C(j). The result is d ear if t (j) = O. 
Now let e(j) > 0 and write j = jlk. \I\'e therefore have k E supp(j'), and the rightmost k must commu te to 
t.he e'nd of i'j' , so j' ..... j'l k for som e j~ . Applying 1.3.4, we obtain ijl ..... i'j; , giving i ..... i' by indu ction. 
(b) \Ve a rgue by induction on C(i') . Th e result is clear if R(i') = O. Now write i' = hi; , so th at h E supp(i) . 
As h commu tes t.o t he beginning of ij we must have i ..... hil for some i l . By 1.3.4 , id ..... i;j' . Al 0 i l == i; k, 
,,0 hy indu ction , j' -- kj , hence i ..... i'k. I 
2.5.2 LEMMA. Suppo:e t ha t [i l i 2 . .. in] is adjac.ent to ud 2 " .jn] and iv == j v for all v. Th n there xists 
:;OIIH' 'U such t ha t [iu] i. adj ac nt to Uu] and iv '" j v for a ll v =/; t / . 
PROOF . Set i := in ... il ' j := j n . . . .it . We can go from i to j by applying commutati ons. an m-b rai I 
(m =/; 2). a nd furth er commutat ions. The m-braid is applied to . orne word ij i· ·· wi th m let\, rs. Let (\' and 
.3 he the pos itive roots ('.orresponding to t he first a nd last letters of t his subword . " e have (\' + 13 E <1)+ by 
1.:3.6. part s (b) and (c) . (For ollr purpo. es, \ \'e only need t.o consider 111 E {3 , 4}.) Applic.ation of t he m-braid 
swaps er and /3, henc.e 
,3 <i Cl' and (\' <j (3, 
beca use any fur ther c.ornrnut.ations needed to obta in j cannot swap a pair of roots whose urn is a root , by 
1.:3 .6 (a ). 
Since i t. == j v for all v , we may obta in j from i by applying braids to each facto r iv in t urn . Therefore, (\' 
and ;3 II1U St correspond t.o letters in t he sam e factor i u , for som e u. It follows that a ll of t h lett ers involved 
in the m-bra id come from ill' So [iu] is adj acent to Uu] and we have 
:\I ow applying 2.5.1 (a) n - 1 times, we obtain iv ..... jv for all v =/; u . I 
2.5.3 PROPOSITION . The following are ernbeddings of graphs. (See 2.2.9, 2.3.11 and 2.4 .10 for the definition 
of 6 in each case.) 
( a) 
(J : C(A,) 
C = [,\(1 '\. 1 )l?] 
~ C(A,-t} x W(AI-d 
1-+ (6(C),S).-1) 
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(b) 
B : C(Bt) '-+ C(BI-J) x W(BI-d x W(BI-I)/(SI) 
C = [A(l "-. 2)J.tl(2 /' l)(J] ~ (6(C), sA -I, (SI)SQ) 
(c) 
B : C(DI) '-+ C(DI-d x W(DI-J) X W(DI-t) 
C = [A(l "" 3)o.J.tb(3 /' /)(J] ~ (6(C) , SA -I, SQ) 
PROOF . The maps are dearly well defined. First we check injectivity. 
(a) Let C' = [A'(l "-. 1)(J'] be such that B(C) = B(C'). Then A(J- '" A'(J'- and A == A'. By 2.5.1 (a) we 
obt.ain A'" A' and (J- '" (J'-, hence C = C'. 
(b) Le\, C ' = [A'(1 "" 2)J.t'1(2 /' /)(J'] satisfy B(C) = O(C'). Then AJ.t- (J '" A' J.t'- (!' and A == A' , hence 
A'" A' by 2.5 .1 (a). Now, SQISQ-I E (SI) and sQ'S,,-1 = sj./ol_-l sj./o_ , hence, as 2 rt. supp(J.t') ,supp(,.,.), it 
follows t.hat SQ' SQ -1 = id. Now using 2.5.1 (a) again, we have (J '" (J', hence J.t '" IJ'. Thus C = C' . 
(') Let C' = [A'(l "" 3)a'J.t'b'(3 /' /)(!'] satisfy B(C) = B(C'). Suppose (a., b) = (1 ,2), so that 6(C) = 
[AJ.t--(Juut]. If also (a',b') = (1 , 2) then 6(C') = [A'J.t,--(!, aut], otherwise 6(C') = [A'J.t, - (!, uut]. Applying 
2.5 .1 t.w ic.e, we obtain A'" X , (!aut '" (/allt and either J.t-- '" 1)"-- or J.t-- ....., J.t'- , respectively. The form er 
clearly implies J.t ....., J.t' , as required. The latter implies 3 rt. iOOupp (J.t), supp(J.t') , hence I)' ....., I),'. Therefore 
c: = C' . T he case (a , b) = (2 , 1) is similar. 
Us in g 2.2.5, :2.:3 .5 and 2.4 .. ) , it is easy to check that ach mapping is a morph ism of graph .. The reason 
for using (S I }-cosets in type BI is so that only one coordinate changes under 'left to right' moves (see 2.3.2) . 
Conversely, we must now check that if B(C) is adjacent to B(C') then C is adj acent to C' . We u e the 
above not.a tion for C and C'. 
(a)(i) First suppose that 6(C) = 6((;') and s ),. -I is adj acent to s~-I. Then A(!- '" X (!'- an d 5 ,). -1 = 
8 i 8 A,- 1 for ,;;orne Si . ,'\ ithout loss of generali ty, assume f( A) > f(A' ), so that A == A' i. By 2.5 .1 (a) \\' 1" obtain 
A ....., A' i and (J' '" i+ (J . I t follows th at. (." can be obtain ed from G' by a single 'left to right ' move: se 2.2 .1. 
(a)( ii) For th e ot,her possibility. suppose t.hat 6(C) is adj acent to 6(C' ) and s ),. -I = 8 ,). ,-1. So [A(J- ] is 
atlj a(' ent. to [A' 0'-]' A == A' and (J- == r/- . By 2 . .5.2, either [A] is adj acent to [X] and (J "" (J' or \' ic -\·ersa. 
T herefore C' may be obta ined from C by a 'left ' or ' right ' move. 
(b)( i) (Throughout case (b) we ",ill defin e w := 8Q' S(} -1.) 
Suppose that 6((:) = 6(C') , A == A' and (81}S" is adj acent to (Sl }S" ,. As AJ.t-(J '" XJ.L'-(J'. 2.5. 1 (a) 
irnpli es that A'" A' and J.t'- (J' '" J.t- (!. 
Clea rly, no reduced word for tu can cont.ain the let,ter 1 (as 2 rt. supp(J.t) , sUPP(J.t')) . Using this, We 
will show th at .s f} = .5js(}, for some i f. 1. Of c.ourse, this is certa inly tru e if s (} and sQ' are our adjacent 
rE' ]1resent.a t,i\'E's of ( SI }s" and ( S I }s (}" but there are three other possibili t ies to consid er. 
If So and S l S,,' are ollr adjacent representatives then s (} = S jS1 S (}' for some if. 1. Thus, l i is a reduced 
\\'o rd fol' W, ",hidl is absurd . 
Similarly, SI sQ is not adja.c.ent to s,," 
If SI SQ an d SI SQ' are our adjac.ent representatives then SlSQ = SiS l SQ' for some i:l= 1. If i = 2 t.hen 121 
is a reduc.ed word for w, which is absurd. Thus, i ~ 3, hence Si commutes with SI, giving S(} = SjSQ', as 
claimed. This completes the four possibilities. 
To recap, we have shown that sQ = SiSti for some i :1= 1. 
Without loss of generality, assume C((J) > l ((J'), so that (J == i(J' . By 2.5.1 (b) we obtain (! "" i(J' and 
J.t' ....., I-t i+. Rec.alling A "" X , it is clear that C' may be obt.a.ined from C by a 'right to middle ' move (as 
i f. I) ; SE'e 2.3.:2 . 
(b)( ii) Now suppose that 6(C) = 6(C'), (sJ}sQ = (SI} S", and si l is adjacent to si} . Without loss of 
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generality, let 1(,,\) > 1(,,\'), so t.hat ..\ == Ni for some ij as ..\1-'- {} - ..\'1-"- {i, this implies ..\ _ "\'i and 
1-"- (i - il-'- {}, by 2.5.1 (b). We consider separately the cases w = id and w = SI. 
If w = id then 2 .. 5.1 (a) implies {} - (}' , hence i+ I-' - 1-" . As 2 tt sUPP(I-") we have i f; 1, so C' may be 
obtained from C by a ' left to middle' move; see 2.3.2. 
If w = SI then SjsJL- = SJLI- SI· Clearly, il-'- is reduced (since "\'il-'- is reduced), and 1-"-1 is red uced 
(since 1 tt sUPP(I-"-» · Therefore il-'- == 1-"-1. It follows that i = 1, and, being the o1lly letter I in these 
t.wo words, it is clear that 1 commutes with 1-'- and 1-"-. In particular, 3 f/:. sUPP(I-'), sUPP(I-"). 
Now recall (putting i = 1) that 1-"- (}' - 11-'-{}. Therefore ,.,'- {}' -I-'-I{}; using this and our assumption 
.sri = SISQ (that is, w = SI), we obtain (}'- 1{} and I-' -I-" by 2.5.1 (a) . Recalling that..\ - ,,\'1 , we see 
that C' may be obtained from G by a left to right' move. 
(b)(iii) Suppose that O(C) is adjacent to o(G'),..\ =="\' and (sJ)sQ = (SI)SQI. Since ..\I-'-{} == NI-"-{}' we 
have w = s-}_ sJL-, hence w ::j; SI· SO, W = id, giving {} == {}' and 1-'- == 1-"-. It follows at once from 2.5 .2 
JL 'ddl ' ,. I ' that. C and C' are related by a ' left ', "nI e or fig 11. move. 
(e)(i) (Throughout case (c) we will consider only (a , b) = (1 ,2), the ot.her case being similar.) 
First suppose that 6(C) = 6(C'), ..\ == "\' and sQ is adjacent to SQI. Without loss of generality, let 
f( (}) > f« (}') , so that {} == i(}' for some i. It follows from 2.5.1 (a), app lied twice, that ..\ - "\' and (} _ i (}'. 
If «(£', &') = {1 , 2) we obtain 1-'-- i aut - 1-"- - u 'ing 1.3.4. Thus, i aut f; 2, that is, i f; I , hence C' may be 
obtained from C by a 'right to middle' move; see 2.4 .2. 
If (a.', &') = (2, I) then I-'-- iaut -1-"-. It follows that 3 tt supp(I-') . So, if i f; I then C ' may be obtained 
frOIl1 C by a ' right to middle' move, and if i = 1 then they are related by a 'special right to middle ' move. 
(e)(ii) The on ly other essentially different case is when o(G) is adjacent to o(C') and ..\ == ..\' , {} == {}' . ''' e 
claim that tt == tt' , for then 2.5.2 shows that G and C ' are related by a left', 'middle' or ' righ t' move. 
If «(/,' , b') = (I , 2) it follows easily that, tt- == tt'- , hence ,.t == tt' , as required. 
If (o.' , b') = (2 , 1) then tt-- == 11.'- · Thus, 3 f/:. sUPP(/1·) , suPP(tt') , which incleed implies tt == tt' , as 
required. I 
2.5.4 ~OTES. 
(a) Th e mapping for tJ'pe El looks a lilt,le unnatural. In fact , the graphs W(Bt)/(st} and W(Dt) are 
isoll JOrp hie . ( ~I apping III E W(D I ) to the coset (SI)W provides a bij ection of vert,iees and it is ea y t.o \'erify 
that. this map and its inverse pre. erve edges.) So, \re have an emb edding 
(b) If X and Y are poset.s t.hen so is the direct product X x Y by setting (x , y) ;:; (x' , y') if and only if 
.1' :s J:' and y ;:; y' . Also , if X and Y are ranked then so is X x Y , with ran k (x , y) = rank x + rank y. Thus , 
for each type , we can consider B as a map int.o a ranked poset. This clearly induces a ranked poset st.ruct ure 
0 11 the domai n. Furthermore, B is a 't ight ' mapping in the sense tha.t the ranks of these two posets agree. 
For example considering B in type BI, we have 
rank C(B/) = rank C(B/_)) + rank W(B/_I) + rank W(D/_ I ) , 
as can be verified using the formul ae in 104.9. 
(c) By iterating the embeddings of 2,5,3 we obtain an embedding of C into a direct product of Coxeter 
groups. 
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3. Quiver-Compatible Reduced Words 
3.1 Equivalence of Quiver-Compatible Words 
This chapter has two purposes. The first is to show how normal representatives can be exploited to 
obtain a numerical characterisation of quiver-compatible longest words. The second is to obtain explicit 
expressions for quiver-compatible words, which will be used in our subsequent study of root components. 
Let ill stand for any labelled connected Coxeter graph with 1 vertices. A quiver is an orientation of ill; 
if i and j are adj acent vertices of ill, we write i -+ j or i +- j. Let Q denote the set of quivers with underlying 
Coxet.er graph ill. If confusion is possible, we write Q(A6), for example, to indicate the underlying graph. 
A vertex i of a quiver Q is a sink (of Q) if i +- j for all vertices j adjacent to i. 
Let i( Q) denote the quiver obtained from Q by reversing the orientation of all edges adjacent to i. 
If i := i r . .. i), let i(Q) denote the quiver i r (-· . (i1(Q» ... ). 
Following an idea going back at least as far as the 1973 paper [BGP], we say i := ir .. . il is compatible 
with a quiver Q if i) is a sink of Q and ik is a sink of ik-) ... i) (Q) for all k > 1. (Note that we do not 
require i t.o be a reduced word.) 
For example, t.he word 132312 E R(A3) is compatible with the quiver 1-+2+-3. 
Recall that t.he promotion operator a on n sends iN ... i) to fliN .. . i 2. In this section we will prove that 
a ll the quiver-compatible words in n are equivalent to one another under promotion and commutations. This 
result may be known , but we haye not seen it in the literature. In any case, our proof is very elementary. 
3.1.1 LEMl\IA . Every reduced longest word is compatible with at most one quiver. 
PROOF' . Suppose that i E n is compatible with quivers Q and Q' . C hoose any edge e of the Coxeter graph 
~/ and let jl , h be its endpoints. Writ.ing i := iN . .. i l , let k be the least suffix satisfying ik E {JI h} . 
(We are t.acitly using the well known f act that the support of any maximal-length word is t.he whole set 
{l .... ,l}.) 
Without loss of generality, let ik = jl ' Therefore h is a sink of both ik _) . . . i) (Q) and h-I . . . i l (Q'); in 
particular. h -+ JI in both these qui,·ers. So h --- jl in both Q and Q' , since, by minimality of I. •. none of 
t he letters i k -I , ... , i) li e in {jl. h}. Since e \ras chosen arbitrarily, " 'e have Q = Q' . I 
3.1.2 LD1\IA . Let i be redu ced a nd compatible with a quiver Q. If j "" i then j is a lso compatible with Q 
and j(Q) = i (Q). 
PROOF'. \re may assume t.hat i and j differ by a single com mut ation - the result is then clear . I 
We now construct a tot.al order on the set of all quivers with underlying graph ill , where I > 1. First , 
nllmber the \'ertices and edges of ~/ as shown figure 3.1.3 (a) or (b) , depending up on whether there is a 
branch point (types D/ , E6 , E7 and Eb ) or not. 
1\ e wiJJ use this IlumberiJJg of \'ertices OJJly for this section, ill order to streamline certa in arguments. 
3.1.3 FIGt.;RE. Constructing a total order on Q(L.\/). 
(a) 
1 2 1-1 
•• f--~---t.t--=-~ ... - - - ... -:....:..-e. 
2 3 1-1 
(b) 
11-1 
•• ..--=-I--4I.~..:2=---•• ___ ~ ___ • 
2 3 b-l b b+l 1-2 
1-2 • 
1- I 
Let Q E Q(il/) and let i, j be adjacent vertices. If j < j, the edge orientation i-j corresponds to the 
digit 0 and i-+ j corresponds to the digit 1. In this way, Q is uniquely determined by some (l - 1 )-tuple of 
binary digits, following the ordering of the edges above, which can be viewed as an integer written in base 
2. The ordinary total ordering on the integers therefore induces a total order on Q(L.\/). For example, the 
quiver in Q(A 6) given by 
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has binary representation 10011. 
Let .1./ denote the bottom quiver in the total ordering of Q(~/). 
3.1.4 LEMMA . If Q E Q(~/) is a quiver different from .1./ then there exists some j =f 1 which is a sink of 
Q. For any such j we have j(Q) < Q in the total order. 
PROOF. First we prove that Q has a sink other than 1, by induction on I ~ 2. If 1= 2 then Q = 1-2, so 
we can take j = 2. 
Observe that vertex I of Q lies on a unique edge, e, say. If the arrow on e points towards I then we may 
take j := I as our sink. Otherwise, let Q' be the subquiver obtained from Q by deleting vertex I and edge e. 
Clearly, Q' =f .1./-1 since Q ::j; .1./ . By induction, Q' has a sink j =f 1. If j does not lie on e then j is clearly a 
sink of Q. If j lies on e then, since the arrow on e is pointing towards j, we see that j is a sink of Q in this 
c.ase too. 
We will now show that j( Q) < Q. As j =f 1, inspection of Figure 3.1.3 shows that there is a unique 
adj acent vertex j' with j' < j. Since j is a sink of Q, we have j' - j in Q, corresponding to ' 1' and j' +- j in 
j(Q), r.orresponding to '0'. Now , the numbering of edges in 3.1.3 has the property that for any other vert.ex 
k adjacent to j , edge {j,j'} is numbered lower than edge {j,k}. It follows that j(Q) < Q. I 
3.1.5 LEMMA. For all Q and Q' in Q(~/), there is some (not necessarily reduced) word w which IS 
compatible with Q and satisfies Q' = w(Q) . 
PROOF . First we show that there exists some word j which is compatible with Q and satisfies j(Q) = .1./ . 
Then we shall exhibit a word i which is compatible with .1./ and satisfies Q' = i(.1./). Setting w := ij , we 
have our desired result . 
To prove existence of a suitab le j , we argue by induction on the total order on Q(~/). If Q = .1./ lYe may 
take j t.o be t.he empty word. Now suppose t hat Q =f .1./ ; by 3.1.4 there exists some sink j =f 1 of Q with 
j(Q) < Q in the total order. So by induction there exists some word j1 which is compatible with j(Q) and 
sat. isfi es jl (i(Qn = .1./ . Put j := j lj · 
Now we sha ll exhibit a suitab le i. Suppose first that ~/ does not have a branch point. Let Q' ha\·e 
orif'nt.ation g iven by (/i-qi + I for precisely those vert.i ces qi satisfying 1 ~ ql < ... < qk ~ 1- 1. It is easily 
ri) Pcked t.hat the fo llowi ng word works : 
:,\ ow suppose that ~/ has a branch at vertex b. inspection of 3.1.3 (b) shows t hat we may ta ke b = 2 in 
type D/ and b = :3 in type E/ (l = 6. 7. 8) . Note that b is adjacent to I ; ignoring this edge {b I} t empora rily , 
let, Q' have orientat,ion given by C}j-qj + 1 for precisely those vertices qi satisfying 1 ::; ql < . .. < qk ~ 1- 2. 
Let. C}l , . . . , qh-I be precisely those qi \\"hi ch are strictly less than b. 
If Q' contains b-I we may set 
i := (ql ~ 1)(q2 ~ I) .. . (qh-1 ~ 1) (qh ~ 1)1 (qh+l ~ 1)1 (qk ~ 1)1 (1- 1 ~ I) , 
, '" " ".--------" 
and if Q' contains b+-I we may set 
i := Sql ~ 1)(C}2 '\. 1) ... (qh-l '\. 1U(Qh '\. 1) I(Qh+1 ~ 1) 
v v 
Again , it is easy to check that i has the claimed properties. I 
3.1.6 LEMMA. Let i := ir ... i} be any reduced word which is compatible with Q E Q. Suppose j is a 
sink of Q and that j E supp(i). Then there exists some k such that i '" ir ... ti ... id . Informally, 'sinks 
commute to the right'. 
PROOF. Consider the least suffix k for which j = ik. If k = 1 then there is nothing to prove, so suppose 
k > 1. We daim t.hat for all h < k, vertex ih is not adjacent to ik. (From this, the result follows at once.) 
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Suppose not , and consider the least h for which ih is adjacent to ik. By quiver-compatibility, ih is a sink 
of ih-I ... il(Q). Now, Q contains ih-j = i/c, and by minimality of k and h, we see that {ih , j} is disjoint 
from {ih-1 , ... , i2, i1}. Therefore ih-1 . . . i1 (Q) also contains ih -+ j, contradicting the fact that ih is a sink 
of this quiver. I 
3.1.7 LEMMA . Suppose that i and j are reduced words for some element of W(AI), which are compatible 
with the same quiver Q E Q(A/). Then i '" j. 
PROOF . \"'ritei:= ir ... i1 and j := jr ... jl' We argue by induction on r; the result is clear for r ~ 1. 
,,,re have jl E supp(i). Since i is compatible with Q and jl is a sink of Q, 3.1.6 shows there is some k 
such t hat i '" i'j1, where i':= ir".fi. .. . i l . Settingj' := ir . .. h, it is clear that i' andj' are reduced words 
for t.he same element, and which are compatible with i1 (Q). By induction we have i' ..... j', hence i ..... j. I 
With a fixed labelling of the Coxeter graph AI, for each p ermutation 7r of {I, ... , /}, the produc.t 
s".( J) . . . 8".(/) of the I simple reflections is a Coxeter element. It is well known that the Coxeter ele-
ments form a single conjugacy class and hence have the same order Ii = Ii(AI), ca.\led the Coxeter number. 
We have t.he well known identity Ii = 2N It (see [Humphreys, p.79]). The Coxeter numbers corresponding to 
the root systems are as follows. 
Root system 
Coxeter number 
The foll owing well known result may be found in [Bourbaki, p.139, Ex.2]. 
3.1.8 PROPOSITION. The Coxeter graph A/, being bipartite, determines a unique partition of the vertex 
set {I , ... , I} into two subsets , say {el , ... , er} and {h , ... , I.} , such that no two of the ei are joined by an 
edge, a.nd similarly for the Ii. Set e := el ... er and f := h ... I. (with respect to any numbering) and define 
. { (ef)~/2 if Ii is even , 
10 := f(ef)(1i-1 )/2 if Ii is odd. 
(Where in means ii .. . with n facto rs.) Then iD is a reduc.ed word for Wo. I 
For Q E Q(tiI) , we define Q to be the quiver indu ced by the opposition invo lution, t hat is , i- j in Q if 
a nd only if 7_ J ill Q. Clearly, i is a sin k of Q if and only if J is a sink of Q. 
3.1.9 LE IVI'VIA. For a ll Q E Q there is some i E'R. which is compatible with Q. Furthermore , any such i 
satisfi es i(Q) = Q. 
PROOF . We begin with a special case. In the notation of 3.1.8, let Qo be the quiver which has sinks at 
precisely the ver t ices 11 ,' . . , I. · It is easily checked that iD is compatible with Qo and satisfies io(Qo) = Qo. 
By :3.1 .. 5, it suffices to show the following: if Q is any quiver , if i E n is a compatible word satisfying 
i(Q) = Q, a nd if j is any sink of Q, then we can find some j En which is compatibl e wi t h j(Q) and sends 
j(Q) to j(Q). The special case above shows that this proc.ess can begin. Put i := iN ... i1. By 3.1.6 we have 
i ..... i' := iN ... 1~, .. , iJi , for some k. By 3.1.2, if is compatible with Q and i'(Q) = Q. Therefore, since J is 
a s ink of Q, it is d ear that j := JiN . . . i'i: '" i 1 is compatible with j(Q), sending j(Q) to jQ = j(Q) . Also, 
j = d(i') E 'R. , so j has the required properties . Thus. every quiver has some compatible word. 
Let i E n be compatible with Q such that i(Q) = Q. By 3.1.7, all longest words compatible with Q are 
commutation-equivalent to i, so they send Q to Q too. I 
3.1.10 NOTE. We shall require the following easy observation in Theorem 6.2.17. Let i En be compatible 
wit.h Q, so that i(Q) = Q from the previous result. Define -Q to be the quiver obtained from Q by reversing 
the orientation of every arrow . Then the reversed word, i rev , is compatible with -Q. Thus, in the context 
of type E" where the opposition involution is trivial, i rev is compatible with -Q. 
Putting together 3.1.9,3.1.7 , 3.1.2 and 3.1.1, we obtain the following . 
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3.1.11 PROPOSITION. The longest words compatible with a quiver Q constitute precisely one commutation 
dass, and none of t.hese words are compatible with any other quiver. 
This commutation dass will be denoted [Q]. I 
3.1.12 LEMMA. If i := iN ... i l En is compatible with some quiver Q then 8(i) is compatible with i l (Q). 
PROOF. Setting Q' := i l (Q), clearly i' := iN .. . i2 is compatible with Q'. It remains to check that 'i) is a 
sink of i'(Q') . This, however, is clear because il is a sink of Q and i'(Q') = Q, by 3.1.9 . I 
'''e introduce a relation on n whereby two words are related if one may be obtained from the other by 
some sequen ce of commutations and applications of the promotion operator. This is an equivalenc.e relation . 
3.1.13 PROPOSITION. The quiver-compat ible words in n constitute exactly one equivalence c.Jass under 
c.ommut.ation and promotion. 
PROOF . We know that quiver-compatibility is preserved by commutations and promotion (see 3.1.2, 3.1.12). 
We must now prove that any two quiver-compatible longest words are equivalent (under commutation 
and promotion) to one another. It suffices to show that every quiver-compatible word in n is equivalent 
to a word compatible with .il (since, by 3.1.7 , all the longest words compatible with the same quiver a re 
commutation-equ ivalent, and also noting that commutation is a symmetric relation and the inverse of a 
eq uals ()2N -I). 
Let i E 'R. be compatible with Q E Q . We argue by induction with respect to the total order on Q . 
If Q = .il , we have nothing to prove. Otherwise, by 3.1.4, there is a sink j =1= 1, giving j(Q) < Q. By 
:3.1 .6, there exists some k such that i ....., i' := iN ... i"k . .. id. By 3.1.12, 8(i') is compatible with j(Q) , so by 
induct.ion , {)( i') is equivalent under c.ommutation and promotion to a word compatible with .il , whence the 
sa me is t,rue of i , as required. I 
3.2 A Characterisation of Quiver-Compatibility 
In this section we will est.ablish , for types AI, BI and DI , a necessary and sufficient c.ondition for a 
rnaxilflal-Iengt,h reduced word to be quiwr-compatible. in terms of letter multiplicit.ies . We shall require th e 
following th ree observations , whose proofs make use of the existence of normal representatives . (Rec.a ll th at 
IIl\l lt{ i ) stands for the multip licity of the lett.er l in i .) 
3.2.1 LE~DIA. Let i be a reduced word for some element of W(A,). 
(a) " e ha \'e mull (i) ::; 1 and muJ,(i) ::; I. 
(b) If mu ld i) = I then i E 'R.(Ad and 
i - 1(2 '\. 1)(3 '\. 1) ... (/ "" 1). 
If mull(i) = I t.hen i E 'R.(AI) and 
i '" 1(1- 1 / l)(l - 2 / I) ... (1 / I) . 
PROOF. \\ e will prove both parts by induction on l. The statements are clear if I = 1. 
(a) Without loss of generality, assume that i E'R(AI)' We may write i - ).(1 '\. l)t.>, where 1 rt. supp().) 
and 1 rt. suPP( t.» . By induction muh().) :::; 1 - 1 and mu!,(t.» :::; /- 1 (because supp(t.» ~ p, ... , I} , whic.h 
forms a subgraph of A, isomorphic to AI-d. The desired inequalities follow at once. 
(b) Extend i to a longest word ij E'R(AI). Supposing muh(i) = I, we have mull(ij) = I, by part (a). That 
is , 1 rt. supp(j). 
Using normal representatives, write ij '" >..(1 '\. 1)t}. We have mull (ij) = 1 + mull ().) , which implies 
mull ().) = / - 1. So by induction we have 
). '" 1(2 '\. 1)(3'-" 1) . . . (1- 1 '\. 1). 
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Comparing word lengths of ij and A(l "" 1 )U, we have l(U) = 0, hence 
ij - 1(2"" 1)(3"" 1) ... (1- 1 "" 1)(1 "" 1), 
which is easily checked to be compatible with the quiver 
Q := 1-2-3- ·· · -I . 
It remains only to show that f(j) = O. Supposing otherwise, let iI be the rightmost letter of j. Then il 
must be a sink of Q, hence il = 1. This is our required contradiction because we know that 1 fI. supp(j). 
The result for the situation mul/(i) = 1 can be deduced by applying the graph automorphism i ~ 1+ 1 - i 
of A/. I 
3.2.2 OTE . The previous Lemma, and the following two, need to be interpreted carefully. In expressions 
such as mul/(i) ~ 1 and muh (i) = I , the numbers appearing in the left hand sides are m erely labels of certain 
vertices of the Coxeter graph with our standard labelling. These numbers can therefore change, if, as in the 
next Lemma, we wish to consider a subgraph of type A/- 2 contained in B/. The number 1 appearing in the 
right hand side is the number of vertices in the Coxeter graph, and is therefore independ ent of the labelling. 
3.2.3 LEMMA . If i is a reduced word for some element of W(B/) then mul/(i) S I. 
PROOF . ',"it.hout loss of generalit.y, assume that i E n(B/) . We have i - A(I '\. 2)J.Ll(2 / I)U where 
/ fI. SUpp(A) , supp(U) and 1,2 fI. sUPP(Il·) · So mul/(i) = 2 + mul/(J.L). Since sUPP(J.L) ~ {3 , .. . , l} , a subgraph 
of type A /- 2, we have mul/(J.L) S 1- 2 by 3.2.1 (a). The required inequality follows at once. I 
3.2.4 LE~l:\1 A. 
(a) If i is a reduced word for some element of W(D/) then mul/(i) S 1 and mull (i) + muI2(i) ~ 2(1- 1) . 
(b) If i E n .(Dt) satisfies mul/(i) = 1 then mull(i) + muI2(i) = I. 
PROOF. 
(a) Aga in. we may assum e t.hat i E R(D/) . \\ e have i -.,)..(1 '\. 3)o/Lb(3 / l)l! , where 1 fI. SllPP ().. ), SlIPP(U) . 
1.2 f1. sUPP(/l.) and {a b} = {1 , 2} . So mul/(i) = 2+muit(J.L) . Since supp(Il') ~ {3 , ... ,1} , asubgraph of D/ 
iso rnorph ic 10 ..1/- 2, we have mul/( J.L) ~ 1-2 by 3.2.1 (a). Therefore we have t.he first inequality. mul/(i ) ~ I . 
We prOH' the sec,ond inequality by induction on I . First , note that sin ce mull (i) + muh(i) is clearl y 
unchanged if we apply th e promotion operator to i , we may assume that eel!) = 0 in the abo\'e notation. 
That is, ass um e i = )..(1 '\. 3)all·b(3 / I). 
If I = :3 t. hen i -., A3a.J.Lb:3. Since supp()..) ~ {1 , 2}, and as 1, 2 commute with one another we ha\'(' 
mull ()..) + mub()..) ~ 2. Therefore mull (i) + mub(i) ~ 4, as required . 
~ow let 1 > :3 . " e have mull(i) + muI2(i) = 2 + mull (A) + mub()..). By induction \\'e have mul l( ).. ) + 
rnuh( A) ~ 2(/ - 2) , so the desired inequality is cl ear . 
(b) We argue by induction on I . If 1 = 3 then l'(i) = 6, so that mull (i) + muI2(i) = 6 - muI3{i) = :3 , as 
required. 
Suppose now that I > 3. As above, \\'e may consider a normal representative and apply promotion , that 
is, assurn e 
i = A(I '\. 3)aJ.Lb(3 / I). 
Set j := AI-'-- if a = 1 or j := AJ.L- if a = 2 . We have j E 1?(D/_ I ). (That is, j is a representative of o([il) ; 
see 2.4.10.) 
We will now show that mul/_I (j) = 1 - 1. Applying 8 to i brings a letter 1 to its beginning, so that 
the leftrnost two occurrences of 1 are separated only by).. . Consequently, we must have I - 1 E supp()..) . 
Therefore mul/_I (j) ~ 1 + mul/(Il.). Moreover, from our hypothesis that mul/(i) = I, we have 
mul/(J.L) = 1-2, 
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hence mul'_l (j) ~ 1- 1. Recalling that j E 'R(D,-d, we have equality, by part (a) of this Lemma. 
Having established that mul'_l(j) = /- 1, we have by induction muh(j) + muh(j) = 1- 1, that is, 
mull(.\) + muh(.\) + muh(lL) = /- 1, 
by definition ofj. Now, muh(i)+muI2(i) equals mull(.\)+muI2('\)+2, which, in view of the above equation, 
equals 1+1 - mub(IL)· It therefore remains to show that mU!s(IL) = 1. 
Since SUPP(IL) ~ {3, ... , I} , it. follows from (*) and 3.2.1 (b) that IL ,..., 1(1-1 / I) ... (3 / I), in particular, 
muh(lL) = 1, as we wished to show. I 
3.2.5 THEOREM. Let tl., be a Coxeter graph of type A, (I ~ 2), B, (I ~ 2) or D, (I ~ 4) and let T £;; ill 
denote the set of all terminal vertic.es. (Those vertices joined to at most one other vertex.) Then for all 
i E 'R. (tl. I ) we have 
1" . ITI N L..." mult(l) :5 -{ . 
tET 
Th at is , the average number of letters in i corresponding to terminal vertices is bounded above by t he average 
nurnber of terminal vertices. 
Explicitly, we have the following inequalities. 
Typ e AI mull (i) + mul,(i) :5 1 + 1 
Type BI mull (i) + mU\r(i) :5 21 
Type D, muh (i) + mub(i) + mul,Ci) :5 3(1- 1) 
Furthermore, we have equality if and only if i is compatible with some quiver in Q(tl.,). 
PROOF. First. we establish the inequalities. 
Typ(~ AI. Write i ,..., .\(l '\. I)l? !'\ow, since muh(i) + mU\r(i) is invariant under promot.ion and COI11-
rnutations . we may apply promotion £(l?) times and instead write i = .\(l '\. 1) . By 3.2.1 (a) we ha\'e 
1111111(.\) :5l-1 because supp(.\) ~ {I , ... , l-I} . Therefore rnull(i)+mul,(i) = mull(.\)+2 :5/+ 1, as 
claimed. 
Type E ,. Recall from 2.:3 .8 that 111ull(i) = I for all i E 'RCEr) . We also have mul,Ci) :5 1 by 3.2.:3 . so 
I1IHII (i) + mul/(i) :5 2/. 
Type D/. Write i - .\(l '\. :3)a/l.b(:3 / I)l? Since both mull(i) + mulz(i) and mul/(i) are imari ant under 
prornotion and commutations , we may promote £(l?) times and assume t.hat i = .\(l '\. 3)alLb(:3 / I) . By 
:3 .2.4 (a) \Ye know that rnul/(i) :5 I. There are two cases to consider. 
(a) If we have equality, mull(i) = I then mull(i) + mulz(i):5 I by 3.2.4 (b). Therefore mull(i) + muI2(i) + 
mull(i) :5 2/ , v,'hich is no greater t.han 3(1- 1) when I ~ 3, as required. 
(b) If the inequalit.y is strict , that is . mull(i) < I , then 
mull (i) + mub(i) + mull(i) < muh (i) + mub(i) + { - 1 
= 2 + mull(.\) + muI2(.\) + 1- I , 
slIlce 1, 2 tJ. supp(p.) and {a,b } = {1 , 2}. Now, by 3.2.4 (a) we have mull('\) + muh(.\) ~ 2(1- 2) (as 
8 ,\ E W(D/_ 1 )). Therefore we obtain 
mull(i) + muI2(i) + mul/(i) :5 2 + 2(1- 2) + 1- 1 = 3(1- 1) , 
as required. 
The next part of the proof is to show that equality holds in the above inequalities if and only if i is 
quiver-c.ompatible. First we will est.ablish the easier implication, which in fact holds for all types, not just 
AI, BI and DI, essentially because normal representatives are not used. 
Suppose some i E 'R is quiver-compatible. By 3.1.13, i is equivalent under commutations and promotion 
to t.he special word io of :3.1.8 because, as observed in the proof of 3.1.9, io is itself quiver-compatible. 
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Since the set T of terminal vertices is permuted by the opposition involution (this may be easily checked 
for all types of Coxeter graph) and since commutations certainly do not affect letter-multiplicities, it follows 
t hat 
L mult (i) = L mu1t(io). 
tET tET 
So, recalling the well known identity N /1 = 1i/2 , we must prove that 
Lmult(io) = ~ITI, 
tET 
whi ch will certainly follow if we can show that 
I:mult (io) = ~JOI 
tEO 
for a ny orbit 0 of the opposition involution (because T is a union of such orbits) . Refer now to the defini t ion 
of io in :3.1.8. There are two cases, depending on the parity of the Coxeter number . 
If Ii is even then LtEO mult(io) equals ~ LtEO mult(ef) , which equals ~IOI , as desired , since ef consists 
of each of the letters 1, . . . , I exact ly once. 
If Ii is odd then we need only consider the root systems of type A , with I even and 12(m) with 111 odd. In 
t. he case of 12(m) , we must have 0 = {1 ,2} and the desired equality is trivially true. Finally, consider type 
A, wi t h I even . C learly, 0 = {j , I + 1 - j} for some j and this orbit has two elem ents . '''le have 
which equals Ii , using t he fact that , since I is even, f contains either j or 1+ 1 - j , but not both. We have 
t.herefore ver ifi ed (*) , as required. 
We t.urn now to t he converse. that if we have t.he equality 
1 . ITJ 
N L mult(l) = -1-
lET 
for SOillE' i E R then i is qu iver-compatible. We provide proofs for types A" BI and DI in tu rn. 
Type A I. We have some i E 'R.(Ar) whi ch is known to satisfy muh (i) + mull(i) = 1+ 1 and \\'e \"i sh to 
prow that, i is compatible with some qui\'er in Q(AI) . Firstly, write i - >"(1 , I)£? As noted when establi shing 
t he ineq ua lit y for t.ype AI in t he first part of this proof, we may apply commutations and promotion with out 
affecting t he hypothesis mull (i) + muJ,(i) = 1+1. Note also t hat, by 3.1.13 , we will not be in danger of 
corrup ting whet,her i is quiver-compatible or not. So , applying the promotion operator f'( £?) times , let us 
a:s:sume that i = >..(1 "" 1). 
~0 1V, rnulj (i) + mul/(i) = mull (>.. ) + 2, so !Till I I (>..) = 1- 1. This implies that 
>. "-' 1(2"" 1)(:3"" 1) ... (1- 1 "" 1) 
by :3.2.1 (b) , si nce I rt supp(>"). We t herefore have 
i "-' 1(2"" 1)(3"" 1) .. . (1- 1 ~ 1) (l ~ 1) , 
which is easily verified to be compatible with t he quiver 
This com pletes the proof for type A/. 
Type BI· We have some i E R(BJ) satisfying mul/(i) = I (s ince, by 2.3.8, we automatically have 
mull (i) = I) . We argue by induct ion on I. If I = 2 then i is either 1212 or 2121; these expressions are 
c.ornpat,ible with the quivers 1-2 and 1-2, respectively. 
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Now suppose 1 ~ 3. Using normal representatives and application of the promotion operator, we may 
assume that i = A(l "" 2)J.I.1(2 / I), where I f/. SUpp(A) and 1,2 f/. SUPP(Il). Therefore mull(i) = 2+mull(Il), 
hence mull(J.I) = 1 - 2. Now since sUPP(J.I) ~ {3, ... , I}, forming a sub graph of BI isomorphic to AI-2, it 
follows from :3 .2.1 (b) that 
J.I ,.,. l(l- 1 /1)(1- 2 / 1) . . . (3/ I). 
In order to use our induction hypothesis, set j := AJ.I- E 'R.(BI_l) (which is a representative of 6([i]) ; 
see 2.3.11) . ''''e have muh-l(j) = muh_l(A) + 1 - 2, using our above expression for Il. Observe that 
iJ(i) = 1 A(l "" 2)J.ll(2, 1- 1), which implies that 1- 1 E SUpp(A), for otherwise the two leftmost occurrences 
of the letter 1 in this expression would be able to commute into adjacent positions, contradicting i being a 
reduced word. Thus, mull_l (j) ~ 1- 1, whenc.e equality holds here, by 3.2.4. Let us record here the following 
sirnple consequence of mul/_l (j) = 1 - 1, namely 
mull_l(A) = 1. (t) 
By induction , j is compatible with some quiver in Q(B,-l). Recall that j = AJ.L-. Since J.I'- IS 
commut.ation-equivalent to 1 - 1(1- 2 / 1 - 1) ... (2 / 1 - 1), it is clear, c.onsidering merely this last 
factor (2/1- 1) , that j must in fact be compatible with the quiver 
Qo := 1-+2-+3-+· ·· -+1- 2-+1- 1. 
So, A is compatible wi th the quiver Ql := 1- 1(/- 2/1- 1) ... (2/1- 1)(Qo), namely, 
QI = 1+-2+-3+-··· +-1- 2+-/- 1 
aft er a brief calculation . 
Now i is commutation-equivalent to AW , where W := (l "" 1) /(l- 1 / I)(l- 2/ I) ... (2/ I). It. is 
, ,J
... 
st.raightforward to check that w is compat,ible wit.h the quiver Q defined by 
and that the resul ting quiver is given by 
w(Q ) = 1+-2+-3+-· · · +-/- 2+-1- 1+-1. 
We cl aim th at A is w mpatible wit.h w(Q) , for then i will be compat ible with Q. 
Not.e that QI is the subquiver of w( Q) obtained by deleting the last edge 1- 1 +-1. Therefore, since A is 
compatible \yi th QI , a moment 's thought shows that A is also compatibl e with w(Q) , provided A does not 
conta in more than one occurrence of the letter 1- 1. However, we recorded in (t) that mull_I (A) = 1, so A 
is indeed compatible with w(Q) . This completes the proof for type B, . 
Type DI. We have some i E 'R.(Dd satisfying muI1(i)+muh(i)+mu4(i) = 3(/-1) , where / ~ 4. We argue 
by induction on I , but defer the proof of t he result for the case 1 = 4 until a little later. By commutations 
and promot.ion, we may assume i = A(/ , 3)aJ.Lb(3, I) , where I f/. SUpp(A), 1, 2 f/. supp(J.I.) and {a , b} = {I , 2}. 
Considering 6([i]) (see 2.4 .10)' we obtain some word j E 'R.(D,-d, where j is defin ed to be AI-'-- or AJ.L- , 
depending up on whether (l = 1 or a = 2, respectively. From our hypothesis on i we have 
mul1 (.oX) + muI2(.oX) + 4 + mul/(Il) = 3(1- 1). (1) 
By 3.2.4 (a) we have mull (j) + nmb(j) :S 2(1- 2), that is 
(2) 
Eliminating mUll(A) + muh(.oX) from (1) and (2) , we deduce that 
(3) 
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J ow, mul/(i) = 2 + mul/(fL), so in view of (3), we have 
(4) 
Again by 3.2.4 (a) we have mul/(i) S /, so inspection of (4) shows that mul/(i) is either /-1 or I. Suppose, for 
a contradiction, that mul/(i) = l. Then by 3.2.4 (b) we have muh (i) + muh(i) = I, hence mull (i) + mub(i) + 
muJ,(i) = 2/ , which contradicts our initial hypothesis that mull (i) + muh(i) + mul/(i) = 3(1- 1), since I ~ 4. 
Thus, mul/(i) = I-I, which implies that 3 rt. SUPP(fL), by (4). In other words, SUPP(fL) ~ {4, ... , l} , a 
subgraph of D/ isomorphic to A/-3· 
Now, by (3) we have mul/(fL) ~ 1- 3, so 3.2.1 (a) implies we have the equality mul/(fL) = /- 3, whence 
I' - 1 (I - 1 / I) ... (4 / I) , 
by :3.2.1 (b). And using the above expression, (1) now says that mull (A) + muh(A) = 2/ - 4. 
Now consider again the defini t ion of j , in order to make an inductive step. First recall that 1'- = 1'--
because 3 rt. supp(JL) and mul/_l (1'-) = / - 3. It follows that 
We daim that mtll/_l (A) = 1, for then we will be able to apply the inductive hypothesis to j. Certainly, 
we must have 1- I .E SUpp(A) by considering the leftmost two occurrences of the letter 1 in 8(i) . For a 
contradic t ion suppose that mul/_I(A) ~ 2. We know already know that mul/_l(j) = mul/_I(A) + /- 3, 
hence muJ/_ dj) ~ / - 1, giving the equality mul/_l (j) = / - 1 by Lemma 3.2.4 (a ). So, part ( c) of the ame 
Lemma tells us that mull (j) + muh(j) = /- I , hence muh(j) + muh(j) + mul/_I (j) = 2(1- 1) contradicting 
equation (5) (because / ~ 4). 
V, e have t,herefore shown that 
(6) 
which implies t hat rmll/_I (j) = 1 - 2 and 
mull (j) + rrlllb(j) + mul,_1 (j) = :3(1 - 2). 
Jf 1 > 4 t hen \Ye may use the induction hypothesis t.o condude t hat j is compatible with some quiver in 
Q( [J I-l) . If / = 4 we argue as follo\\"s. We have some j E R(D3) satisfying mul/_I (j) = I - 2. t hat is , 
mub(j) = 2. Since eO) = 6 we therefore have mull (j) + mul2(j) = 6 - 2 = 4. By the charac.terisation of 
quiver-compatibility for type A3 : noting that D3 = .43 , except for the labelling of vertic.es, we see t ha.t j is 
quiver-compatible . Thus, we have verified that the inductive process b egins at 1=4. 
Recall our expression for 1', above , and that j = AfL-· We have shown that j , whic.h is commutation-
equivalent to AI- 1(1- 2/ /- 1) ... (3 / /- 1) is compatible "ith some quiver Qo E Q(D/_t} . It follo\\"s 
from consi deration of this final factor (3 / 1 - 1) t hat Qo must be given by 
Qo= 3 -.. 4 - 5 - ... _ 1-1. 
2 
So A must be compatible with the quiver Ql defined by Ql := 1- 1(1- 2/1- 1) ... (3/ /- 1)(Qo) , 
pictured beJow. 
3 +- 4 +- 5 +- ... +- /-1 . 
/ 
2 
Now , a short calc.ulation involving commutations shows that i", AW, where W is defined to be the word 
W := (I '" 1) 1(1- 1 / I) ... (3 / I). 
, .... ' 
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We daim that i is compatible with the quiver Q, below. 
1 
Q= 3 -+ 4 -+ 5 -+ . . . -+ 1-1 -+ I . 
/ 
2 
It is straightforward to check that w is compatible with Q and that w(Q) is the union of the quiver QI 
with the edge 1- 1--1. Since A is compatible with Ql, it follows easily that A is also compatible with w(Q), 
provided mull-leA) 5 1. Fortunately, by (6) we know that mul/_I(A) = 1. This suffices to prove that i is 
compatible with Q, completing the prooffor type D/. I 
3.2.6 . TOTES . 
(a) The above proof shows that if i E R is quiver-compatible for allY type of Coxeter graph then 
* LtET mult(i) = lfl· 
(b) The Theorem has also been verified by hand calculation for type H3 (which has 44 commutation dasses) . 
Na mely, mull (i)+mub(i) 5 10 for all i E R(H3) , with equality being achieved only by t he quiver-compatible 
words. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the Theorem is true for all types, but naturally, a uniform 
proof would be preferred . 
3.3 Explicit Quiver-Compatible Words 
In our subsequent study of root components we shall work in a very explicit way with reduced words. 
The qui ver-c.ompatible words are the simplest and they form a good starting point for understanding certain 
propert ies of the whole set R . 
''''e first determine explicitly those words compat.ible with quivers wh ose underlying Coxeter graph is 
AI. It is convenient to say tha t an edge wi t h orientation i-- i + 1 is a left arrow and 'one wi th orientat ion 
i -+i + 1 a right arrow. 
3.3.1 LEM;\'I.~ . Let Q E !l(AI) be a quiver wit.h L left arrows and R right arrows, (so that L + R = /- I). 
Defin e in tegers {xd , {Yi} whi ch satisfy 
(a) I > .{.} > X2 > . .. > XL ~ 1, 
( b) 1 < y } < V Z < . .. < Y R 5 I , 
( c ) {I - Xl' . .. , I - x d u {YI - I, . . . , Y R - I} = {I , .. . , I - I} , 
so th at th e orient,a tion of Q is gi\'en by 
1- xi --l- X i + 1 for 1 5 i 5 L , 
and 
Yi - I-Vi for I 5 j 5 R. 
Th en t he word defined by i := A(I "-" 1) g , where 
,\ ( xL"-"I) " ,(Xl~l) , 
g .- (/"-"YI) ·· ·(l"-"VR) 
belongs t.o R.(A/) and is compatible wi th Q. 
PROOF. It is a straightforward task t.o check that i is compatible with Q. To prove that i E R.(A/) we shall 
a rgue by induction on l. This is dearly true for 1= 1, so now let I > 1. 
Because the sequences I - Xi and Yj - 1 are increasing, either I - Xl = 1 or YI - 1 = 1. Let us assume 
VI - I = 1; the details for the other possibility are similar. For brevity, set {!t := (I ~ Y2) . .. (l ~ YR), 
omitting the first factor (l ~ YI) , so that we have i = ,\ (I ~ 1) (I ~ 2) {!I' Since every letter to the right 
of (I "" I) in this expression is different from 1 we may apply, in effect , a 'right to left' move to each letter 
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(see 2.2.1) . (Note that this does not require us assuming that i is reduced.) We obtain a word of the form 
i' (l "- I), \\" here 
i' := ..\ (1- 1 '\. 1) (}l' 
If we set L' := L, R' := R - 1, x~ := Xi for 1 ::5 i ::5 L' and Yj := Yj - 1 for 1 ::5 j ::5 R' then the induc.tion 
hypothesis applies to the primed letters, giving i' E R(A'_l) ' It follows easily that i E R(A,), as required. I 
For example, let Q = 1-2-3-4-5-6. Then L = 2, R = 3 and I = 6. Considering the left 
arrows, we have 6 - Xl = 2 and 6 - X2 = 3. For the right arrows, YI = 2, Y2 = 5 and Y3 = 6. Thus 
[Q] = [321 4321 654321 65432656] . 
3.3.2 LEMMA. Let Q E Q(B,) have R right arrows Yi - I-Yi where 1 < Yl < ... < YR ::5 I and all other 
edges orient,ed wit,h left arrows. Then i := ,,\(1 '\. 2)JL1(2 / I)(}, where 
..\ (Yl-l '\.1)·"(YR-l '\.1) , 
JL (1"-3) ... (1'\.1-1)/ , 
(} 1(2'\.1) ... (l-R-l '\.1) (l-R"-"Yl)(l- R+ 1 "-"Y2) ... (1-1 "-"YR) 
, ", , , 
v 
belongs to n(E,) and is compatible with Q. 
PROOF . Again , it is easy to check that i is compatible with Q. To prove that i E R(BI) we will apply 
commutat.ions and promotion , proceeding formally, until we reach a word which is known to belong to n(E,). 
This will be enough, since we can simply reverse the steps. 
Rec.all that the opposition involution is trivial in type B,. First apply inverse promotion t(..\) times , 
gi\'ing 
(l "- 2)JL1(2 / I) (}..\ , 
which , after a little work , is commutation-equivalent to the expression 
(I "- 1)(1 "- 2) ... (l "-,,1- 1)1 1(2"-" 1) .. . (1- R - 1 "-" 1) (/- R "-" 1) ... (1- I "-" 1). 
, V' .ri, V I' 'V f 
This is d ea rl y commutation-equivalent t·o 
(l "-1)(1 "-,,1) ... (1 "-" 1) , 
wit h I fact ors. A simple c.a lculation involving a concrete realisation of WeB,) as signed permutations, for 
example (see sec.tion 1.2) , shows that this last expression belongs to n( B,), I 
For example, if Q = 1-2-3-4-5-6 (t.he same quiver as above), we a.gain have R = 3 and YI = 2, 
Y'2 = 5 Y3 = 6. So t his time [Q] = [143215432165432654365465612345612132]. 
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4. General Properties of Root Components 
4.1 Introduction 
Let {3 be a positive root . For any i = iN ... i 1 En we know that 
for some uniquely determined k. We say that the .a-value of i equals il; E N. 
It is natural to ask which braids leave ,the .a-value unchanged. Suppose that i' is obtained from i by 
applying a single braid. If the braid is applied entirely within either of the subwords indic.ated below by 
braces then trivially, the .a-values of i and i' agree. 
i=iN ... ik+l il; ik-l .. ·il · 
"-..---" --.....---
If t he braid involves the letter ikthen the .a-values may differ. Inspection of 1.3.6 shows that the .a-value of 
i st ill equals the {3-, alue of i' if the braid is a commutation or a 4-braid (generally, a braid involving an even 
number of let.ters) , but that the j3-values differ if the braid is a 3-braid (generally, a braid involving an odd 
number of letters). In particular we may define the .a-value of a commutation class C to be the {3-value of 
a ny of its representatives. 
We now introduce some equivalence relations on nand C. If i , i' E n are related by some sequence of 
braids with the property that every word in the sequence has the same {3-value , we say that i and i' are 
f;-equivalent to one another. Analogously, if C, C' E C are joined by a connected path in C such that every 
commutation class in the path has the same .a-value, we say that C and C ' are .a-equivalent to one another, 
a lso, These relations are clearly equivalence relations. 
The equivalence classes in C under {3-equivalence are called .a-components. For C E C, let CJj denote 
! he /3-component of C. (So if i E 'R , the .a-component of [i] will be denoted [i] ,8. ) 
Each ,i-component is a connected subgraph of C. Let CI.a denote the natural quotient graph of f3-
corllponent.s . 
Consider type A3 with !3:= (\1 +(\2+0'3· In Figure 4.1.1 (a) the letters and vertices (of the pa rti al order 
graphs) w rre. ponding to {3 are underlined and cirded , respectively. The .a-components have loops draml 
around th em and t he natural quotient graph C(.43)/((\'1 + (\'2 + (\'3) is shown in (b) ; eac.h vertex is la belled 
with it.s J -\·a lue. 
Th e rem a inder of t his thesis is de\'oted to calculat.ing Cl (3 for the classical types. Along the \\'ay we will 
"how how roo t components are related to root vectors , Coxeter groups, quivers a nd graph automorphisl11 s. 
4.2 Root Components and Root Vectors 
In this section \ye will briefly define root vectors for Heeke algebras and quantized enveloping algebras. 
foll owing [Bedard]. Then we shall summarise some of Bedard 's resul ts and use them to show that root vec.tors 
for 0'0 arf> in natural one-ta-one correspondence with O'o-components. (Recall t hat 0 0 is the hi ghes t root 
occurring in irreducible cryst.allographic root systems; see 1.1.6.) 
Throughout this sec.tion we are considering only the root systems of type A" D, and E6 , E7 , E8 . Let 
(aij) be the associated Cartan matrix so that ajj = 2, aij = -1 if i is joined to j and aij = 0 otherwise. 
4.2.1 ROOT VECTORS IN HECJ{E ALGEBRAS. Let H be the Hecke algebra over A := Z[v, v- I] (where v 
is an indeterminate) associated to W . Recall that H is a free A-module with basis elements Tw for w E W. 
Muhiplication is defined by TwTw l := Tww 1 ifi(ww') = l (w) +f(w') and (T,; + l)(T, ; - v2 ) = 0 for 1 ~ i ~ I. 
Let Q be the free abelian group on {Ol , . .. , Ol} and set M := Q ® A, a free A-module with basis elements 
(\'j 0 1 for 1 ~ i ~ I. Abbreviate O'j ® 1 to OJ. 
The reflection representation of H is the unique H-module structure on M satisfying 
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ifi = j, 
ifi:#: j. 
4.1.1 FIGURE . (a) The ( 0' 1 + 0'2 + (3)-components of C(A3). (b) Corresponding quotient graph . 
(a) V (b) 
1 
3 2 3123 
3 
Y V 
3 212 3 2 232123 
X> <X 
1 32 1 3 2 2 1 32 13 
/v- ~ 
123212 2 123.2 1 
12 132 1 
If (1' . 0 ' E " 1. wri te 0 == 0: ' if (\ ' = [.7110: for some integer m . This is an equi va lence relation . with t h 
('qlli va lence class of 0 being denoted [0 ). (T he nota tion ov rlaps wit h our usage, bu t wi ll not be used outside 
of this sec t ion.) A class of t he form [T\L (0:;) ] wh ere w E Wand ( W.5i ) > f ew) is called a (posi t ive ) r oot 
veetor for t he root w( 0:;) E 4>+ . 
4.2.2 ROOT VECTORS IN QUA~TlZ£D E NVELOPING ALGEBRAS. Th e quant ized enveloping a lgebra ( 
correspond ing to the root system is the asso ciat ive algebra oyer Q (v) wi th generators Ei , Fi K; , 1<;- 1 for 
I :s i :s I and relations 
(rl ) 1<:; /{j-l = 1<..";-11\ ; = 1 !( !\'j = l\"j J(; ; 
(r2) 1\'iEj = vQ'JEj J(; , J(;Fj = u- a'i Fj [{;; 
(1':3) E;Fj = FjE; if i i j , E;Fi - F;E; = (I{; - f{ j- l )/( v - v-I ) if i = j ; 
(1'4) E; Ej = Ej E; if (£;j = 0, El Ej - (v + v - I )E;EjEi + EjE[ = 0 if CI; j = - 1; 
(r.5) F;Fj = FjF; if ai j = 0; Fl Fj - (u + u- 1)FiFj F; + FjF? = 0 if aij =-1. 
Th e a lgeb ra automorphism t of U is defi ned as follows: 
(a l ) E; 0-;. _ J(;-1 Fi, Fi 0-;. -E; !\ j , f{; ~ !fj- l ; 
(a2) Ej 1-+ Ej , Fj 1-+ Fj, Kj 1-+ I<j if O;j = 0; 
(a:!) Ej 1-+ Ej Ei - v-I EiEj, Fj 1-+ Fi Fj - vFj Fi , I<j 0-;. I<j I<i if a;j = -1. 
These automorphisms obey the braid relations, t hat is , 'hi} = T/Ti if ajj = 0 and 'h'ij'h = 'ijTj'ij if 
Clij = - I. Th us, if w E Wand ir . . . i 1 is any reduced word for w then we can define the automorphism 
i;u := 'hr ' .. 'ht' being independent of the part icul a r word chosen , 
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Given any w E Wand simple root 0'; such that w(a;) E ~+, we define Tw(E;) to be the (positive) root 
vector for W(O'i). 
Now we list some of Bedard 's results. The first one says that the two concepts of root vector are equivalent. 
4.2.3 THEOREM . [Bedard. Theorem 1.18] Let w, w' E Wand 1 ~ i, i' ~ 1 be such that f(ws;) > few) and 
f(W'Sil) > f ew'). Then Tw(E;) = Twl(E;/) if and only if Tw(aj) == TWI(a;/). I 
Define for each 1 ~ i ~ 1 the set I(i) := {j I ajj = O}. Recall that W/(i) is the parabolic subgroup of W 
wit,h generators Sj for alJ j E I(i). 
4.2.4 THEOREM. [Bedard. Theorem 3.7] Let w, w' E Wand 1 ~ i, i' ~ 1 be such that w(ai) = w'(Ojl) = no, 
the highes t positive root. Then the folJowing statements are equivalent: 
(a) Tw(O'j) == TWI (nj/) , 
(b) Tw(Ei) = Twl(Ei/), 
(c) i = i' and WW/(i) = W'WI(;)' I 
4.2.5 C OROLLARY. [Bedard. Corollary 3.8] The number of root vectors associated to the highest root 0'0 is 
In or,her words , this number is 21- 1 in the case Al (I 2: 1), 2.31- 2 - 21- 2 in the case DI (l2: 4), 332 in the 
case E6 , :3756 in the case E7 and 131168 in the case Es· I 
l sing 4.2.4 we can obtain a simple relationship between root vectors and root components. 
4.2.6 PROPOSITION. The following is true for types AI, DI and E6 , E7 , Es. For any positive root {3 we 
haw 
1{J3-components} I 2: I{root vectors for {3}I , 
",it,h equality if ;3 = (\ 0 , the highest root. 
PROOF. \Ye will construct a surj ective map 
B : { -components}-{root \'edors for {3} 
as foll ol\'s. Take any longest word i = i.v . , . i 1 and write j3 = Si I . .. Si k-I (a:ik) for som e uniquely determined 
k, We assoc iate to i the root vector t"
1 
" S 'k_1 (Eik) for [3 . (It does not matter which definition of root \"ecto r 
IY i" use, by 4 ,2.3.) If i' differs from i by a commutation , we obtain the same root vector for [3, since t. fixes 
Ej Iyhenever ij - ji, by (a2) , above. If now i' differs from i by a 3-braid , subject to their ~-letters being 
equal t.hen the :3-braid d ea rly cannot involve the letter i /." so we obt.ain the same root vector for ~. Thus, (J 
is well defined. 
To est ab lish surjectivity, let Tw(Ei) be any root vector for (3. So f3 = w(n;) and R(wsi) > (w). Let WI 
be any reduced word for 'Wand W2 be any reduc.ed word for WOWSi , so that W2 i wfev is a reduced longest 
word . Then () sends the f3-component containing this word to Tw(Ei). We have established the inequality 
stat,ed in t.his Proposition. 
Let {3 = no· We wish to show that B is injective. Let i and i' be reduced longest words and suppose that 
B maps t,heir O'o-components respectively to Tw(E;) and TWI(Ei/), where 00 = W(O'i) = w'(O'j/) . Suppose 
t.hat these root vectors are equal. Let u be the unique minimal-length representative of the coset wW/(j) 
and let. v E W/(;) be SUdl that w = uv with f ew) = feu) + f(v) (see 1.1.3). Clearly, Tw(Ei) = Tu(E;) and 
0'0 = 11.(0';) . Similarly, we obtain TWI(Ei/) = Tul(Ei/) and 0'0 = u'(aj/), where u' is the minimal-length 
· .. ~ment of W~W/(;I). A~ain, we have some v' E W/(j/) suc.h that w' = u'v' with few') = f(u') + f(v'). By 
hypothes is, Tu(Ej) = Tul(Ej/) and 0'0 = u(O'j) = u'(O'j/). By 4.2.4 we obtain i = i' and the equality of 
c.osets UW/(i) = u'W/ (;) . Sinc.e u and u' are bot}] the unique minimal-length element of this coset, we have 
u = tt', so that w = uv and w' = uv'. By definition of (J it is clear that i ends with a subword which is 
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braid-t'quivalent to w- l ; applying braids to this subword produces words which are O'c-equivalent to i. Thus, 
i is O'o-t'quivalent to some word of the form 
(reduced "ord for WOWSi) i (reduced word for v-I) (reduced word for u- I ). 
Similarly, i' is O'o-equivalent to some word of the form 
(reduced word for wow'sd i (reduced word for V,-l) (reduced word for u- I ). 
Since i commutes with all reduced words for v-I and V,-I it follows at once that i is O'o-equivalent to i' . 
Thus, 8 is inj ective in addition to being surjective. I 
4.2.7 N OTE. In [Bedard, Corollary 3.9] a formula for the number of root vectors for a general root 
/3 E <I>+(DI) is given. When 1=4 and {3 = 0'1 + 0'2 + 0'3 + 0'4 this number equals 8. However, by a hand 
calculat.ion (or using the theory in chapters 6 and 7), the number of {3-components equa.Js 14. Thus, the 
not,ions of 'p-component' and ' root vector for {3' are in general distinct . 
As a consequence of 4.2.6 the numbers listed in 4.2.5 are also the number of O'o-components. We have 
a rrived at these numbers independently (for types A, and D,) by different met.hods , which involve explicit 
manipulations of reduced words. Further, in the context of root components it is desirable to calculat.e t he 
graplJ . tructure of C/ {3; our methods provide a way of doing this. 
4.3 Equivalence of Root Components 
In t,his section we will prove that the quotient graphs ofroot components C/{3 and C/w({3) a re isomorphic 
t,o one another for all {3 E <1>+ and all wE W for which w({3) is a positive root. Our argument is va.Jid for 
types AI BI , DI E, (I = 6, 7,8) and F4 . In particular, Cl {3 depends only upon the lellgtll of {3, by virtue 
of 1.1.7. This ('.Ont. rasts wit,h the sit uation for root vectors in type Dj , as we saw at the end of the previous 
st'c tion. 
Throughout this section , (3 is a fixed positive root and Sj is a fixed simple reflection satisfying Sj (J) E <1>+. 
Our nrst step is to constru ct a map () : n-+clsj(f3) , for which we need the following easy obser\"ation , 
4.3.1 LEM ~1A . Take any 1. ... h .. . il En and suppose that f3 = Si, . .. Si k_,( O' ik) · Exactly one of these 
tirO pos5ihiliti es hold: 
(a) Ji:, .. . h+1 is non red uced , in \\"hich case iN . " ik+l ==}w for some reduced word w ; 
(b ) il.- _ I .. . il j is nonreduc.ed in which case il.-- l ... il == (Tj for some reduced word (T . 
PROOF . If i l.- _ I .. . il j is reduced then so is ik ik-I . . . id (because Sj({3) E <1>+) so there exists some w such 
tha t. wik ... i ti E n. Promoting , \Ye obtain }wik . •• il En, and comparing th is with our original exp ression 
i s . .. h- . . . il E 1<. we have Jw == is ·· .ik+l, by 1.:3.3. Hence, JiN . .. ik+l is nonreduced. 
\\ e havt' shO\m that (a) and (b) are exhaustive. If botll (a) and (b) hold then we obtain sOme}wikCTj En., 
whi ch is absurd since promotion gives a word containing} twice in succession. I 
For hrevity, set l ' := .si (J). Define a map 
():n -+ Ch 
{ [w ikik_t . . . it jj-y [} iN ... i k +1 ik CT]")' 
wht're, as usual , we write {3 = Si, ' " Sik_1 (O'ik) ' 
if Lemma 4.3.1 (a) holds , 
if Lemma 4 .3.1 (b) holds, 
We need to check that t his definition makes sense. First note that the two words displayed above really do 
belong to n, using t.he braid-equivalences given in 4 .3.1 and then applying promotion 8 or 8- 1 • Secondly, r 
corresponds to the letter il,: in both of these words; this is dear for the first word, and Note 1.3.8 should make 
it d ear for the second word. Const'quently () is indeed well defined, despite wand CT only being determined 
up to braid-equivalenc.e. 
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The rest of this section is organised as follows. Our first aim is to show that B induces a well defined 
map 0 : C/fJ-Cj-y. Secondly, we will exhibit an inverse of 0 . Thirdly, we will show that 0 and 0-1 are 
morphisms of graphs, and hence that 0 is a graph isomorphism. It will then be a simple matter to deduce 
tha t we have a graph isomorphism C / fJ :! C / w({3 ) whenever w E W is such that w({3 ) E ~+, which is our 
de.sired result. 
In order t.o keE'p track of fJ (or indeed any other root) we will introduce some extra notation whereby the 
particular letter in a word which corresponds to {3 is marked with the suffix fJ, as in ip. 
4.3.2 LEMMA . If i and i' En are fJ-equivalent to one another then B(i) = B(i'). 
PROOF. \\ rite i = in . · · i k . . . i l and suppose that fJ corresponds to the letter ik. Without loss of generality, 
i' is obtained from i by a single braid. If this braid does not involve the letter ik then we trivially have 
B(i) = B{i') . Now suppose that ik is involved; the braid must then be of even length. We will consider the 
cases when the braid is a commutation or a 4-braid in turn. 
I The commutation case. I 
Suppose the commutat ion swaps a pair of letters x , y so that we have 
i = a x yp band i' = a Y!3 x b 
for suitable a and b . Wi thout loss of generality we are assuming that {3 corresponds to t he y rather th an 
t he x in these words. 
Considering the definition of B(i) , there are two cases to consider: either h == lTj for some IT , or ax ==}w 
for some w. 
Case I: b == lTj . Here we have B(i) = [}axY-y lTj-y and B(i') = [}ay-y xlTh so that, as xy ~ yx , we t rivi ally 
have B(i) = B(i') , as required . 
Case H: a x == Jw. VI e have 
B(i) = [wy, bj) -y. ( 1 ) 
\\ e must consider two Subcases a rising from the definition of B(i'): either a == Jw' for some w' , or xh == IT' j 
for some IT'. 
S1l1w.a se H(i): a == Jw' , so th at . by defini t ion 
B( i' ) [w'y-y xbj) ,. 
[w' xy, bj)-y since yx ......, xv, 
whi ch equals B( i) , beca.use by comparison with (1) we ha\'e w'x == w , and these braids do not in\'ol\'E' the 
let ter corresponding to ; '. 
Sllbease H(ii}: xb == IT'j so that B(i') = [Jay, IT') -y. 
\ OIV , t he following type of argument will be oft en used in t his proof. From our Sub case hypothesis we 
t;'as il y obtain b Sj = S;r;. u
'
· Also . bj clearly has the same number of letters as XlT' . So, sin ce b j is red uced 
(by inspection of (1 » we have the braid-equivalence hj == XlT' of reduced words. 
So, by (1) we have 
B(i) [wy-y XlT']-y using hj == XlT' 
[wxY-y lT']-y by applying a commutation, 
which equals B(i') because the braid-equivalence wx == ]a is visibly forced. This completes the case where i 
a nd i' are related by a commutat ion . 
[The 4-braid case. I 
The argument for this case is considerably longer and a little less trivial than the previous case. 
"'le have 
i = axyxyb and i' = ayxyxb 
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for suitable a and b , where xyxy ~ yxyx is the 4-braid. Without loss of generality, let O'~ be the short root 
and ay the long root, so that 
S.,(O'lI) = 2O'~ + O'lI and slI(O'r) = O'~ + Cl'y. 
Also , we may assume that 13 is a long root for the following reason. In the root system of type B, there is 
only one -component if 13 is a short root, which is a trivial case. As for type F4 , the simple roots a), a2 can 
be takf'n as long roots and 0'3,0'4 as short roots. The diagram automorphism of F4 of order two provides a 
bijection between the long and short roots, as well as a graph automorphism of n(F4)' Consequently, if 13 is 
a short root and {3' is the corresponding long root then Clf3 is isomorphic to Clf3' · So, we may assume that 
is long. 
Consider now the expression for i above; 13 corresponds to either the first or second occurrence of y (since 
O'y rather then 0'", is the long root). Accordingly, our proof splits into two main parts. 
Part oue: i = axypxyb and hence i' = ayxY,B xb. That is , 13 corresponds to the first letter y in the 
f'xp re$sion fo r i. Con ideri ng t he definition of O(i) there are two cases to consider: either ax : JW for some 
w , or xyb : tTj for some tT . 
Case I: ax: l W, 0 that 
(3) 
Considering now O(i') we have either ayx: JW' for some w' , or xb: tT'j for some tT' . 
Snbcase I(i): ayx : lW' , hence we have 
(4) 
The key to e. tab lishing O(i ) = O(i') is to prove t hat Ja is a JlOllreduced word. V'le separate out this observation 
because we will need it again. 
Claim A. A: s llming only the Subca.'5e hypothesis that ayx : lW' , t he word w' x is nonreduced. 
Proof of Claim A. \ '\ e mu t .how that sw' (a",) E <1>- . We have eas ily 
. w' (Cl'~) = -SJ sa Sy(Cl'~ ) 
~
E<I)+ 
wherf' the braced expre- ion is a po it ive root because ayx is reduced (by inspection ofi' ). So w' x is reduced 
if and only if . aSy(Cl'",) = Cl;: for a contradiction suppose t his is so. We t hen have 
i' = a yx"i Y/3 x b , 
which i. ab. lIrd si nce in pection of 1.3.6 (c) shows that no simple root can correspond t,o a ' middle' letter in 
a 4-braid confi gu ration. This completes the proof of the Claim . 
So. by Cla im A and 1.3.2 we have 
W': w" x (5) 
for some w". Substi tuting t his in to ayx : JW' \\ e obtain 
aY:Jw" . (6) 
\ '\ e will now. how t hat la is nonreduced , which is equivalent to showing that 5al (0;) E <1>-. By our 
hypothesis in Case I namely ax : lW , we have 
5a1(0;) = S., S:,I(O';), 
~
E4>+ 
where the braced expre$. ion is a posit ive root because )W is reduced. So ja is reduced if and only if 
s;:,l(a;) = a.,; for a contradiction suppose t his is so . Using ax :)W again, consider the right hand side of 
i :)wypxyb. 
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Of course, the root corresponding to the leftmost letter is aj, but this can also be calculated as 
SblSys~sy(a~) by our supposition that s;:;l(a:;) = a~ 
sb1 (a~). 
Thus, sb1 (O'~) = O'j, which certainly implies that sjsb1(a.,) E cI>-, hence xhj is nonreduced, contradic.ting 
the expression in (4). 
We have now established that }a is nonreduced . This implies that 
a == ]wlll 
for some W"'. Thus, using (7) and ax ==}w we obtain 
w == W'"X. 
Similarly, by (6) and (7) we obtain 
W" == wllly. 
All l,he necessary facts are now assembled. 'Ve have 
B(i) [wy-yxyhj].y by (3) 
[w"'xy-yxyhjj-y by (8) 
by (4), as we wished to show. 
Suhe.ase I(ii): xh == u'j , so that 
[w"'yxy-yxhjj-y by applying a 4-braid 
[w"xy,.xbjj-y by (9) 
[w'y-yxbj].y by (5) 
B(i') , 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(l 0) 
By the hyp ot,hes is in this Sub case we may obtain bj == xu' , sinc.e hj is reduced, by inspection of B( i) in (:3). 
\ Vf> therefore have 
B(i) [wY" xybj)-y by (3) 
[wy, xyxu'j-y using hj == xcT' 
[wxyxy-yu'j-y applying a 4-braid 
= B(i') , 
sin ce. by comparison with the expression in (10) , the braid-equivalenc.e wx ==]a is forc.ed. This c.ompletes 
Case J. 
Case II: xyh == uj , so that our new expression for B(i) is 
B(i) = [}axy-yu)-y. 
Considering the definition of B(i') we have either ayx == }w' for some w', or xb == u' j for some u'. 
Suhcase II(i): ayx == }w' , so that 
O(i') = [w'y-yxbj]-y. 
( 11 ) 
( 12) 
First note that Claim A (in Subcase J(i), above) applies, as do equations (05) and (6) which follow from it. 
In particular, (6), which says ay == }w", implies that 
}a == wily (13) 
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because inspec:t.ion of (11) shows Ja to be reduced. 
Claim B. xu is nonreduced. 
Proof of Claim B. It suffices to show that s;;1 (O' x ) E 4>-. From our Case Il hypothesis that xyb == uj 
we have 
s;;:I(O'r ) = -Sj Sb1 sy(O'x ), 
'-...-' 
E4>+ 
where the braced t.erm lies in 4>+ because xyb is reduced, by inspection of our expression for i. So xu is 
rrduced if and only if Sb 1 Sy (O' x ) = O'j; however, if this holds then we have 
i=axY/3xcrj yh 
which contradicts O:j being a simple root (because it lies in the middle of a 4-braid configuration). This 
contradiction establishes Claim B. 
By Claim B we therefore have 
u == xu" ( 14) 
for some u" . (We have used u" rather than u' in order to avoid stealing the notation of the Subcase I1(ii).) 
We can now say that 
9(i) [Jaxy-yu]1' by (11) 
[w"yxy-yu],. by (13) 
[w"yxY1'xu")1' by (14) 
[w"xy-y xyu")1' applying a 4-braid 
[w'y-yxyu")-y by (5) , which is applicable here 
9(j') , 
since we have the braid-equivalence yu" == hj by comparison with (12). This complet es Subc.ase II(i). 
Sllbcase II(ii): ;z:b == u'j , so that 
B(i') = [}ayxy-y u').\" 
We cl aim th a t J.:u' is nonreduced. We have, using xb == u'j , 
S~}(CI'.T) = - Sj sb1(O' x), 
'---v--" 
E4' + 
( 15) 
so J'u' is redu ced if a nd only if sbl(CI' .r.) = Clj , whi ch , for a contradiction we will suppose holds. We ca n 
lI se our C ase 11 hypothesis xyb == uj to obtain an expression for sbl , giving SjS;ISxS y(O:x ) = Cl: j. Thi. can 
he re-written as S;I Sy(O:", ) = -Clj E 4>- , whence xyu is Ilollreduced. However , considering our expression 
i = aXYl:yb a nd substituting x yb == uj we obtain axyuj E 'R, in pa r t icular , t he sub\\'ord xyfT is redu ced. 
This is our required contradict.ion . 
We have therefore shown xu' to be nonreduced . Consequently, 
u' == xu"' 
for sorne fT"' . We now have , beginning with B(i') this time, that 
B(i') (jayxy-yu']-y by (15) 
(jayxy-yxu''')-y by (16) 
[}axy-yxyu"')-y applying a 4-braid 
B(i), 
(16) 
s ince we necessarily have the braid-equivalence xyu'" == u by comparison with (11). Part one of the proof 
is now finish ed. 
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Part two: i = axyxY{j b and hence i' = aY{jxyxb. In this new situation, f3 corresponds to the second letter 
y in the expression for i. Considering the definition of B(i) there are two cases to consider: either b == crj 
for some cr , or axyx == Jw for some w. 
Case I: b == crj , so that 
8(i) = [}axyxy-ycrj.,.. ( 17) 
Considering now 8(i'), we have either a == }w' for some w', or xyxb == cr'j for some cr'. 
Sub case I(i): a == }w'. Together with the Case I hypothesis that b == crj we may obt.ain i == }w'xyxycrj, 
which is nonreduced (as promoting will give a word containing }}). So, this Sub case cannot arise. 
Sllbcase I(ii): xyxb == cr'j, so that 
( 18) 
We have our desired result at once, for by (17) we have 8(i) = [}ay-yxyxcr]-y upon application of a 4-braid, 
which p.quals B(i') by comparison with (18). (The braid-equivalence xyxcr == cr' is forced.) 
Case 11: a3.:yx == Jw , so that 
8(i) = [wY1'bj]1" 
Considering 8(i') , we have either a == }w' for some w' , or xyxb == (7' j for some (7'. 
Sllbcase lI(i): a == }w' , so that 
8(i') [w'Y1'xyxbjj1' by definition 
[w'xyxy-y bjj-y applying a 4-braid 
B(i) , 
by comparison with (19) , noting tha.t w'xyx == w is forced. 
Subease lI(ii}: xyxb == (7'j, so that 
Claim C. ]ax y is nonrecluced. 
( 19) 
(20) 
Proof of Claim C. We kn ow from the form of i that axy is reduced , so we must . how that . yS;ro a1 (or) E 
(1)- . We ca n \l se om ~;ase II hypothesis ax yx == ]w t.o obtain an expression for sa 1 , giving 
SySxs;1 (or) = -Sx S;:,I(o::;) 
'--v-' 
EcI>+ 
aft,er routine simplific.ation. Note that the braced t erm is a positive root because }w is reduced. Therefore 
JaJ:Y is reduced if and only if S;:,I(O:;) = O:x' For a contradiction , suppose this is so. Substituting ax yx ==}w 
int o ollr expression for i , we obtain the braid-equivalence 
i==JwY{j b . 
The root. corresponding to the left most letter in this expression is clearly frj , which also equ als 
-1 -1 () -1 ( ) Sb Sy Sw fr:; = sb Sy frx 
by our assumption that S;:,1(0-:;) = O-x· So, we have G:j = sb1Sy(o-x) , which clearly implies that 
i = ax YXOj Y{j b. 
Onc.e again, this contradicts G:j being a simple root; Claim C is established. As a consequence, we have 
axy == Jw' (21 ) 
for some w' ; substituting this into our Case II hypothesis axyx == }w we obtain 
w'x==w. (22) 
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Claim D. Jax is nonreduced. 
Proof of Claim D. Inspection ofi shows ax to be reduced, so we must prove that s~sa!(O')) E <1>-. This 
t.ime we use (21) to obt.ain an expression for sal, giving 
where the braced term lies in <1>+ because }w' is reduced. So, }ax is reduced if and only if s;:'~ (ay) = ay; for 
a wntradiction, suppose this is true. 
Consider again the root corresponding to the leftmost letter of i == }wyb , as we did in the proof of Claim 
C. Equating the two ways of calculating this root we have 
C'cj = sblSys;:;l(O'j") 
sb l SyS~S~~ (ay) using (22) 
sb! SySr(C'c y ) by our supposition that s~~ (0')) = Qv 
sb! s r (Q y ), 
because Sy fixes s~(C'cy) = 20'r + O'y . It follows at once that 
., b 
1 = a Yf3 x Y OIj x , 
which , as usual , contradicts C'cj being a simple root. This proves Claim D. 
By Cla im 0 we have 
ax == }w" 
for some w" , and substituting this braid-equivalence into (21) we obt.a in 
w"j == w' . 
Another w nsequenc.e of (23) is t hat 
Ja==w" x , 
because }a is reduced (by inspection of (20)). 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
We t urn now to proving that Y2~ bj and xbj are nonreduced. First , if we look at our Case 11 and Subcase 
II (ii ) hypoth eses side-by-side, 
axyx == Jw and xyxb == u' j , 
WE'seE' t.hat these equat. ions have a symmetrica l form to one another. ~ow, Claims C and 0 used the first 
equ at,ion to proY€' t.hat Jaxy and Jax are nonreduced. Symmetri cally, we can use the second equation to 
prove t.hat yxbj and xbj are nonreduced. We will not include t he details beca.use they are entirely simila r 
t,o t.he proofs of Claims C and D. ln fact. for our purposes, we need use only the fact that xbj is nonreduced . 
So, sin ce.r.b is red uced (by inspec.tion ofi') we therefore have xb == u"j for some u" . From this we can say 
that 
bj == xu" 
because inspection of (19) shows bj to be reduced . 
Thus, 
8(i) = [wY1'bj],. from (19) 
[w'xY1'bj]-y by (22) 
= [w"yxY1'bj]1' by (24) 
= [w"yxY1'xu"]1' by (30) 
[w" xY1'xyu"]1' applying a 4-braid 
= [Jay-yxyu"]-y by (2':») 
= D(i'), 
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(:30) 
by comparison with (20), since the braid-equivalence xyu" == u' is forced. The proof is finished. I 
By the result just proven we can define a map 
0: CI/3 -+Cj-; 
which sends the /3-component containing any i En to 8(i). Note that, since 5j(;') = /3, we can define a map 
lIt : Cj-;-+CI (3 
in exactly the same way as 0, except with the roles of /3 and;, reversed. 
4.3.3 LEMMA. The maps 0 and lIt are mutual inverses. 
PROOF . For reasons of symmetry we will only prove that lIt 00 is the identity map on Cl (3. 
Take any word i := in ... ik . .. i l in n and suppose that (3 corresponds to the letter ik, that is , (3 = 
Si 1 •• • oSik_l (O'ik)' \\le must show that \11 00 fixes the (3-component [il ,B. 
By 4.:3.1, either iN.,. ik+l == }w for some w , or ik -I ... i l == ui for some u . Let us suppose the 
former holds. We then have 0([il /.l ) := [w(hJyik -I ... i1ill" where, corresponds to the letter ik . Now 
sinc.e i k-I .. . id is obviously braid-equivalent to a word ending with i , by definition \}I sends the above 
,-component. to [}w Ud/.l ik-l . .. id/.l, whic.h equals [il!3' Thus, lIt 00 does indeed fix [il!3' 
The other case, when ik-I .. . i l == uj, is equally trivial. I 
4.3.4 LEMMA . The map 0 : CI(3-+Ch is a morph ism of graphs. 
PROOF. A pair of adjacent (3-components must contain a pair of adjacent words, so suppose that i and 
i' ER. differ by a single braid and belong to different /3-c.omponents. Since this braid must be of odd length , 
and since \H' are not concerned with types H3 and H4 , this braid is a 3-braid. We must show that O(i) and 
B(i') belong to adjacent j'-component,s; (they cannot belong to the same ,-c.omponent bec.ause 0 is bijective) . 
Write i = axyxb and i' = ayxyb where xyx 2. yxy is a 3-braid. Certainly, (3 must be involved in 
this :3- braid' j3 can correspond to any of the three letters of xyx in i. However , we need only consider two 
f:'ssE' nt.ially different cases: J3 corresponds eit,her to the lett,er y in l,he middle , or the first x. Ac.cordingly, th e 
proof has t,,"o main parts. 
Part one: i = a x Y/.l x band i' = ay x/.l Y b. That is , (3 c.orresponds to the middle letters of the 3-braid 
confi gurat ions. 
Considering t he definition of 8( i). eith er ax == }w for some w , or xb == ui for some u . Here we will 
consider only a.:z: ==]w because the oth er case is sy rnrnet,rical. So , we have 
B(i) = [w Y,' X bil l" 
Considering now B(i') , eith er ay == }w' for some w' , or yb == u'j for some u' . 
511bease (i): ay == ]w' , so that 
We claim that w:z: is nonreduced ; we have 
Sw (0'",) srSas",(O'",) using ax ==}w 
= -sw/Sy(O'r) using ay == JW' 
= - sw/s",(O'y) because sr(Q'y) = 5 y (0'.,) = Q'r + O'y. 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
Now, sw/ oS., (O'y) is a positive root because upon substituting ay == }w' into our expression ayxyb for i', we 
see that w'xy is reduced. Thus, sw(O'.,) is a negative root, showing wx to be nonreduced, as claimed. 
VlTe therefore have w == w"x for some w". So, 
B(i) = [wy"),xbjll' by (1) 
[w"xYl'xbjll' using w == w"x 
...... [w"yxl'ybj],. by a.pplying a 3-braid involving" 
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where we have introduced the shorthand notation +-+ to mean ' is adjacent to' (in the graph Ch). The 
a-braid changes the l'-value from y to x. The last expression equals O(i'), for by comparison with (2), the 
braid-equivalence wily == w' is forced. Thus, 8(i) is adjacent to 8(i') in Ch, as we wished to show. 
Sub c.ase (ii): yb == u'j , so that 
B(i') = [} ay x-y u')-y. (3) 
From yb == u' j we can obtain bj == yu' because inspection of (1) shows that bj is reduced. Therefore 
O(i) [wy.,xbj]-y by (1) 
= [wy.,xyu']., using j == yu' 
...... [wxyx-y u']., applying a 3-braid, 
for comparison with (3) shows that we necessarily have wx == }a. Thus O(i) is adjacent to B(i'), com plet.ing 
t.he first. part. of the proof. 
Part two: i = a xp y x b and i' = a y x yp b . That is , f3 corresponds to the first x in the 3-braid configurat.ion 
1111. 
Considering t.he definition of O(i) , either a == Jw for some w , or yxb == uj for some u. 
Case I: a == }w . ''''e then have O(i) = [w x')' y x b j]')' and O(i') = [w y x y-y b j], which are visibly adjacent 
i -component.s. 
Case II: yxb == uj , so that 
O(i) = [} a x., 0'] .,. 
Considering now B(i') , either b == u'j for some u' , or ayx == }w' for some w' . 
Sllbc.ase II(i): b == u' j. We then have, by definition , 
O(i') [Jayxy')' u']')' 
[Jax-yyxu']-y by applying a 3-braid 
B(i) , 
sillCe (4) sho\ys th at t. he braid-equiyaleJlce yxu' == u is forced. We come now to the fin al Subcase. 
Subease II(ii}: ayx == lW' , so th at 
B( i') = [w'y-y b j ], .. 
( 4) 
(5) 
We first claim that yu is Il onredu ced. F sing our Case 11 hypothesis that yx b == u j to obta in an expression 
for 8; I, \Ye have 
S;;1 (Oy) = -Sj Sb 1 s",(O'y) , 
~
Ecj,+ 
\rhere t.he braced term lies in <[>+ because yxb is reduc.ed (by inspection of i) . So , yu is redu c.ed if and only 
if '~b IS,. (O'y ) = O'j. For a contradict,ion, suppose t his is so. Then we have 
i = aX{3 Yaj X b , 
whi c.h is absurd , bec.ause no simple root can correspond to the middle letter in a 3-hraid configurati on. This 
proves that yu is nonredu ced and hence that 
u == yu" (6) 
for some 0'''. 
Next, we daim that w'x is nonreduced. This is proved in an entirely symmetrical way to the proof just 
above, this time making use of the Subcase lI(ii) hypothesis to compute 5",,' (O'z)' We omit the details. We 
t herefore have, by analogy with (6) , the braid-equivalence 
w' == w"x (7) 
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for some w". Substituting this into the Sub case JI(ii) hypothesis that ayx == Jw' yields ay == Jw", from 
whic.h we obtain 
Ja == wily, 
because inspection of (4) shows that Ja is reduced. Putting all the pieces together gives 
B(i) = [Jax..,tT]1' by (4) 
= [Jax1'ytT"]1' by (6) 
= [w"yx1'ytT"]1' by (8) 
+-+ [w"xY1'xO'''],. applying a 3-braid 
= [",,' Y1'xO''']1' by (7) 
B(i'), 
for by comparison with (5), the braid-equivalence XtT" == bj is forced. This completes the proof. I 
(8) 
Before we can prove the main result of this chapter we need one more observation, which is sure to be 
well known, but we provide a proof for completeness. 
4.3.5 LEMMA. Let [3 and "'I be any two positive roots which lie in the same W-orbit, that is, "'I = w([3) for 
some wE W. Then there is a sequence (aD, a 1 , ••• , an) of positive roots such that aD = [3, an = "I, and a i 
is obtained from O'i-l by the application of some simple reflection for i = 1,2, ... , n. 
PROOF . This can be achieved if we allow each a i to be a positive or negative root, simply by considering 
any red uced word for w. Choose such a sequence (O'0 , . .. , O'n) for the least possible n. "\ e claim that 
such a minimum-length sequence necessarily lies in <1>+. For a contradiction, suppose that some interval 
(cr i , O'i+' , . .. O'i+r) of this sequence consists of negative roots only. ,,,re will furth er assume that i is minimal 
and. with this i fixed , that r is maximal, so that O'i-1 and 0'i+r+1 are positive roots. 
Since t he only positive root sent to some negative root by a simple refl ection is a simple root" it foll o\\'s 
t.hat nJ- 1 and O'; +r+l are simple roots and that a i - 1 = _ai , O'i+r+l = _O'i+r. If now we delete O'i- l and 
( I i+r+ 1 from our original sequence and change the signs of the intermediate negative roots (O'i , .. . , (I i +r) . \\,1" 
visihly obt,a in a shorter valid sequence from [3 to "'I , contradicting the minimality of n. I 
We will now summarise our calculations in the following result , which holds for types AI , RI. DI . El 
(I = 6, 7, ' ) and F4 · 
~o te that \Ye can view Cj[3 as a labelled graph, where each vertex is labelled with th corresponding 
,3-val ue. 
4.3.6 THEOREM. Let i3 and -f be two posit.ive roots which lie in the same W-orbit. Then there ,s a 
label-preserving isomorphism CI;J == Ch of quotient graphs of root components. 
PROOF . By 4.:3.5 we may assume that "I = Sj([3) for some Sj. By 4.3.3, 0 is bijective. By 4 .3.4. 0 is a 
morphism , and by symmetry so is 0- 1. Thus, 0 is a graph isomorphism , which is visibly label-preserying 
from the way that (J is defined . I 
The remainder of this thesis is c.oncerned with root c.omponents in types AI, BI and DI. Because of 
Theorem 4.:3.6 it is enough to understand the root c.omponents for just one root in each W-orbit. 
The root systems of type AI and DI have only one orbit. Type BI has two orbit.s - one consisting of long 
root.S, the other, short roots . But as remarked before, if j3 is a sllOrt root then the j3-value of any i E 'R(Bd 
equals 1. Therefore, we need not concern ourselves any further with this trivial case. 
The highest root 0'0 is a long root, and as might be expected, the aD-components have favourable 
properties. Chapters 5 and 6 will be mainly concerned with understanding the O'o-components in types A, 
and R,. In Chapter 7 we will deduce information about the aD-components in type D, from those of type 
R,. 
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5. Root Components in Type AI 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we will calculate the graph of ,B-components C(A,)/,B for all ,B E <1>+ (AI) in two different 
ways. 
The first way is by induction on the rank, l. The main part of the inductive step is to calculate the graph 
structure whenever ,B does not have 0'1 as a summand. To then deduce the structure for general ,B, we have 
a choic.e of two methods. One method is simply to invoke Theorem 4.3.6. The other m ethod is to define 
a certain graph automorphism, I{', of C(A,), which induces a bijection, I{'o, of <1>+(04,) in a natural way. It 
happens that I{' provides a bij ection between the ,B-components and the l{'o(,B)-c.omponents. This allows the 
inductive st.ep to be completed. 
The second method of proof considers only O'o-components, where Cl'o = 0'1 + .. ·+Cl'I. We show, by explicit 
manipulations of reduced words , that each O'o-component contains a unique quiver-compatible commutation 
dass. This t.ells us that there are exact.ly 2
'
-
1 O'o-components. A key step in the method is to show how the 
o'o-components induce a partition of t.he Coxeter group W(A,-l) of rank 1- 1. This enables us to calculate 
t.he edges of C(A,)/O'o. 
The following two sections collect some observations on graph automorphisms of C(A,) , in preparation 
for the inductive proof, which is completed in section 5.4. The remainder of the chapt.er concerns the second 
proof. 
5.2 Graph Autolllorphisms of C 
From now on we will usually suppress the A, in our notation. Let C E C have normal representative 
>.(1 "" 1 )l? Applying t he promotion operator [) to this word C(l?) times , we obtain (1 + 1-l?) >.(1 "" 1) , where 
we have temporarily employed the notation 1 + 1 - l? to mean the \\'ord obtained from l? by replacing each 
letter i by 1+1 - i. Next, apply the opposition involution of 04 ,-1 to t he word (I + 1-l?) >. in 'R.(A,_I ), giving 
ri se to Cl? -1) (1- >.) (l "" 1) in n(A,). ~ow apply a-I t.o this word CCl?) times, giving 1- >. (I "" 1) 1 + 2 -l? 
Finally, apply t he opposition involution of A, to obtain>. + 1 (1 /' /) l? - 1, which we tradit.ionally writ.e as 
>. +(1 /' I)l?- . Accordingly, we define a map as follows. 
)O: C - C 
[>.(l "" l)l?] ....... [A +(1 /,l )l?-]. 
Clearl y, I{' is well defined since >. and g are determined up to commutations. Any commutation class may 
be expressed as [a(1 /' l)b], where 1 ~ supp (a) , I tI. supp(b) and a . b are well defin ed up to commutations. 
Thus..p is bijective, it.s inverse being [a(l /' l)b] ....... [a-(I '\. l )b+]. It is easily checked that)O sends adjacent 
vertices to adjacent vertices , and that the same is true of )0-1. Hence, )0 is an automorphisl11 of C. 
Recall from 1.4.7 t he involution C >- C· of C which is the composite of the opposition involution and 
reversal. \\ e will show that the automorphism )0'+1 is this involution. The proof requires several st eps. 
First Iy, for 1 ~ m ~ 1+ 1 we define the SlI bset <I>;t of <1>+ by 
<1>;;:' := {0'1 + ., . + O'm-l , 02 + ... + O'm-l ,·· · , O'm-l} U {O'm , O'm + O'm+ l , ... , O'm + '" + a,) . 
, y ~ " v I 
empty if m =l empty if m='+1 
5.2.1 LEMMA . The partial order on <1>+ induced by any C E C induces a total order on each <I>;t .. 
PROOF. We must show that any pair of commutation-equivalent words in n induce the same total order 
0 11 each <I>;t. Consider any pair of reduced longest words which differ by a single commutation, say 
aijb and ajib, 
where li - jl > 1. Set w := si; 1. The corresponding total orders on <1>+ differ from one another only in that 
wC O'j) and w( O'i) are transposed. These transposed positive roots are 
O'w(j) + O'W(j)+1 + ... + O'w(j+I)_1 and Cl'w(;) + Cl'w(;)+1 + ... + Cl'w(i+l)-1, 
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because W{O'i) = w {e; - ei+d = ewe;) - e w(;+I), where we are viewing w as an element of the symmetric 
group on {I , .. . , /+ I}. 
Since i i= j, these roots do not have the same simple root as the first nor last summand. Also, sin ce 
li - jl > 1, the sum of these two roots is not a root. Consequently, these roots cannot both belong to <fI;t; , 
for any nI. I 
5.2.2 LEMMA. Let C E C and let 0' , f3 be distinct positive roots which are comparable with respect to ~e, 
say 0' Se f3. Then there exist positive roots 1'1, .. · 1'r such that 
0' = 1'1 Se }'2 ~e .. . ~e 1'r = f3 
and such that each pair {rb 1'Hd of consecutive roots is a subset of some <fI;t;, where m depends on k. That 
is, t.he partial order arising from C is completely determined by the induced total orders on the <fI;t;. 
PROOF . We may assume that 13 covers a with respect to Se. ,,,re must show that a and 13 belong to a 
common <l>;t;. By 1.4.2 (b), there exists some i E C such that 13 covers a with respect to <i ' Thus, we may 
wri te i = aijb in such a way that a = w(O'j) and f3 = wSj(a;), where w:= S];I. Now, since 0' and 13 are 
comparable and consecut ive with respect to ~c , we have li - jl = 1. If j = i + 1 then 
0' = O'w (i+l) + O'w(i +l )+1 + ... + O'w(i+2)-1 
and 
f3 = O' w(;) + O' w(i)+1 + ... + O'w(i + 2)-I' 
Since 0' and f3 visibly have the same right-most summand , they both belong to <I> ~(i+2)' The case j = i-I 
is simil a r . I 
Let <Po : <1>+ -+ <1>+ be the map defined by 
0'1 + 0'2 + ... + O'r ...... O'r + O'r+ 1 + ' . , + 0'1 if r ~ 1, 
O't+O't+l+"'+O'r ....... 0t -l+ 0't+ " '+O'r-l ifl· ~t> I . 
f or example. if 1= ;J then tpo has the following two orbi ts, 
If I > I it, is d ear t ha t epo has order 1+ 1; in particular , epo is bij ective, Also note that epo (<I>;t) = <1> ;;'_1 , 
taking the subscr ip ts modulo 1+1. \\ e can now prove the main result of this section . 
5.2.3 PROPOSITION. The automorphism epl+l of C is the involut ion C ...... C·. 
PROOF . Let C E C. We "ill il1\'e_ t igate how t he partial orders on 41+ induced by C and ep(G) differ from 
one another. 
"ri te C = [A(I '\r 1 )()] and A = Am . . . Al () = (In . , . (Jl· We will show how the lette r corresponding to 
any 3 E <1>+ (with respect to ~c ) is related to the letter corresponding to tpo (f3 ) (with respect to ~'P(C), 
R.ecall t hat ep(C) = [A+(1 /I )()-] , There are three cases to consider depending upon whether , in the 
expression for C above, 13 c.orre.'5poncis t.o a letter in (), A or (I '\r 1). 
(I) Suppose that 13 = S q t . .. Sqk _t (O' ek)' for some k. By 2.2.4 ,0'1 is not a summand of 13. Defin e 
l' := Sq~ ••• Sq ;;-_I (a qj) 
Clearly, l' may be obtained from f3 by lowering the suffix of each simple root that occurs in 13 by 1. By 
definition of epo we t herefore have l' = Cf'0 ( f3 ). 
(2) Suppose that 13 = S;?I SI · · .51 S~t '" S~k_t (a~k) ' for some k. Since 13 corresponds to a letter in A, by 
2.2.4 0') is Dot a summand. Considering ep( C), define the positive root 
1' := s;~ SI • •• S1 s~+ . .. s~+ (0'),+); 
1 k-1 k 
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we claim that 1= <po({3). " eH, (I '-." I)At·· .At_l is braid-equivalent to AI .. . Ak-I(l '-." 1), hence 
I = S;~S'>'l" ,S'>'k_l(O''>'k)' 
using t he fact that SI ... 5 1 sends 0'.>.+ to O''>'k' Now, (U-yev(1 /" I) is braid-equivalent to (1 /" I){}rev, hence 
k 
which equals SI ... 51 ({3). Again , this is obtained from (3 by decreasing the suffix of each simple root summand 
by 1, and so r equals <po({3), as claimed. 
(3) Suppo~e now that {3 corresponds to some letter in the subword (l '-." 1). Thus, {3 = SQ 1 SI S2 ... S k_1 (CI'd, 
for some k . This t ime, 2.2.4 tells us that 0'1 is a summand of (3. Considering <p(C), define the positive root 
r := S~~SISI_1 . . ,Sk+I(CI'k)i 
we daim that r = <po({3). First , write r in the form 
1 = -S;~(51.' . SI)SI 52 .. . SI:_l(O'I:). 
Recalling t bat (u- yev (l '-." 1) is braid-equivalent to (I '\. 1 )Urev, we obtain 1 = -SI · ·· 51 ({3). If we now 
wri te {3 = (\ 1 + Cl'2 + ... + Cl'r (for some r) it can be easily checked that 1 equals epo ({3), as claimed. 
\\ e can now e.stablish the relationship between the part.ial orders induc.ed by C and ep( C). Let (\' , P be 
any two dis tinct roots in some q,;t. Since C induces a total order on <l>;t , we may assume that (\' Se j3. 
Since epo(q,;t) = <1> ;;; _1 ' certainly 90(0) and epo({3) are comparable with respect to S cp(C) , too; we wish 1.0 
know in which order t,he e two roots appear. It suffices to know whether epo(a) precedes , or is preceded by 
1,'0(;3) with respect t,o <j ' for any j E y(C). This can be easily deduced from our three calculations above , 
as follows. 
The calculations. how that "oo(a) S cp(C) epo ({3 ) whenever not both of Cl' and {3 have (\' 1 as a summ a ncl . 
This condition is equi va lent to saying that Cl' and {3 do not belong to q,t , that is , m =f: 1. Otherwise, if (\' , {3 
hot h haw (\1 as a summaud , and hence belong to q,t , t hen case (2) shows that <po({3 ) S cp(C) <Po ( Cl), 
To summari e the e facts , wr ite (q,;t , C) for the t.otally ordered set q,;t with respect to S c, say 
(<1>;;; , C) = f3(l) < f3(2) < . , , < f3(1), 
where the .3(i) denote the roots in q,;t; . l sing this concrete expression , we define t he two related tota l orders 
<Po (<I>;;; . C):= o( ( I » < "oO(f3(2» < .. . < <po(f3(1» 
and 
- (q,~t ' C) := P(!) > P(2) > . '. > P(1) , 
obtained from the origina l tota l order by pointwise application of <Po and reversal, respectively. 
\\ e ha\'e thus shown that 
and 
(<1> 41 ' <p(C» = - <po (q,t , C). 
l sing these two equations we have the following easy calculation, valid for any m and any C. 
(q,;;; <pl+l(C» (<po )'+I-m(<I>41 ' <pm(c» 
-( <Po )l+2-m (<I>t , <pm-l (C» 
= _(<Po)l+l (q,~, C) 
-(<I>~ , C), 
the last line due to the fact that 0 has order 1+ 1. Thus <pHI (C) induces the opposite total order on ea,ch 
<1>+ to that induced by C. 
m 
Consequently, by 5.2.2, we see that <pl+l (C) induces the opposite partial order on all of ~+ to that of C. 
However, C· also has this property (see 1.4.7), so by 1.4.3 we have cpl+l CC) = C·, as we wished to show. I 
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5.3 Action on Root Components 
As an easy example of how graph automorphisms act on root components, we have the following, which 
is t rue generally, not just for type AI. (Recall that ~ is the effect of the opposition involution on cP+ and 
that rev indicat.es reversal of words.) 
5.3.1 PROPOSITION . For all {3 E <1>+ and all C E C we have 
rev (the {3-component of C) = the ~-component of crev 
and 
the .B-value of C = the ,8-value of c rev. 
PROOF . This is easily checked, noting that if iN . , . il is a representative of C and if {3 = Si l •. . Sik_ 1 (Cl'ik) 
t,hen we have ,8 = SiN' .. Sik +1 (O'ik) ' I 
The following action will be used at the last step of our inductive calculation of Cl {3. 
5.3.2 PROPOSITION . For all .B E cP+ and all C E C we have 
r,o(the .B-component of C) = the r,oo (.B)-component of r,o(C ). 
PROOF. We must show that any two commutation classes C, C' are .B-equivalent to one another if and only 
if 9«(,') is yo(f:J)-equivalent to r,o(C') . 
Forward implication. \"re may assume that C is adjacent to C' . Write C = [~(I "" l)g] and r,o(C ) = 
[~+(l / i)g-] . 
Consid erin g C, first suppose that {3 corresponds to some letter in the subword (I "" 1) . From part (3) of 
the proof of .5 .2 .3 we can surmise that the .B-value of C equals the r,oo({3)-value of r,o(C). A simil ar equali ty 
holds for C' . Thus, sin ce the .B-values of C and C' agree (by assumption) , it follows th a t the 90 (~)- values 
of 9 ((:) and 9«(:') agree also. So 9(G) is r,oo (.B)-equivalent to r,o(C') , as required. 
~ow SlIpp ose that 13 corresponds to some letter in g in the expression for G . This t ime part (1) of t he 
proof of 5.2 .3 shows t,hat the .B-value of G equa.\s t,he r,oo (;3)-value of r,o(C) plus 1. A similar equality holds 
for (,". and we argue exactly as above. 
Fina lly, if ;3 corresponds to some letter in ~ in the express ion for C, part (2) of the proof of 5.:2.3 shows 
t hat we ca n sim ply replace ' plus l ' with 'minus I ' in the above. 
Backward implication. Suppose that ep(G') is 90 (.B)-equivalent to r,o(C) , for some C and C' . Applying 
t he forward implication :21 + 1 times, we deduce that r,021+2 (C') is r,061+2 (j3)-equivalent to 9 21+2 (C ). This 
simply says that (:' is ,B-equivalent to G , since, by 5.:2.3 , the order of cp divides :2(1 + 1) , and we know th at 
t he orde r of 90 is I + I. I 
From the proof of 5.3.2 we separate out the following observation. 
5.3.3 LEl\ I:\I A. If ,B E cP+ has Cl'J as a summand then 
the j3-value of C = the r,oo( j3)-value of cp( C) 
for a ll (: E C. I 
As a C'.onsequence of our calculations so far , we can compute the order of cp, although we will not use this 
result in the sequel. 
5.3.4 PROPO SITION. If I ~ 3 then the order of cp is 2(1 + 1). 
PROOF. Let the order of cp be n. By 5.2.3, we know that cpl+l is an automorphism of order 2. It will follow 
that n = 2(1 + 1) if we can show tha.t 11 is divisible by 1 + 1. For any C E C, we have, by 5.3.2, 
the Cl'1-component of C = the r,oH(at)-component of C . (t) 
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TOW, set 
c:= [1(2"" 1)(3"" 1) ... (/- 1 "" 1)(I "" 1)] . 
Put,:= IPO (O'I) , which belongs to {ao ,aJ, 0'2,'" ,all, where 0'0 = 0'1 + ... + al. Clearly, C has a a-value I 
and O'i-value 1 whenever i"l O. (The corresponding letters are underlined in the above expression.) 
Consider first the possibility that, = 0'0. Define 
C / := [1(2 '\.1) . . . (/- 2 '\.1) (1-1 "" 2)(I "" 3).fI2], 
... J 
... 
which is adjacent to C. The O'I-value of C' is 2 (underlined) , so that C' is not ai-equivalent to C. However , 
t.he no-value of (;' is I (underlined), so that C' is C-equivalent to C. This contradicts the assertion (t). 
Now let us suppose that, = 0'1: for some k ~ 3. This time, define 
(,": = [1(2 "-1)(3 "" 1) .. . (1- k "" 1) (/+l-k "" 2)(l+2-k "" I).f (1+ 3 - k "" 1) .. . (1- 1 "" 1)(1 ""1)], 
... 'V.I 'v ~ 
which is adjacent to (;. The O'I-value of C' equals 1 (underlined) , and the ak-value of C' equals 2 (underlined) . 
Thus , (:' is O'I-equivalent , but not ,-equivalent to C, contradicting (t). 
If , = 0 ' 2 , we set 
(;' := [1 (2 '\. 1 )(3 '\. 1) ... (1- 3 "" 1) (1- 2 "" 2)(1 - 1 "" 3).f12(1 "" 1)], 
... , 
'" 
\"hi ch is adjacent to C. Now , C' has ai-value equal to 1 (underlined), and C-value equal to 2 (underlined). 
(Note that t.his uses our hypothesis 12: 3.) Thus, C' is ai-equivalent, but not ,-equivalent to C, contrad icting 
(t ). 
Therefore, the only remaining possibility is that, = al. Thus, at is fixed by IP~, which implies that 
I + I divides n , as required. I 
In [Elnitsky] a bijection bet \yeen C(A1) and the set of all possible tilings of a regular 2(1 + I)-gOll by unit 
rhombi is established. In th is context , y can be viewed as rotation of til ings . 
5.4 All Inductive Calculation of C / f3 
The und erlying graph of the poset of all subsets of an n-element set, ordered by inclusion , is ca lled an 
n-cube. We will prove that CI;3 is isomorphic to an (1- 1 )-cube by induction on I (for all (3) , but first lYe 
"' ill sf.'parat e out four techniGa l observat,ions. 
5.4.1 LE~n1A. Let i .j E n and let. 13., E <1>+ be such that 13 + lE <1>+. If 13 <i ' and, <j (3 th en i is not 
:3-equiva lent to j . 
PROOF . Towards a c.o ntradic.tion. suppose that i is i-equivalent to j , and consider some c.onnec.t e"ci path 
joining i to j on which ,B-values are c.onstant .. low, c.ommut,ations leave all root-values unGhangeci , as well 
as t he relative po itions of and ince their sum is a root. Therefore, ,B must swap positions wit h , at a 
3-braid . However, \\'e certainly know that "hen ,B is involved in a braid of odd length, the j3-values change. 
This contradicts our choice of path. I 
5.4.2 LEM~I A. If)..(I "" I) and (l "" l )e belong to n then they lie in distinct a-components for all a E <1>+. 
PROOF. For uitable r ~ t we have a E { j3, '")'}, where ,B := 0'1 + ... + a r and, := ar+1 + .. . + at. We have 
/3 < I with respect to the tot,a l order induced by )..(1 '\. 1), because {3 has summand 0'1 and so Gorresponds 
to a letter of (I'\. I) (see 2.2.4). 
Similarly ,< ,B \\ith re pect to (I'\. 1)0". Since /3 +, E <1>+ , we may apply 5.4.1, whiGh is symmet.rical 
in f3 and / , to Gonclude that t hese longest words lie in distinct 13- and ,-components. I 
Define maps T and T as follows. 
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C(A,-d -+ C 
r : [i] >-+ li( I "\. 1)] 
1': [i) >-+ [(I "\. l)i+] 
These maps are injec.tive, by 2.2.3. It is simple to check that they are in fact graph i50morpllisms onto 
their images. 
Recall from 2.2.9 the map 6 : C(A,)-C(A,_d given by [,X(l '\... l)U] >-+ ['xU-]. 
5.4.3 LEMMA. Let C E C and suppose that f3 E <1>+ does not have 0') as a summand. Then C is f3-equivalent 
to either (r 0 6)(C) or (1' 0 6)(C), but not both . 
PROOF . Write C = ['x(1 '\... l)U]' so that (r 0 6)(C) = [,X(>-(1 '\... 1)) and (To 6)(C) = [(I '\, 1),X+(>] . By 
hypothesis, ;3 must c.orrespond to some letter of'x or (> within C. If the former, then C is clearly ;1-equivalent 
t.o (r08)(C) , by moving applying l (U) 'right to left' moves. If the latt.er, then C is ;1-equivalent to (706)(C) 
by applying f(.~) ' left to right ' moves. Finally, if C is ;1-equivalent to both expressions then ,XU- (I '\, 1) is 
/3-equivalent to (I "\.1)'x+U, which contradicts 5.4.2.1 
5.4.4 LEMMA. Let (3 E <1>+ be such that 0') is not a summand. Let C, C' E Im r. If C is {3-equivalent to 
C' within C, then C is moreover {3-equivalent to C' within Im r. The same is true with l' in place of r . 
PROOF . We will only give the details for the r map, because a similar argument works for T. 
By hypothesis , there exists some connected path ir ~ C joining C to C' on which ;1- \"alues are constant. 
Consider the path (r 0 6)( 71") ~ Im r ; this is connected because rand 6 are morphisms, and it coincides with 
iT at C and C'. (l se the fact that C, C' E Im r .) It remains to show that adjacent vertices on iT map to 
vert.i ces under TO 6 which have the same {3-value. (Refer to 2.2 .1 for the notation. ) 
If our adjacent vertices on iT are of the form [..\'i(1 "\. l)U] and [..\'(1 "\. l)i+U] then these both map 
t.o [AU- (I "" 1)], so there is nothing to prove. The same applies to adjacent pairs such as [A(l '" l)i U
'
], 
[,Xi- (l "" I) U' ]· 
~ow supp ose th at our adjacent vertices on iT have the form [A(l '\... l)U] and [A#(l '" 1)0), ",here the 
hash df> l1 otes th e application of a 3-braid . These map to ['xIF(i "-.,. 1)] and ['\#u-(I '\, I)), respectiy Iy. 
:'\ ow. ,d must correspond to a lett er of,\ or u, because 0' 1 is not a summand, 
If .3 corresponds to a letter in ,X then the 3-braid applied to ,\ cannot involve t his letter (otherwise 
[A(I '" I)U] an d [,\#(1 "" l )U] \,"ould have different (3-\'alues). It follows at once that ['xU-(l '" 1)) and 
[,\# U- (I "-.. 1)] do indeed have the same f3-value. 
On the other hand , if j3 corresponds to some letter in U then , writing U = em· · · fI) , we haw ,3 = 
se, .. . 8('k_' ((\ rk ) for some k. Now , decreasing all the subscripts on the right hand side by one, and prel11ul-
tiplying by Sl . . . s, also gives j3. This implies that ['\u-(I '\, 1)] and [,X# u-(l '\, 1)] haw the same J-ya lue 
as one a nother , as required. 
A simila r argument t·o t he one above ,w rks for adjacent pairs of the form [,X(l '" 1) u], ['\(1 '\... I) 0# J, 
completing the proof. 1 
\\'e c.o me now to our ma.in result. 
5.4.5 THEOREM . For all ;1 E <1>+ the quotient graph C/;1 of ;1-components ' is a.n (1- I}-cube. 
PROOF . The proof is by induction on I, the result being true for 1 = 1. Let I > 1 and first suppose that 
(\'1 is not a sllmmand of /3. Writing;1 as a sum of the O'k, define ;1- by decreasing each suffix by one. We 
wish t.o know how the ;1-components of the subgraphs Im rand Im l' of C(A,) relate to the ;1- -components 
of C(Al-d· 
We daim that for all C E C(A,-d, the ;1-value of r(C) equals the j3- -value of C, and that the /3-value 
of r( C) equals the ;1- -value of C plus 1. 
To verify this , let i:= i . .. i1 E C and let f3- = Si, ... Sik_,(O'i.). So, the ;1--value ofC is i". Since 
r(C) = [i(l "" 1)] and (5) '" o5,)o5i 1 " . 5ik_1 (O'i.) = 51 '" o5,(f3-) = /3, the f3-value of r(C) equals i" too. The 
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second part of the claim is trivial. 
Therefore, since the f)- -values of the vertices of C(AI_1) differ from the f)-values of their images under r 
and 7 by constants, it follows from the induction hypothesis that (lm r)/ f) and (Im T)/ fJ are (1- 2)-cubes. 
Now, 5.4.4 says that distinct fJ-components within Im r are contained in distinct fJ-components of C, and 
similarly for 7. Also, by 5.4.3, each vertex of C lies in the same fJ-component as some vertex of Im r or Im 7, 
but not both, by 5.4 .2. Thus, we have proved that C has exactly 21- 1 fJ-components. 
Now we shall determine the edges in C/fJ. Consider the map 
8:(lmr)/f) -+ (Im7)/fJ 
the f)-component of r(C) in (m r 1-+ the fJ-component of T(C) in lm 7, 
where C is any vertex of C(Al-t}. We claim that 8 is a graph isomorphism. To check that B is well defined, 
suppose t.he r-images of some [iJ, [i'] E C(AI-1) belong to the same fJ-component within Im r. Then there is 
a sequence of words joining i(l '\, 1) to i'(I "\. 1) with the same fJ-value, such that the braids only take place 
within the subword i (because the sequence lies in Im r). Thus, i is braid-equivalent to i' . It now follows 
easily that (I '\, l)i+ is f)-equivalent to (l '\, l)(i')+ within ImT, as required . A symmetrical argument 
shows (} to be injec.tive. Thus , 8 is bijec.tive, being a mapping between equinumerous sets. To prove that B 
is a morphism of graphs, consider a pair of words i , i' E R.(AI_ J) such that [i(l '\, 1)] and [i'(l '\, 1 )]lie in 
adj acent 1-components within Im T. ''''e may assume that i differs from i' by a single 3-braid. Clearly now , 
[U'\, l )i+] is adjacent to [(I '\, l)(i')+] and these have distinct fJ-values, so they lie in adjacent fJ-components 
within lm T, as required. Symmetrically, B-1 is also a morphism. Thus, B is an isomorphism. 
Now , ewry ft-component within Im r or Im 7 is a subgraph of a larger f)-com ponent in C(.-1I)' Now 
consider some particular f)-component in lm r , and consider also its image under B, which is a f)-component 
in Im T. We claim that t he corresponding larger fJ-components in C(AI) are adjacent to one anot.her. In 
other words, for any C E C(Al-d we claim that r(C) and T(C) belong to adjacent fJ-com ponents of C(AI) . 
To prow t.his, first observe that r(C) lies in the same 6-fibre as T(C). Let F be this fibre and let C' 
be any vertex of F. By .5.4.3 , C' is fJ-equivalent to exac.tly one of r(C) or T(C) , using that fac t th at 60 r 
and 60 T a re bot h t.he identit.y map on C(AI-d . Thus, l,he ;3-components of r( C) and T(C) are adjacent. , a.' 
claimed. (The point is that F , which is known to be connected by 2.2.9, is part.itioned into t\yO nonempty 
conn ec ted _ u bgraphs by the p-components , and must therefore have an edge which stradd les t,he part ition .) 
So fa r , we have identified t he following structure of C/fJ . 
• Two disj oint (1 - 2)-cubes coming from (Im r)/ f) and (lm T)/f) . 
• Edges j oinin g the "ert-ices on these two cubes which correspond to one another via e. 
Since e is an isomorphism of (1- 2)-cubes, it follows t hat the (1- I)-cube is a subgraph of C/ J. Thus, 
having already verifi ed tha t C//3 has exactly 21-) verti ces, it remains only to rule out the possibility that 
any other edges exist. 
So, consider any pair of adjacent Yert ices C C ' E C \"hi ch lie in adjacent ;3-component s . By 5.-1 .3, C is 
;3-equivalent to either (r 0 6)(C) or (T 0 6)(C); suppose t.he former , t he other case being similar. By .1.4 .:3 
agai n , there are two possibili ties for C'. 
(a) Suppo. e that C' is ft-equivalent to (r 0 6)(C'). Thus, C and C' are both fJ-equivalent to vertices in 
I III r , so t he edge {C, C'} is one of the known edges joining two f)-components in lm r. 
(b) Suppose that C' is /3-equivalent to (7 06)(C'). We c.laim t hat 6(C) = 6(C'). First, write C = [A(l "\. 1)£>] 
and C' = [A'(l '\, 1)£>']. For an eventual contradiction , suppose that 6(C) :f; 6(C'). Referring to 2.2.1 , we 
see that C and C' must t herefore be related by a 'left ' or ' right ' move; in particular we have the braid-
equivalences A == .\' and £> == £>'. lext, let Cl' E <1>+ be the unique root such with summand Cl'1 such that 
0' + ft E <1>+. We c.laim that 0' ~c fJ if and only if Cl' ~CI fJ. To see this, note that fJ corresponds to some 
letter in A if and only if /3 corresponds to some letter in .\' . So, since Cl' must come from (I '\, 1) , having 
summand 0') the relative positions of 0' and fJ are the same in C and C', as claimed. Consequently, the 
possibilities 0' ~CI f) and f) ~c 0' are exhaustive and mutually exclusive - we consider them in turn. 
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(b)(i) Suppose that a ~CI 13. Recall that (T 0 6)(C' ) = [(I'" 1),x/+ £>/]. Now, 13 must correspond to some 
letter of ,x'+ £>, since 0'1 is not a summand. Thus 13 :::; a with respect to the partial order induced by this 
commutation class. So, the relative positions of a and 13 with respect to C' and (r 0 6)(C' ) are reversed. So, 
by .5.4.1, C' is Jlot f3-equivalent to (T 0 6)( C'). This contradicts our case (b) hypothesis. 
(b)(ii) Suppose that 13 ~c a. Recall that (r 0 6)(C) = [,x£>-(I '" 1)]. We have a $ f3 with respect to this 
commutation class, so the relative positions of a and 13 with respect to C and (r 0 6)(C) are reversed. Using 
5.4.1 again , C cannot be f3-equivalent to (r 06)( C), which plainly contradicts our initial assumption. 
This overall contradiction establishes our claim that 6(C) = 6(C/); call this common vertex Co. Our 
hypotheses at this point now say that C is f3-equivalent to r(Co) and that C' is f3-equivalent to T(Co), 
Consequently, the edge {C, C'} joins the f3-components of r(Co) and T(Co), and all such edges have already 
been described, using the map (). 
Thus, we have described all the edges of Clf3, as well as the vertices. That is, Clf3 is an (1- I)-cube 
wnenever 0'1 is not a summand of 13. 
To complete the induction step, we need to establish the structure of Cl 13 for general 13. Recall from 5.;}.2 
that the graph automorphism 'P of C sends each f3-component to a certain 'Po(f3)-component, for all /3. Now, 
since t.he 'Po-iterates of the set of all positive roots without summand 01 clearly exhaust cI>+, it follows that 
CI /3 is an (1- I)-cube for all 13· I 
5.4.6 C OROLLARY. Let 13 E cI>+. There is a unique vertex of Cl f3 with associated f3-value 1. Viewing the 
(1- I)-cube CI f3 as a ranked poset with this vertex at the bottom, the f3-value corresponding to any vertex 
equals one more than its rank. 
PROOF. We argue by induction on I> 1, being true for 1=1. First suppose that a1 is not a summand of 
d. l'nder the graph embedding r , we have seen that all f3-values remain unchanged , so by induction , there 
is a unique \'e rtex of (Im r)l f3 with ,B-value 1, and the resulting poset has the required rank-lab(,lIing by 
;3-values. l Tnder i., however all f3-values increase by 1, so (Imr)lf3 is the same as (Imr)I f3, except that all 
v('rtices a re lab(' lI ('d I higher. 
~ow. r('call th at (Imr)l.8 and (Imr)l f3 are emb ed ded as disjoint (1- 2)-cubes in Cl f3. We have seen 
th at the n"rtices in these two cu b('s which correspond to one another under () are adjacent in Cl 3 , and so 
have 3-values which differ by exact,ly 1. So , the pair of lowest-lab elled vertic.es in (Im r)l f3 and (Im 7)/,13 a r 
joined in C13. Since () is an isomorphism it follO\\"s that each vertex of (lm r)l (3 is joined to some vertex of 
( [ rn r) 1,3 whi ch is label led 1 higher. Clearly this endO\ys Cl f3 with the labelling described in this Corollary. 
To deduce that Cl i3 has the correct labelling "'heneyer a/ is not a summand of f3, we apply the reversal 
isomorphism of C: since (\'1 is not a summand of /3, and since we know that cl/3 has the correct labelling , it. 
foll o\\"s at once from 5.3.1 that CI;3 has the correct labelling. 
It remains t.o deal \\"ith the case "'hen f3 has summands 0'1 and 0/. This implies that (3 = 01 + ... + (\1 . 
We know a lready that C/0'1 has the correct labelling . TOW , applying 5.3 .3 to the root 01 , noting that 
"'0(01) = (I J + ... + (\"1, it follows that CI ,B has the correct labelling. I 
5.5 Highest-Root Components 
Let (10 = 0'1 + ... + 0'1 be the highest root . In this section we will prove that each oo-component of C(A1) 
contains exactly one quiver-compatible commutation class. 
5.5.1 LEMMA. Define the map 
€: C(A1) - W(A/-d 
[,x(l "" 1 )£>] f--+ sir' 
(a) The map ~ is a surjective morphism of graphs. Each ~-fibre is connected, and any two vertices in the 
same fibre are related to one another by left' and 'right' moves (see 2.2 .1). 
(b) Each ao-c.omponent of C(AI) is a union of c-fibres. 
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PROOF. Since 0 is determined up to commutations, g is certainly well defined, noting that supp«(}-) ~ 
{I , 2, . .. , I - I}. As usual, we are viewing W as the graph underlying the weak order poset diagram. 
(a) Let w E W(A,-I) and let i be reduced for w. Extend to a longest word ji E'R(A,-d. 'Ve have 
[ji(l "" I)] E C(A,), and applying l(i) 'left to right' moves gives [j(l '\. l)i+], which maps to w under g, 
proving surjectivity. 
l sing the characterisation of adjacent vertices (2.2.1) it is easy to check that g is a morphism of graphs. If 
now [..\(l "" 1)0] and [..\/(/ "" 1)0' ] are any two vertices in the same g-fibre then we have the braid-equivalences 
..\ == ..\' and (} == 0', so the other daims follow at once. 
(b) Since (1'0, having summand 0'1 , corresponds to some letter of the subword (I '\. 1) of any normal 
represent.ative, braids applied to ..\ or 0 do not change the O'o-value. Thus, by part (a), each g-fibre is wholly 
contained in some (l'o-c.omponent. I 
5.5.2 PROPOSITION. If C and C' belong to the same O'o-component of C(A,), with O'o-value k, then 
g(C')g(C)-1 E W(A{1 ,2, ... ,k-2}) x W(A{k+I, ... ,1-2,1-1}), 
an (internal) direct prod'uct of parabolic subgroups with the indicated generating sets. 
PROOF . Write C = [..\(1 "" 1)0] and without loss of generality assume that C' is adjacent to C. If C' is 
rel at.ed t.o C by a ' left' or ' right ' move then of course g(C) = g(C/). If C' is related to C by a ' left to right ' 
move then ..\ '" ,,\'i for some i , and C' = [..\'(1 '\. l)i+ (}] . Since the O'o-value of C' is also k, it follows that 
•. j + must fix (1' 1 + .. . + (l'k , hence i+ :F 1, k, k + 1 or rather i:F k -I,k. Thus, g(C/)g(C)-I , which equals 
. j, belongs t.o the subgroup ofW(A,_I) with generating set {I , . . . , I-I} \ {k-l , k} , as required. A similar 
calcul a t iOIl applies for ' right to left ' moves. I 
:-\ ow we shall introduc.e the quivers. Recall from 3.3.1 that the unique commutation class [Q] of longest 
words compatible with a quiver Q E Q(Ad has an expression of the form 
fol' ct'f ta in / > J!I > X2 > ... > X L ~ I and 1 < YI < Y2 < ... < YR :s l. Here, L is the numb er of left a rrows 
in Q and R = / - I - L the number of right arrows. In what follows, the above expression for [Q] will a lways 
he used. \\'h en we need to in t rod uce another quiver, Q' , an analogous expression for [Q'] will be assumed, 
I' plac ing L, R , Xi and Yj by L' , R' , x: and yj. We record here the following easy consequences of the above 
inequ alit.ies. 
5.5.3 LDD1A . We have Xi ~ L + I - i for 1 :s i :s Land Yj :s L + 1 + j for 1 :s j :s R. I 
5.5.4 LE:\I~IA . The o o-value of [Q] is L + 1. 
PROO F. Let. "'( be the po. itive root 
we wish t.o . how that -y = 0'0 . We clearly have 
-y = S(YR/l) '" S(YI/l ) (O'I + ... + O'L+t}. 
Since (YI / I) conta.ins L + 2 but not 1 (by 5.5 .3) , we obtain 
"'I = S(vR/I) .. , S(Yl/l )(al + ... + O'L+I + O'L+2) . 
lext \\ e use the fad that (Y2 / /) contains L + 3 but not 1, giving 
Continuing in t,his way, we obta.in r = (1'0. I 
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5.5.5 LEMMA . If the quiver-compatible commutation classes [Q] and [Q'] belong to the same oo-component 
ofe(Al) then Q = Q'. 
PROOF. By 5.5.4 we have L = L', hence R = R', and also by 5.5.2 that the element w := [( [Q']) [ ([Q])-1 
belongs to the direct product of symmetric groups Sym( {1 , 2, . . . , L}) x Sym( {L + 2, ... ,/ - 1, /}). For a 
contradiction, suppose that Q # Q'. Since the numbers {vj }f=l completely determine Q, we must therefore 
have Yp # Y" for some p, which we take to be maximal. Thus, the following is a (certainly nonreduced) word 
representing w: 
\Vithout loss of generality, assume that Yp > Y,,' Set 71 := 1 + 1-p. We have 7J E {L + 2, ... ,1- 1, I} (because 
1 $ p $ R), and we will obtain a contradiction by showing that w( 7/) E {1 , 2, ... , L} . (Recall that Si is the 
t ransposition (i , i + 1).) 
\" e will first consider the rightmost p - 1 'factors ' of (*) , namely (Yp-l - 1 / 1 - 1) ... (Yl - 1 / 1- 1). 
Of course, if p = 1, this word is null. 
If p 2: 2 then Yl - 1 < 1+ 1 - p $ 1- 1. (l se YI $ L + 2 from 5.5.3, p $ Rand L + R = 1 - 1 for the left 
inequali ty.) It follows that 
S(y\ -l/l-I ) sends 7/ := 1 + 1- pto 1 + 2 - p. 
If P 2: :3 then Y2 - 1 < 1 + 2 - p $ 1 - 1. Thus 
S{Y2 - 1/ l - l ) sends 1 + 2 - pto 1 + 3 - p. 
We may cont.inue in this way until 
S(y._\ -l/l-l ) sends '/ + p - 2 to 7/ + p - 1 = I . 
~o\\" , 
S( yp -l/l- I ) sends 1 to Yp - l. 
~exI \Ye calcu late the effect of the left part of (*) on Yp - 1. 
We ha "e 1- 1 2: Yp - 1 > Y~ - 1 (by our assumption t hat Yp > y~). Thus 
. (I _I"y~ _I ) sends Yp - 1 to Yp - 2. 
~o,r.l- I ? Yp -'2 > Y~-l -1 (since Yp > Y~ > Y~-I)' Thus 
We may conI inue in t his way until 
Thus W(I/) = yp -p-l. By 5.5.3 \Ye ha"e Yp $ L+1+p, hence W( I/) E {l , ... , L} , our requi red contradiction. 
SO Q=O'· I 
So far , we know that any oo-component contains at most one quiver-compatible commutation c.Iass. 
To establish a bijectioIl, we will use an argument which involves counting the elements of W(Al_ d in two 
different ways. 
Consider any quiver Q E Q(Al ) with L left and R right arrows. Define the subgroups 
WL := W(A{I ,2, ... ,L-l}) and WR := W(A{l+2-R, .... l-l ,l}), 
of orders L! and R!, re.spectively. We will shortly define an inj ective mapping from WL x WR to W(A ,_1 ). 
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In our standard expression for the commutation class [Q], the subword (XL"" 1) . .. (Xl"" 1) is easily 
seen to be commuta tion-equivalent to 
(XL'\. 1)(XL-1 '\. 2)(XL-2 '\. 3) .. . (Xl'\. L) 1(2 '\. 1) ... (L - 1 '\. 1) 
, 'V' ~ y~
1 
and that (I "" Yl) ... (l "" YR) is commutat ion-equivalent to 
SI '\. 1+2 - R) ... (I '\. I - 1)~ SI + 1 - R '\. yt} . .. (1- 2 '\. YR- 2)(1- 1 '\. YR-l)( I "" YR),' 
y v 
j 
Let iQ and jQ be the indicated subwords , which clearly depend only upon Q. Also note tha t i and j are 
reduced words for the longest elements of WL and WR, respectively. (This is easily checked by c.alculating 
their lengths. ) Take any pair of elements (WL , WR) E WL x WR. Let WL, WR be any reduced words for WL , 
WR, respect,ively. T hus, we have braid-equivalenc.es 
for c.ertain reduced words UL and UR · SO, by comparison with our expression [iQi(l '\. l)jjQ) for [Q). we 
obta in 
[iQuLwL(l'\.l)wRuRjQ], 
which is clea rly O'o-equivalent t.o [Q) (with O'o-value L + 1) . Now , since L, L + 1 rt. SUpp(WL) , it is clear from 
the proof of 5.5.2 that we may app ly a ' left to right ' move for each letter of WL whilst staying in the same 
Cl o-componl"nt. T hus , 
[iQ udl '\. 1) wt WR uRjQ) 
is Cl o-l"qui\'a lent t.o [Q). \'\ e ca.n com mute wt and WR wi th one another because supp (wt) ~ {2 .3 , .. . L} 
and SUpp(WR) ~ {L+ :3, .. . , l - l , l} , gi\'ing 
ri Q UL (l '\. 1) WR wt uRjQ). 
Sin ce L + I . L + 2 rt. SUPP(WR) we may app ly a. ' right to left' move for eac.h letter of WR whilst staying in the 
same (l o-COlllponen t. Thus 
is o o-Njui \'alent to Q]. 
\"ow define the map 
IQ : W L X WR 
(WL. WR) 
-
W eAl- I) 
~ ote t hat IQ is well defin ed because jQ depends only upon Q, and WL , u R are determined up to bra id-
eq ui\·alence. 
5.5.6 LEI\,II\,IA. The image of IQ is contained in the c-image of the oo-component of [Q]. 
P ROOF . Simply observe that I Q(wL WR) equals the c-image of the commutat ion class exhibi ted in (0 , 
a,bO\'e, which we know to be (l'o-equivalent to [Q].I 
Later we will be able to show t ha t equali ty holds in the previous Lemma. 
5.5.1 L EMMA. T he ma p IQ is injecti\·e. 
PROOF . If, " 'ith the obvious notation IQ(wL, WR) = fQ(wL, wit) t hen 
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hence the element 
(W~)-IWL = Su'- (SU- )-1 
R R 
belongs to the trivial group W(A{1 •. ... L-l}) n W(A{L+2 .. .. . I-l}). SO WL = w£ and WR = wR' I 
The following is an immediate consequence of 5.5 .6 and 5.5 .7. 
5.5.8 LEMMA . The t:-image of the aa-component of [Q] contains at least L!R! elements. I 
This next observation will be required in section 5.6. The proof is an immediate consequence of t.he 
definit,ion of IQ , noting that we have renamed Sj- as WQ' 
5.5.9 LEMMA . \\e have 
Im IQ = (W(A{I .2 ..... L-l}) x W(A{L+2 .... . 1-2.1-l})) wQ, 
where wQ := S(I -R'-.Yl -l ) " .S(I - 2'-.YR_l-l)S(I-l'-.YR-l)· (View the direct product as internal.) Thus, ImlQ 
is a certain coset of a parabolic subgroup of W(A,_l). I 
Incidentally although not used later , we note that c([Q]) may be described either as IQ (id , id) or 
(id wa)uQ , in I,he not.ation of t he above Lemma. 
5.5.10 PROPOSITIO N. We have the disjoint union 
PROOF . To show that the union is disjoint , suppose that some intersection Im IQ n Im IQ' is nOl1empty, 
containing an element w. Applying 5.5.6 twice, we can write W = c(C) and W = c:(C') where C and C' are 
(l o-equiva lent to [Q] and [Q'], respectively. Since C and C' belong to the same t:-fibre, they also belong to 
rhe same (l a-component , by 5.5 .1 (b) . Thus [Q) is ao-equivalent to [Q'], which implies that Q = Q' by 5.5.5 
as required. 
\\ e .st abli J l the equali ty of .. ets by a simple counting argument . Of course, thp. right side is contained 
in the left side. Recall from 5.5.7 that IlmlQI = L!(l- 1 - L)! , where we have wri tten R = 1- 1 - L. The 
1I1111Jber of 4uiwr in Q(AI) wi th exactly L left arrows is ('~I) . Therefore 
I-I (' ) {; ~ 1 L!(l- 1 - L)! 
I! , 
whi ch i. the order of W(AI-d· I 
5.5.11 TH EORE:\1. Each o o-component of C(AI ) contains precisely one quiver- com patible commutation 
rIass . Tllu . . rh number of oo-components is 2'-1. 
PROOF. Take any C E C(AI)' By 5.5 .10 there is some quiver Q such that c(C) E Im IQ . By 5.5 .6 we have 
de:) = cCC') for som e C' in the , ame o o-component as [Q]. Hence C is also aa-equivalent to [Q] (because C 
li e in the sa me c-fibre as C'). Finally, 5.5.5 says that C is not aa-equivalent to any other quiver-compatible 
comm utation cl ass . I 
5.5.12 PROPOSITIO N. The c:-image of the Qo-component of [Q] is precisely Im IQ . Thus, W(AI-I) is 
partitioned by these t:-images (u ing 5.5.10). 
PROOF . Inclusion one way has been proved in 5.5.6. For the other inclusion , consider a.ny element of t he 
form ~(C) where C is o o-equivalent to [Q]. We must prove that €(C) E ImIQ. Well , by 5.5.10 we have 
t:(C) E Im IQ' for some Q'. And by 5.5.6, this time applied to IQ" we have c:(C) = ~(C') for some C' in 
the same ao-c.omponent as [Q') . SO [Q] is aa-equivalent to [Q'], giving Q = Q', so that c:(C) E Im/Q , as 
required. I 
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5.6 The Hypercube Poset 
In this section we c.omplete our calc.ulation of C(A1)/O'o by determining the edges. We begin with a 
general observation which we will use to obtain more refined representatives of commutation classes in C(A/) 
than the normal representatives. 
If we have a c.ommutation-equivalence of reduced words i"" i'i" then i' is called an initial part of i. (In 
general, i will have many init ial parts.) 
5.6.1 LEMMA . Any initial part of a reduced word i := i 1i 2 ... in is commutation-equivalent to some product 
of ini t ia l pa rts i; i~ ... i~ , where i~ is an initial part of i r . 
PROOF. This is intuitively obvious, but we can give a rigorous proof if we argue by induction on the length 
of the ini tia l part of i. Clearly, we may also assume that 71 = 2. Let i}i2 '" i'i". If the initial part i' has 
lengt h zero then the result is true. Now let k be t he first letter of it, so that i' = kj' for some j'. There are 
two cases, depen ding upon whet.her k can be t raced back to a letter of i} or h-
If k comes from h then k commutes to the beginning of i1, so that i1 '" kj1 for some j1' It follows t.ha t 
jib'" j'i", so by induction , 
j' - (an initial part of jd (an initial part of i2) ' 
Now, since k followed by an initial part of j1 is an initial part of i 1 , it follows that i' has the required form . 
If instead k comes from i 2 then dearly k must commute with i 1 , and also commute with the let ters to 
its left in b so t hat i2 "-' kj2 for some j2 ' It follows that id2 '" j'i" , so by induction, 
j' ,.,. (an initial part of it) (an initial part of j2) ' 
Since k certa inly commutes with any initial part of i 1 , and sinc.e k followed by an initial part of j 2 1S an 
ini t ial part of i 2 , it follo\\'s t,hat i' has the required form . I 
5.6.2 PROPO SITIO N. E ery commutation class C E C(A/) has a representative of the form 
a (l / k - I)b(l "\, l )c(k + 1 / l )d , 
where k is th e (l o-value of C and _upp(b ) <;;; {I 2, .. . , k - 2} , supp(c) <;;; {k + 2, . . . ,1- 1, /} and 1,1 rt 
supp (a ) , supp( d ) . 
PROOF. Let A(I "\, 1)" be a normal representative fo r C . We have 6(C) = [A,,-] E C(Al- 1 ). By considering 
a normal repre. ent a tive for the re\'e rse of this commutation class , we have 
A,,- - x(1 / I - l )y 
for some x y whi ch are determined up to commutations, satisfying 1 rt supp(x) and 1- 1 rt supp(y). 
Since A is an in itial part ofx ( l / l-l )y , by 5.6. 1 we have commutation-equivalences x'" x'x" , y...., y'y" 
and (1/1- 1) = (1 / k - 1)(k / 1- 1) such that A"'" x'(l / k - l)y'. 
'ow, x ( l / 1- l )y is commutation-equivalent to x'x"(1 / k - l)(k / /- l)y'y" , so in order that 
x'(1 / k - l )y' may commute to the far left of this expression , x" commutes with (1 / k - 1) and 
y' commutes wi th (k / /- I). These conditions are equivalent to SUpp(X") ~ {k + 1, ... ,I-l} and 
supp(y') <;;; {I , . .. k - 2}. In particular x" and y' commute with one another. Putting these facts together 
we obtain 
A,,- ,.,. ~'(1 /' k - l)y~ ~"(k /' /- l)yll; 
Vi 'V 
Thus (}....., (x")+(k + 1 / l)(yll)+ and we have 
C = [x' (I/, k - 1) y' (I "\, 1) (x")+ (k + 1 /' l) (y")+J. 
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Define a := x' , b := y' c := (x')+ and d := (yll)+. The restrictions on the supports of these words have 
already been established. 
Finally, it is straightforward to check that the positi ve root corresponding to the letter k of the subword 
(I'" 1), above, corresponds to 0'0, making use of what we know about the supports of c and d . I 
5.6.3 NOTE . In the above Proposition, a , b , c and d are in fact all well defined up to commutations. We 
do not need to know this for our purposes, but a proof can be obtained if we first use the result of 2.2.:3 to 
say that a(1 / k - l )b and c(k + 1 / I)d are well defined up to commutations, and then imitate the proof 
of 2.2.3 for both of these words. 
For the remainder of this sect~ll let C E C(Ar-l) be a fixed commutation class. By considering a normal 
representative for the rever e of C we may write 
C = [,,(1 / / - 1),\], 
where supp ( ,,) ~ {2 .. . /- I} supp(..\) ~ {I , . . . ,1- 2} and ..\ , " are well defined up to commutations. 
5.6.4 DEfl ' ITIO. For R = 0, 1 ... 1- I , let QR be the quiver in Q(Ar) with the R right arrows 
s~ 1 (1- i) -+ 1 + s~ 1 (1- i) for i = 1,2 , . .. , R, 
and L := / - I - R left arrows on the remaining edges. 
(1) 
(2) 
5.6.5 'OTE . \\ e have uppressed the dependence upon ..\ in our notation because C is considered to be 
fixed in advance. 
The following key Propo ition makes use of the mappings 6: C(A,)-+C(Ar-d and E:: C(A,)-+W(A r_d 
(see 2.2.9 and 5.5. 1). 
5.6.6 PROPOSITIO . The 6-fibre of (: int,ersects precisely t hose aa-components of C(Ar) which c.onta in 
[Qo] [Qd·· · , [Q,- d· 
PROOF . Let C be any v rt ex of the -fibre of C, an d let k be the (\'a-value of C. The main ta k li es in 
showing that c: i (l o-equi\'alent to QI-d. As uming the truth of this \~e can deduce that t he fibre in te rsec ts 
the fI'o-COll1ponen t of each [Q;] . For e\"f~ ry fibre conta ins some vertex of the form [w(l '\. 1)] (wit,h CIa-value 
l) and al 0 the \'ert ex [(I I)w+] (with aa-value I). Since t he fibre is connected , and since oa-\'alues c.a n 
change b at most I as we pas bet \\'een adjacent vert ices, it follows that the fibre conta ins verti c.es with 
(Io-\'a lu e-s from I to I. and thus intersects the aa-components of [Qr-d to [Qa] respectively, completing t he 
proof. 
~ow , in th e notation of 5.6.2 write 
c: = [a(1 / k - l )b (l '" l )c( k + 1 /l)d] . 
Since {': = (C) we ha\'e by ( 1) that 
,,( I / 1-1 )..\-a(1 /k-l)bc-(k /I-l)d- . 
By 5 .6.2 we ~e that c- c.an commute to the left of (1 / k - l )b , and then b can commute to the right of 
(k /l-I ) ",henc 
,,(1/ /- 1)..\,... ac-(l / k - l)(k / 1 - l)bd-. 
By a symm t rical version of 2.2.3 \Te therefore have 
(4) 
These equations wil l be u ed hortly. Returning to expression (3) for e, since k, k + 1 rt supp(c), the 
proof of 5.5 .2 hows that C i O'o-equivalent to [a(1 / k - l)bc-(l '" l)(k + 1 / l)d) , which equals 
[ac-(I / k - l )b(l '" I )(k + 1 / l )d) , upon commuting c- past (1 / k -l)b. Similarly, since k - 1 and k 
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do not belong t.o supp(b ), this commutation class is ao-equivalent to lac (1 / k -1)(1 '\, l)b+(k+ 1 / /)d], 
which equals [ac-(1 / k - 1)(1 '\, 1)(k + 1 / l)b+d], upon commuting b past (k + 1 / I). So by (4), we 
have hown that 
C is ao-equivalent to D := [U(l / k -1)(1 '\, l)(k + 1 /I),V], (5) 
where we have introduced a new letter D. By 5.5.12, D (and hence C) is Qo-equivalent to [QI-k] if and only 
if c( D) belongs to Im!Q,_k ' ," ell , 
c(D) = S(k/I_I)S~ 
and by 5.5.9 we have 
where 
(6) 
and the numbers YI < Y2 < .. . < YI-k are a rearrangement of the vertices 1 + s~I(I- i), :s i :s 1- k, 
corresponding to the right arrows of QI- k . So by t he last three equations, we must show that the element 
(7) 
belong to. 'ym( {I , . .. k - I} ) x Sym( {k + 1, ... , I} ). It is enough to verify that w fixes k and permutes 
{k+l , .... l} . 
First we ~ how tha W fixes k . Referring to (7) , note that S(I_I'\./: ) sends k to I , which is unch anged by 
. ~ I becau e Upp(A) ~ {I , ... 1- 2}. ~ow referring to (6), t he 1- k factors successively decrease the image 
of I by one. Ilding with image k as required . 
~ow we how that w permutes {k + 1 .. . I}. Take any element 1/ in this set . Note that S(I -I'\.A') sends 
I} to I} - 1. Berau e k :s 11 - I :s 1 - 1 we must have .si l (7/ - 1) = Yj - 1 for some j (depending on 11), 
by ron. tfllctioD of QI_I: and by definition of YI ...• YI-k· ote that 1 :s j :s 1- k . We must calculate t,he 
image of Yj - I under U Q'_k .·inre Yj is strictly I ss than YHJ YH2 , "" YI-k, a ll but the first j farto rs of 
xprt.-. ion (6) leave Yj - I fixed. :'\ow . the ph factor , . (Hj - I'\.Yj -l ) sends Yj - I to k + j , whi ch is yisibly 
fixed by rhe r maining factor. Thu w( TI) = k + j. ~ow using I :s j :s I - ~' , we have k + I :s U'(7/) :s I, 
coIn pleting I he proof. I 
Defln a pa rLi a l order on Q(AI) as follows. Let Q' cover Q in the partial order if Q' is obtained from Q 
by changing ju t one left arrow into a right arrow. The resulting poset is order-isomorphi c to a hyp ercu be 
wit hi- I \. rtice . \\ e next d cribe a well known one-to-one correspondence between t he (1 - I)! maxim al 
rhain in thi hypercube Q(AI) and th (I -I )! permutations of {I ... , I-I} . 
5.6.7 LE;r.I!'IA. L t (he edge of Ihe 'oxeter graph Al wil h yerti ces e and e + 1 be e d ge number e. Consider 
any Illaxirnal chain in Q(AI) . , 'tarting from the bottom quiver a ll of whose arrows point 1,0 the left , let. t,he 
(1 - I )-tuple ( (I) (2)'" e ( I_I » be the numbers of the edges whose orienta tions c.hange from +- to -.,. as 
we proceed 10 I h lop quiver one tep at a time. ,\ e associate to our maximal c.hain the permutation 
'" 1-1) 
' " e(l - I) . 
Each elem nt of W(A, _2) occu rs in this manner exactly once. I 
We now define the folJowing variant of c, namely 
£: C(AI-d 
C := [U(l /1- 1),\] 
-+ W(AI_2) 
-1 (1-2) 
s~ Wo , 
where w~I-2) is the longest element of W(A I_ 2). Like c, the map f is surjective. 
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Ln the foHowing Proposi ion , we consider the natural map C(A/)-+Q(A/) which sends a commutation 
class C to that (unique) quiver Q for which [Q] is ao-equivalent to C. 
5.6.8 PROPOSITI O;-.l. T he image of the cS-fibre of C under the map C(A,)-Q(A,) is a maximal chain in 
the hypercube poset Q(A,). This maximal chain is the permutation f(C), via the identification in 5.6.7. 
PROOF. Ln the no ation of 5 .6.6, the image of the cS-fibre of C is {Qo, Q1 , . .. , Q/-l}. By construction, for 
R = 1, 2 ... I - 1, the quiver Q R differs from Q R-1 only in that edge number s~ 1 (l - R) is a right arrow. 
Thus the image is a maximal chain, which visibly corresponds to the permutation 
as claimed. I 
\\ e will pau e before stating the main result in order to give an example of the previous observation . 
5.6.9 EXAMPLE . In Figure 5.6.1 0 (a) we show the aa-components of C(A3) and the bijection with the 
quiver-compatible commutation classes. Now, cS ; C(A3)-+C(A2) has two fibres . The cS-fibre of [121] is the 
heavi ly-drawn ubgraph of C(A3 ) on the left. and the cS-fibre of [212] is the heavily-drawn subgrapb on t he 
right . 
Pas: ing to the quotient graph C(A3)jaO in (b), the cS-fibre of [121] visibly corresponds to the sequence of 
quivers 
1 - 2 +- 3 , 1 - 2 - 3, 
and t he -fibre of [2 12] correspond to 
1 - 2 - 3. 
Bot h of the e . equence are indeed maximal chains of Q(A3) , whi ch is order-isomorphic to a. 2-cube (a 
quare). In th fi r t equ nee the pai r of edge numbers which change from +- to - is (1 , 2). Thus we obt.ain 
the permut ation (! ~) whi ch i the identit.y. We can check that this is consistent with Proposition .5.6 .8 
by calculatin<r f([ 121]) which equals )1 u ol ) the identity element , as exp ected. 
In the . cond equence of qui \·er_. the pair of edge numbers is (2 1) , giving rise to t he permu t.a tion 
( I "2) . which qual 1. :\ <rain we check our answer; f([2 12)) = id -1 W~I ) = SI . "2 1 
.'j.6.1l TH EOREM. The graph C(A, )joo is an (1- I)-cube and each aa-component contains a ullIque 
quiver- compatible commutation class. 
PROOF . Th cond as rtion i Th orem 5.5.11. '\ e must show that two quivers Q and Q' are adjacent in 
th e hypercube Q(Al) if and on ly if the o o-components of [Q] and [Q'] a re adjacent . 
f ir t . uppo e that the o o-component of [Q] and [Q'] are adjacent. Then we can find a pair of adjacent 
repr entati\·e (,' and f in C(A/ ). In pectioD of 2.2.9 and 5.5.1 shows that any pair of adjacent vertices 
of C(Al) belong ither to the ame cS-fibre or [ -fibre; if the latter then t hey also belong to the same 0 '0-
component, by 5.5.1 (b). Thus C and C' belong to the cS-fibre of some C. (We will use our usual notation 
fo r C.) Now by the fir t clause of 5.6. Q is necessarily adjacent to Q'. 
( :Onver ely, su ppose tbat Q is adjacent to Q' in Q(A,) . Then the edge {Q ,Q'} is part of some ma.'(-
imal chain in this hypercube wl~ch we shal1~identify with an elem ent of Sym({1, . . . ,1- I}) . Since f is 
surjective, this element qual t~) for some C E C(A'_l). By the second clause of 5.6.8, the image (under 
C(A,)-+Q(A,)) of the cS-fibre of C is our maximal chain of Q(A,) . By definition therefore, we can find some 
C, C' in thi cS-fibre such that C is ao-equivalent to [Q] and C' is ao-equivalent to [Q']. We may assume 
t hat Q has one more left arrow than Q' , so that the ao-value of [Q] is k and that of [Q'] is k -1 , for some k. 
Now , one way to fini h the proof is to use (5) from the proof of 5.6.6; we may say that 
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5.6.10 FIG URE . Interpreting 6-fibres as permutations. 
C is (l'o-equi valent to D := [£>(1 / k - 1)(1 '-..... l )(k + 1 /1)A+] 
and 
C' is o o-equiva lent to D' := [g(1 / k - 2)(1 "" l )(k / I)A+] , 
and then ~ impl y note that D i adjacent to D' . 
A different . more geometricaJ "'ay to fini sh is to reca ll t hat the 6-fibre of C, and hence its im age und er 
C(.-1,)-+C(A 1)/o o, is connected. Since the Q'o-values of adjacent ver t ices can differ by at m ost 1, it follo\\" s , 
ill the nota tion of 5.6.6 that the o o-components of [Qi- d and [Qi] are adjacent for i = 1, ... , I - 1. In 
particula r , the (t o-component~ of [Q] and [Q'] are adjacent. I 
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6. Root Components in Type Bl 
6.1 Properties of Handedness 
In this chapter we calc.ulate the graph of O'o-components for type B/, broadly following the same method 
of the last two sections of chapter 5. In this section we will go some way towards understanding the 0'0-
wmponents with O'o-value 2. These will be seen to form the boundary of a partition of C(B/) into t.wo 
ha lves. 
The highest root in <I>+(B!} is 0:0 := 20:i + .. . + 20'/_1 + 0'/. Let C E C(B/) have a normal representative 
)..(1 '" 2)p.1 (2 / I)(}. By 2.3.4, 0'0 corresponds to some letter in either (l '\. 2) or (2 / I) ; if the former 
t.hen C is lefthallded , otherwise C is righthallded. Clearly, C 1-+ crev provides a bijection between t.he 
left handed and righ thanded commutation classes. 
Let tu~/ -I ) denote the longest element of W( B/_ 1 ) and define the map 
C := [A(l "'" 2)pl(2 / /)e] if C is lefthanded, if C is righthanded . 
Consider the action of W(B/ _ J) as signed permutations of the standard basis { e l, ... , e /_ d (see 1.2.2). 
6.1.1 LEMMA. Let C = [A(l '" 2)pl(2 / l)(}] have O'o-value k. 
(a) If e is lefthanded then c(C) sends e /-l to ek-l ; if k = 2 then Al is nonreduced. 
(b) If C is ri ghthanded then c(C) sends e/-l t.o - ek -l ; if k = 2 then le is nonreduced. 
PROOF . If c: is lefthand ed then 0'0 = S).S(1'-.k+l ) (CI'k) , that is, e/-l + e / = s).(e/ - e k-t} . Since 1 rt SUpp(A) 
we have (1 - 1 = - s ). (ek _ l) and the first claim follows. If also k = 2 then s).(eJ) = S).(O'I) is t,he negative 
root - el- I hence Al is nonreduc.ed. Part (b) is proved similarly. I 
6.1.2 LEi\BfA. 
(a) The Illap £ is surj ectiYe a nd each fibre is connected , of one hal1dedness. 
(b) Each o o-component. of C(Bd is a union of c-fibres. 
PROOF . Let w E W(B/_ 1 ) and consider any ji E n(B/_ 1 ) for which tu = si ' Starting from the commutation 
cl ass Ui(l "-.2 )1(2/ I)] E C(B/) . ap ply either a ' left to middle ', 'middle to right ' sequence, or a ' left to right ' 
move for ach lett r of i , giving U(l '" 2)1(2/ l)iJ, which maps to tu, irrespective of ha ndedness. Thus [ is 
surject i Vf.' . 
Suppose that C := [).. (l '" 2) ,..1.1 (2 / I )e] a nd C ' := [>.'(l '" 2)p'I(2 / l)(}'] lie in t he same c-fibre. By 
f). I . I. tbe ha nd edness of a commu tation class is determined by its c-image. If C and C ' are both lefthand ed , 
:,:ay. t.hen A == A' and hence pl (2 / I)(} == 1-"1(2 / l)e'. These braid-equiva.lenc.es do not change the 
handedness. the ~-image nor the oo-value. The same is true if C is righthanded. I 
Our iml11 ed iate aim is to find an analogue of 5.5 .2 for type B/. We shall first summarise how the 
handedne. and (l'o-value of adjacent commutation classes differ. Let C = [A(l \.. 2)p1(2 / I )e] be 
I fthand ed with o o-value k . Let C' be adjacent to C. Clearly, if C' is obtained from C by a ' left ', 'middle ' 
or right ' m o\"e t hen C' is also lefthanded has the same O'o-value, and g( C')c( C)-I = id. The other six 
possibiliti es for C' pair off into t.hree essentially different types, as listed below. The entries are a ll easi ly 
verified. 
6.1.3 
Type of move C' Lefthanded? O'o-value = k? c(C')g(C)I 
'middle to right ' [A(l '\. 2)/1'1(2/ I) i - e], 1-'''''' /1'i yes yes id 
'middle to left' [).. i-(l "'" 2) /1'1(2 / 1)(>], 1-'''''' il-" yes iff i t k, k + 1 Sj-
' left to right ' [A'( l '\. 2)/11(2 / 1)1(>], A"'" >.'1 iff k :j; 2 yes SI (if k :j; 2) 
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A similar table can be constructed, starting from the assumption that C is riglJtlJalJded. The following 
observation is now clear. 
6.1.4 LEMMA. Adjacent vertices in C(Bl) have opposite handedness if and only if they are related by a 
' left to right ' or ' right to left ' move and have common ao-value 2. I 
6.1.5 LEMMA . Let C and C' be lefthanded vertices of C(Bl) which belong to the same ao-component , 
with eto-value 2. Then these vertices are moreover joined by a path of lefthanded vertices within their 
eto-component. (Similarly for righthanded vertices.) 
PROOF . Consider a path (C, Cl, .. . ,Cn , C') joining C to C' within their ao-component. If this path consists 
of lefthanded vertices only, we are done. Otherwise, without loss of generality, suppose that all the C; a re 
righthanded. \, rite 
an d apply middle to left ' moves yielding [.\;1';(1 "" 2)1(2 / 1)l?d , which is also righthanded wi th ao-value 
2. By 6.1.1 (b) we have I?i == ll?~ for some I?:, whence by 6.1.4, the commutation class defined by 
is JeftlJaJJded. (It does not matter that I?i is determined only up to braid-equivalence, since braids applied 
to this subword yield only lefthanded vertices in the same ao-component.) 
Our first claim is that each C; is eto-equivalent to Ci+l via a path of lefthand ed vertices. By inspection of 
(*) , t his is certainly true if I?i == !?i+I , for then I?: == 1?;+1 and .\il'i 1 == '\;+11';+11. Also, 6.1.1 implies that 
C c.annot be joined to C i +J by a 'left to right ' or ' right to left ' move, for these vertices are both lefthand ed . 
So t.he on ly remaining possibility is that C i +J is obtained from Ci by a 'middle to right ' move. (The 'right 
to middle case is simila r.) Let us writ e C j = [,\(1"" 2)I"jl(2 / 1)1?] and Ci+l = [.\(1 "" 2),.,.'1(2 / l)j-I?]. 
Since t.he o o-values are both 2 \\'e have j ::/; 2,3. "riting (} == l(}' , we have 
where, in the second expre ion we ba\'e u ed the fact that j-I? == Ij-I?' , as j- commutes with 1. So. st ar ting 
with C1+1 ' we may apply a 'right to middle' middle to left ' sequence to obtain Ci , and the int erm edi ate 
.. teps a re left handed \rith o o-value 2. compl eting the claim. 
So far \YE' know that q is o o-equivalent to C~ via a path of lefthand ed vertices. It remains to show that 
there are. irnilar path from C to C; and from C:, to C'. It is enough consider only the first task - t.he 
other is similar. Since Cl has opposi te handedness to C, it is obtained by a ' left to right ' or 'right to left ' 
move by 6. 1.4. So etting C:= [.\(1 '\. 2)1'1(2 / 1)1?] we have in particular that 3 fI. supp(,.,.). ~o\\" , .\1 is 
nonreduced by 6. 1.1 (a) . .'0 if 1 could commute to t he beginning of I? , applying a ' right to left moye would 
yie ld a nonreduced word. whic.h is ab_urd. Hence C't must be obtained from C by a ' left to right ' move. So , 
wri t. ing .\ == .\'1 , we obtain 
c = [,\'1(1 '\. 2)JI.l(2 / 1)1?] and C; = [.\'1'-1(/ "" 2)1(2 / l)(}] . 
Clearly c:: is obtainable from C by middle to left moves. Since 2,3 fI. sUPP(I'), the intermediate \'ertices 
have (l'o-value 2 and are obviously lefthanded . I 
The following i an analogue of Propo it ion 5.5 .2. 
6.1.6 PROPO SITIO . If C and C' have the same handedness and belong to the same ao-component of 
C(B/) , with (l'o-value k, then 
£(C')c:(C) -1 E W(B{I ,2, ... ,k_2}) x W(B{k+l , .. . ,1-2,1-1})' 
PROOF . For definiten take C, C' to be lefthanded. We know that these vertices are joined by a path 
of lefth anded vertic within t heir (l'o-component: if k ::/; 2 this follows (rom 6.1.4, and if k = 2 we need to 
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invoke 6.1..5. So without loss of generality we may assume that C is adjacent to C'. The result now follows 
by inspection of the last column of the table in 6.1.3. I 
The following will be used in section 6.3 . (Refer to 2.3 .11 for the definition of a.) 
6.1. 7 LEMMA . The lefthanded and righthanded vertices in each 6-fibre form connected subgraphs . 
PROOF. Fix some [i] E C(B,-d and set Co := [i(l '" 2)1(2 / I)], which is lefthanded and lies in the a-fibre 
of [i] . Now let C be allY lefthanded vertex in this a-fibre and write C = [,\(/ '" 2)1l1(2 / I)U] . "'"e will 
c.onstruct a path of lefthanded vertices, lying in this a-fibre, from C to Co as follows. 
First apply ' middle to left ' moves to give a lefthanded path from C to Cl := ['\Il-(1 '" 2)1(2 / I)U]. 
Let U = iU' . If i:l 1 we c.an apply a ' right to middle', 'middle to left' (Iefthanded) sequence. Or, if i = 1 
and the Cl'o-value of Cl is different from 2, we can instead apply a 'right to left' move; in either of these two 
rases we obtain the left handed vertex ['\Il-i(/ '" 2)1(2 /I)U']. However, if Cl has (\'o-value 2 then '\1l-1 
is nonredur.ed (by 6.1.1) so that nec.essarily i :I 1, otherwise a 'left to right' move would give a nonreduc.ed 
word . 
Itera.t ing t he above for each let,ter of U in t urn , we obtain our desired path from C to Co. A symmetrical 
argument applies for right handed vertices. I 
6.1.8 C OROLLARY. The subgraphs of lefthanded and righthanded vertices in C(B,) are connected. 
PROOF . Every a-fibre contains a vertex of t he form [i(l '\. 2) 1 (2 / I)], and any two such vert ices are d ea rly 
joined by a left handed path. The righthanded case is symmetrical. I 
~ow we will in troduce some explicit representatives for the aa-components with aa-value 2. The e 
Cl a-components 'glue together ' t he left handed and righthanded halves of C(B/) . 
Let Q E Q(B/) be a quiver with R right arrows. In 3.3.2 we obtained an expression of the form 
in whi ch 
,\Q (YI - I ", l )·· · (YR - 1 '\.1) , 
1-" (I '\. a) .. . (1 '" 1- 1)/, 
(}Q 1(2'\. 1) .. . (1- R-I '" I) (1- R'\.yJ)(I- R+ 1 '\.Y2) ... (l-1 '" YR). 
'- , '- " 
... 
(;'; ote t hat It is independent of Q .) The right arrows are Yi - l-+Yi for certain 1 < Yl < . . . < YR ~ I . 
6.1.9 PROPO SITlO . Let Q , Q' be quivers in Q(BI) which are identically oriented except that Q contains 
1- 1-+1 and Q' contains 1 - 1...-1 . Then [Q] is left handed, [Q'] is righthanded , and [Q] is aa-equivalent. to 
[Q'] with common (to-value 2. 
PROOF . In t he expression for [Q] we will have YR = I, so that the root corresponding to the lett.er 2 in 
(I '" :2) is 
5(YI_I"I ) 5(Y2_1,,1)" .5(YR_I-I"I) 5(1-1,,1)·5/ ... 53(0'2) . 
, # 
The braced term evaluates to 0'0, which is fixed by the remainder of the expression because no 5/-1 occurs 
t.here. Thus , [Q] is lefthanded, with (to-value 2. 
To show that [Q] is aa-equivalent to [Q'], first observe that Il ,..., 1(/- 1 / I) .. . (3/ I) , so that applying 
' middle t.o right ' moves to the last factor (3 / I) , we see that [Q] is aa-equivalent to 
[,\Q(I '\. 2) 1(1 - 1 / I) . .. (4/ I) 1(2/ I) (2/1- 1){}Q] . 
, y , 
Note that ,\Q = ,\QI(I- 1 '" 1) . By 6.1.4, applying now a ' left to right' move (noting that no letter 3 occurs 
in the braced subword , above) gives a rjghtllaJlded vertex; applying 'left to middle' moves to (I - 1 '\. 2) 
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therefore keeps us in the same ao-component. Thus [Q] is ao-equivalent to the righthanded vertex 
[AQI(l "-. 2) (I "-. 3) l(l- 1 / I) . . . (4/ I) 1(2/ I) (1/1- l)l.>Q] . 
\, ./ 
Now, (/"-.3) followed by the braced subword is easily commutation-equivalent to Il. Thus, applying braids 
to (I / L - 1)l?Q is enough to obtain [Q']. SO [Q] is ao-equivalent to the righthanded vertex [Q']. I 
(Note that, unfortunately, the handedness of [Q] is opposite to the orientation of the last edge of Q.) 
6.2 Highest-Root Components 
In this section we will enumerate the O'o-components by exhibi t ing expli cit representat ives. 
Let. Q E Q(Ed r.ontain L - 1-+/, so that YR = I in our st.andard expression [AQ(l "-. 2)p.1(2 / l)OQ] for 
[Q] . Fix some 2 ::; k ::; I; we will consider those (to-components with ao-value k. 
Consider any (k - 2)-tuple U = (UI , U2 , . .. , Uk-2) such that 3 ::; UI < U2 < ... < Uk-2 ::; I. 
Recall t hat ~L = (I "-. 3) . . . (L '" 1- 1)/; we have the braid-equivalence 
Il == (UI '" 3) .. . (Uk-2 \. 3) 1(1-1 / I) .. . (k + 1/ I) Ilu, 
\, I\, J 
... 
where Ilu is defined as follows: 
J.l.u := (k / 1+2 - ttJ)(k - 1 / 1+ 2 - U2) . . . (3 / 1+ 2 - Uk-2). 
(To see t,his, fir st observe that Il E R(A{3,4, .. " I})' Promoting the first braced su bword in (*) gives rise to 
/(1 - I / l) .. , (:3 / /) after commutations, which itself is commutation-equivalent to Plo ) Substitute t he 
right. sid e of (*) into the standard expression for [Q]' and perform 'middle to left' moves for a ll the letters in 
the tirst. braced subword. This leads to the following key defini t ion. 
6.2.1 D EF INIT IO N. Define C(Q , u ) t.o be the commutation cl ass 
C(Q , u ) := [AQ (UI - I '" 2) ... (U k - 2 - 1 '" 2) (l '" 2) 1(1- 1 / /) ... (k + 1 / /) p,u 1(2 / /) (,?Q] . \, .I, .f 
... 
6.2.2 LDIr-IA, The commutation class C(Q , u) is lefthanded and has (lo-value k. 
PROOF. :'\ ote that 8(U l -I '\,.2 ) .. . 8 ( lIk _ 2 - 1 '\,.2 ) sends O'k + .. . + 0'1 to CI'2 + ' .. + al (b ecause each U; ~ i + 2). 
\rhich \\-e a lready know is sent to ClO by 8>'Q' from the proof of 6. 1.9. I 
6.2.3 LEil1MA . If C(Q, u) = C(Q' , u') t.hen Q = Q' and u = u'. So the total number of commutation 
I- "'e" ("(Q \1 ) I' , ",I 2/- 2(/- 2) (" a::-::- :" , :, Lk=2 k-2 . 
PROOF . \\ ith the obvious notation we have {,?Q ....., {,?QI (by 2.3 .3) . Equating multiplicities of the letter I 
gi\'es 1- R - 1 = / - R' - I, that is R = R'. Thus 
Cornparing lowest letters we have YI = y; . So we can delete (1- R"\. YI) from both sides and it.erate. We 
ob tain Yj = yj for all j , hence Q = Q'. Therefore AQ = AQI and we obtain from 2.3.3 again that 
wh ere we have used the fact that k = k' , in view of the previous Lemma. Now, comparing highest letters, 
we obtain tlk - 2 = u~ _ 2' ... , Ul = u~ in turn, whence u = u'. The formula is easily obtained. I 
6.2.4 DEFI NITIO N. Let Q E Q(BI) c.ontain 1- 1-1 and suppose further that R 2 k - 1. Let u = 
(tI.], ... , Uk- 2 ) satisfy :3 ::; UI < U,2 < ... < U,k-2 ::; R + 1. Define the symbol [Q, u] to be the commutation 
class C(Q, u) . 
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6.2.5 NOTES. 
(a) In the above Definition, observe that u depends upon R (and hence upon Q), and that R in turn 
depends upon k. 
(b) When k = 2 we have u = 0 and [Q, 0] is simply the quiver-compatible commutation class [Q] . 
(c) The [Q, u] will turn out to be a complete, irredundant set of representatives of those (l'o-components 
which intersect the lefthanded half of C(B!) . 
(d) Understand that C(Q, u) is defined for· allY u with increasing entries between 3 and I, but [Q, u] is only 
defin ed when Q and u obey the indicated restrictions. 
6.2.6 LEMMA. The total number of distinct [Q, u] is L~=2 21- k G:;), which equals 31- 2. 
PROOF . For fixed k we must choose at least r ~ k - 2 right arrows on the subgraph BI-l, and choose k - 2 
distinct integers between 3 and r + 2 inclusive. So , we must compute 
t I: C~2) (k~2). 
~' =2 r=4o-2 
Since e~2) (40:2) equals G:;)(r~~~2) ' this sum is now routinely evaluated. I 
6.2.7 PROPOSITION. If [Q , u] and [Q/ , u/] belong to the same (l'o-component then Q = Q' and 11 = U/ . 
PROOF. Let k be their common O'o-value, so that u and u ' are both (k - 2)-tuples. By 6.1.6, the element 
1lJ := « (Q , U])c((Q/ , u/])-I represented by the following (nonreduced) word 
(2/ uk_2 ) •. . (2/ Ut) (1 / YR) ... (1 / YI) . (Y;- '\.1) .. '(YR'- '\.1) (u~- '\. 2) .. ,(uk_2- '\. 2) (*) 
\.... ~ ... , y -I , 'V ... , 'V I 
belongs to W(B{I , ... ,4o - 2}) x W(B{l.-+l , .. . ,1_ I}). (We have written i- instead of i-I to save space.) The first 
fact.o f is the group of signed permutations of {I , 2, . .. , k - 2} and t he second factor is the symmetric group 
on{k , k+I , .. . , /_I} . Recall that SI =(1 , -I)andsi=(i-l , i) fori> 1. 
St l~P 1: Suppose that YR-j ::p Y'R'-j for some 1 ~ j < mineR, R'). (Of course, j::p 0 bec.ause YR = YR' = I .) 
Take j to be minimal. Without loss of generality, let YR-j > YR'-j' Set 71 := YR-j + j - 1. We haY!:' 
R' + I S '1 S I - I. (For the first inequality use YR-j > YRI_j ~ 1 + RI - j. For the second inequality use 
YR - j S I - j .) In particular, k ~ I] ~ 1 - I because R' ~ k - 1, by construction of (Q/ , u /]. 
We will obt.ain a contradiction by showing that W(71) is signed. 
In (*) above, the fourth braced sub l\"ord , when interpreted as a product of simple reflections. fixes 71 . 
This is beca use 7] 2: R' + 1 > ui - I for each i, remembering that 3 ~ u; < ... < uk_2 ~ R' + 1. The next 
term , (YR' - I '\. I) = (1- 1 '\. 1). sends 7] to 7]-1. The next j -1 factors can be written as 
(YR-j+l - 1 '\. 1) ... (YR-I - 1 '\. 1) , 
by minirnality of j. Now , for i = 1, 2, ... , J - 1 we have 2 ~ 71 - i ::; YR-i - 1. (For the first inequality, 
1]- i 2: 7]- J + I = YR-j ~ 2. For the second inequality, note that YR-i ~ YR-i-(j-i) + (j - i) and use the 
dt"tinition of 7}.) It follows at once that these j -1 factors each decrease the image of 7/-1 by 1, ending with 
I] - j , which is YR-j - 1. This is \'isibly fixed by the remaining fact.ors of the third braced subword of (*) 
because of om hypothesis that YR-j > y'RI-j' 
Now consider t.he second braced subword of (*). Clearly, YR-j - 1 is fixed by the rightmost R - j - I 
factors. The next factor , (1 / YR-j - 1) , sends YR-j - 1 to -1. The remaining factors send -1 to -2, -3, 
and so on , until (1 / YR - 1) = (I /1- 1) sends -j to -(j + 1). Finally, since the first braced subword of 
(*) contains no letter I, the image of -(j + 1) remains signed. That is , weT}) is signed , which is our required 
contradiction. 
Step 2: We now know that YR-j = y'RI-j for all 1 ~ j < mineR, R'). Without loss of generality, let 
R 2: R' , so that 
I I Y R' - y' (t) YR=YR', YR-I=YR'-I," " R- +1- I' 
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''''e wish to prove that R = R'. Supposing otherwise, we have R > R'. This time, set 1} := YR-R' + R' - 1. 
We again have k S '1 S 1- 1. In fact, the argument in Step 1 is valid if we replace j by R' throughout -
we only have to be aware that y'R'-j = Yo is not defined. We find that w(7J) is signed, and this contradiction 
shows tha t R = R'. Now (t) says that Yi = yi for all i, whence Q = Q'. 
Step 3: It remains to prove that u = u'. If not, then Uj :/; uj for some j, which we take to be minimal. 
Considering (*), W can now be represented by the following word: 
(2 / Uk-2 - 1) ... (2 / Uj - 1) (uj - 1 "\.,. 2) .. . (U~_2 - 1 "\.,. 2) . 
'- T ~, Y J 
Wit.hout loss of generality, let uj > Uj . Set 77 := Uj + k - 2 - j. We have k S 77 S 1 - 1. (For the left 
inequality use Uj 2: j + 2. For the right inequality use Uj < uj and fact that, starting from uk_2 S I, we 
may easily obta in uj SI + j - k + 2.) We will obtain a contradiction by showing that 1 S W(71) S k - 2. 
Now , fo r i = 0, 1, . . . , k - 2 - j we have 2 S 71- i S Uk-2-i - 1. (For the left inequality, '1- i 2: k - i 2: 
:2 + j 2: :3. For the right inequality use Uj < uj and the easily obtainable uj S UJ+(k-2-j - i) - (k - 2 - j - i) .) 
It follows that, each of t.he fact.ors in t.he second braced subword , above, decreases the image of 77 by 1, ending 
with 77 - (k - 1 - j) which equals Uj - 1. 
Next , (2 / tlj - 1) sends Uj - 1 to 1. The remaining k - j - 2 factors each increase the image by 1, hence 
w(71) = k - j - 1. Clearly, 1 S W(11) S k - 2, our required contradiction . Thus, u = u'. I 
Our next aim is to obtain an a nalogue of the map IQ of section 5.5. Define the subgroups 
of orders (k - 2)! and (1- k)! respecti\·ely. We will shortly define an injection from W 1 x W 2 to W(B,-d· 
Consider our st a ndard expression for C(Q , u). We have the commutation-equivalence 
(U1 - 1 "2) . . . (Uk-2 - 1 "\.,. 2) '" ..\U 2(3 "\.,. 2) . .. (k - 2 "\.,. 2), 
where ..\u is defin ed as fo llows: 
Thus, 
C(Q . u) = [..\Q..\u 2(:3"\.,. 2) . .. (". - 2 '" 2) (l"\.,. 2) l(l- 1 / I) . . . (k + 2/ I) .(k + 1 / I) l1·ul(2 / l )gQJ. 
'- I '- " v v 
1, 12 
:"ot.e th a t i) a nd i2 , as defined a bo\'e , a re respectively longest words for W1 and W2. Take any ( Wj , W2 ) in 
W 1 x W 2 . Let WI , W 2 be redu ced words for Wj , W2 respectively, and extend to maximal-length words , so 
th a t 
for some 0"1 . 0"2. SO (: (Q , u) is cert a inly (to-equivalent to the lefthand ed commutat ion c.\ ass 
Since SUPP«(Tl) ~ {2 , .. . , k - 2} and SUPP(W2) ~ {k + 2, ... , I} we may apply 'left to middle ' moves to 0") , 
cornmute (Tt past W 2 , and then apply 'middle to left ' moves to each letter of W2 , whilst staying in the same 
o o-compo nent and remaining lefthanded. Thus, C(Q, u) is ao-equivalent to the lefthanded commutation 
cl ass 
6.2.8 DEFI ' ITION. Let IQ ,u be the map 
IQ ,u: W 1 x W 2 
(Wl,W2) 
-+ W(Bl-l) 
( ) -1 (1-1) S~Q S~US"" SW; Wo . 
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This is well defined because Wt, W2 are determined up to braid-equivalence. 
6.2.9 LEMMA. The image of IQ,u is contained in the t:-image of the intersection of the (l'o-component 
cont.a ining C(Q, u) with the lefthanded subgraph of C(BI). 
PROOF. Simply note that IQ ,u (Wl, W2) equals the t:-image of the commutation class (**), above, which we 
know to be lefthanded and (l'o-equivalent to C(Q, u) . I 
6.2.10 LEMMA. The map IQ ,u is injective. 
PROOF . If IQ ,U(Wl ,W2) = IQ ,U(wt,w2) then W1Sw; = w~sw~-' hence wllw~ belongs to the trivial group 
W(B{2 , .. ,k-2}) n W(B{k+l ,,, .,I-l})' Thus Wl = w~ and W2 = w;. I 
By t.he previous two observations we obtain the following . 
6.2.11 LEMMA. The t:-image of the intersection of the (l'o-component containing C(Q, u) with the left.h anded 
subgraph of C(B1) has at least (k - 2)!(I- k)! elem ents: I 
The next Lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition of IQ ,u . 
6.2.12 LEMMA . We have 
Im I = (W(B{ .) x W(B })) 5- 1 5- 1 w(l -I ) Q ,U 2,3 ,,,. ,k -2} {k+l ,k+2 ,,, .,I-l AU AQ 0 , 
which is t hus a certain coset of a parabolic subgroup. I 
Th e next result is an analogue of Proposition 5.5.10. Define 
W(BI_t}+ := {w E W(BI-d I w(el-t) is unsigned} , 
a subset of cardin ality ~IW(BI-t)1 = 21- 2(1- I)!. Since t: is surjective, it follows from 6.1.1 that 
W(BI_l)+ = {c(C) I C is a lefth anded m ember ofC(B!)}. 
6.2.13 PROPOSITION. ''''e have the disjoint union 
1 
W(BI_t}+ = U UU1m/Q,u. 
k=2 Q u 
The union is t.a ken over all quivers Q E Q(BI) containing 1- 1-+1 and , for fixed k, all u = (tll" .. , Uk-2) 
such t.hat :3 ~ Ut < . . . < Uk-2 ~ I. 
PROOF. By 6. 2.9 , the right side is contained in the left side. We know that Ilm/Q,ul = (k - 2)! (I- k)! 
whenever u is a (k - 2)-tuple, so once disjointness is proven , the right side of t he desired identity will have 
cardinality L~=2 21- 2 (~-='~)(k - 2)!(I- k)!, which equals 21- 2(1- I)! , t he cardinality of t.he left side. So , it 
remains to establish disj ointness. 
In t roduce notation for IQ' ,ll' in t he obvious way, and suppose that Im IQ ,u intersects Im IQ' ,ll' in some 
element w . We will prove that k = k' , R = R' , Q = Q' and U = u ' in four steps. 
Step 1: By 6.2.9 applied twice, w lies in the t:-images of certain ao-components with aa-values k and k' . 
Therefore k = k' because each t:-fibre is wholly contained in some aa-component; see 6.1.2 (b) . 
Step 2: Set I := {2, 3, . . . ,1- I} \ {k - 1, k}. By 6.2.12, Im IQ ,u and Im IQ' ,U' are certain W(B/ )-cosets , 
which by hypot hesis are not disjoint , so they must coincide. Inverting, we obtain 
An arbitra ry element of the left side can be written as SAQ SAU SWl sw~, in the notation used for the definition 
of IQ ,n . We saw there that AQAUWIW; is a reduced word. Therefore SAQSAU is the unique minimum-length 
element this c.oset. Similarly, so is SAQI 5>.1l" So we ha.ve the braid-equivalence 
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By 2.3.8 (a) we may equate the multiplicities of the letter 1 in these two words, which yields R = R' at once. 
Step 3: To prove that Q = Q' , we must establish Yj = yj for all 1 :s j :s R - 1. For a contradiction 
suppose that Yj =1= yj for some j , ,Yhich we take to be minimal . In view of the previous equation we may 
define 
-1 -1 
w:= SAQSAQI = SAuS).UI' (1) 
Considering the first equality, w is represented by the following (nonreduced) word: 
(1 / YR - 1)(1 / YR-I - 1) ... (1/ Yj - 1) (yi - 1 " 1) ... (Yk-I - 1 " l)(Yk - 1 " 1). (2) 
, v J, .., " 
We may assume that yj > Yj· Set 11 := Yj + R - j . For i = 0, 1, ... , R - j we have 2 S 71 - i S Yk-i - 1. 
(For the left inequality, 11- i ~ 11- (R - j) = Yj ~ 2. For the right inequality use Yj < yj and the easily 
obt.ainable inequality yj :s yi+(R-i-j) - (R - i - j).) It follows that each of the R + 1 - j factors in th e 
second part of (2) decreases the image of 11 by 1, ending with 71 - (R + 1 - j) = Yj - 1. 
~ext" (1 / Yj - 1) sends Yj - 1 to -1. The remaining factors send -1 to -2, and so on, so that 
w( 1/) = -(R+ 1-j), which is signed. But now recall the second equality in (1); since 1 rt. SUpp(AU)' SUpp(AU') 
it follows that w(11) must be unsigned. This contradiction establishes that Q = Q'. 
Step 4: From (1) we now have AU == AU' , that is 
(1/1 - 1"- 2)(U2 - 1".3) .. . (Uk-2 - 1 "k - 1) == (u~ -1 "2)(u~ - 1 "- 3) .. , (Uk_2 - 1 ". k - 1). 
The support of a reduced word is unchanged by braids; equating the largest members of SUPP(AU) and 
SUPP(AU') implies that Uk-2 = u~_2' :'\ow delete (Uk-2 -1 " k - 1) from both sides of the braid-equivalence 
and iterate. This gives 1I.i = 11.: for all i , whence u = u' . I 
We come now to a key technical Lemma which involves some intricate manipulations with words. 
6.2.14 LD1MA. Consider a fixed [Q , u) with (l'o-value k , so that in t,he usual notation , 
YI < Y2 < ... < YR-I 
and 
1 S R + '2 - Uk-2 < ... < R + 2 - U2 < R + 2 - 11.1 S R - 1. 
Visibly, t.he numbers R + 2 - Vi occur as subscripts of k - 2 terms of the list YI , Y2 , ... , YR-1. Select any 
ori entation of t.he corresponding k - 2 edges which are oriented as right arrows -YR+2-Uj in Q (there are 
2(' - 2 choices) , and let Q' be the resulting quiver . Then [Q, u) is ao-equivalent to C(Q' , u'), for some u'. 
PROOF , We first consider a special case. Consider a fixed Ui and set 
h : =: R + 2 - Ui. (1) 
L(' t Q' denote the quiver obtained from Q by reversing the orientation of Yh - l-Yh. Now, 
[Q , u) = [(y} - 1" 1). "(YR - 1 "1) (UI -1 "2) .. . (Uk-2 -1 "2)(1" 2) * 1(2/ IH , (2) 
" ..,. "" ..... .I 
AO 
" 'here the precise subwords marked * are unimportant for our purposes. Clearly, AQI is obtained from AQ 
by delet.ing the su bword (Yh - 1 ". 1). 
The deletion details: First observe that (UI - 1 " 2) ... (Uk-2 - 1 " 2) is braid-equivalent to 
(3) 
Tote that (Ui -1 ".2) equals (R+ 1- h '\, 2), by (1) . We now assert the following braid-equivalence: 
(4) 
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Proof of (4). Consider the left side of (4). Forj=1,2, ... ,R+1-(h+2)wehave2~R+2-h-j~ 
Yr+l-j -1. (The left inequality is trivial; the 2 can even be replaced by 3. For the right inequality, use h ~ 1 
and R + 1 - j < YR+I- j.) It follows that , using braids, the letter R + 1 - h can 'hop ' leftwards over each of 
the factors (VR - 1 '\.,. 1), (VR-l - 1 '\.,. 1) , . .. ,(Vh+2 - 1 '\.,. 1) in turn, decreasing by one each time, ending 
up ('qual to 2. Now perform these braids: 
(Yh - 1 '\.,. 2)(Vh+1 - 1 '\.,. 3) 1212 
~ (Yh - 1 '\.,. 2)(Yh+l - 1 '\.,. 3) 2121 
(Vh - 1 '\.,. 2)(Yh+1 - 1 '\.,. 1)21 
_ (Yh+l - 1 '\.,. l)(Vh '\.,. 3)21 
(Vh+l - 1 '\.,. I)(Vh '\.,. 1). 
So, we have managed to move the factor (Yh - 1 '\.,. 1) to the right of its neighbouring factor . The only 
anoma.\y is t.hat this factor has grown by an extra letter at the front, becoming (Vh '\.,. 1). 
Now iterate th e whole proc.ess until all of the letters from (R + 1 - h'\.,. 2) in (4) have been used up -
t,hat is R - h iterations in total. Consequently, our original factor (Yh - 1 '\.,. 1) in .\ moves R - h places to 
t,he right. , and increases in length by R - h too, becoming (Vh + R - h - 1 '\.,. 1) , establishing (4). 
So by (2) , (3) and (4) , [Q , u) is certainly ao-equivalent to 
[AQ'(Vh + R - h - 1 '\.,. 1) (UI '\.,. 3) . .. (Ui-l '\.,. 3) (Ui+l - 1 '\.,. 2) ... (Uk-2 - 1 '\.,. 2)(1 '\.,. 2)1(2 / 'H , (5) 
, J, J 
not.ing th at we have also taken the opportunity to apply 'middle to right' moves to remove the first * in (2) . 
Calculation of u': Having obtained .\QI as a subword , we must now show that (5) is ao-equivalent to 
some (:(Q' , u') . Firstly, 
(Y" + R - h - 1 "'" I) (Ul "'" 3) ... (1Ii-l "'" 3) == (Ul - 1 '\.,. 2) ... (Ui-l - 1 "'" 2) (Vh + R - h - 1 '\.,. 1) (6) 
, 'V #, 'V # 
beca use Yh + R - h - 1 ~ R = h + 1I.i - 2 by (1) , which is ~ Ui - 1 ~ 1I.i -l . So , we are led to consi der the 
\yord CT , defin ed by 
CT := (Yh +R-h -1 '\.,.1) (1I.i +1 -1 '\.,.2)",(uk_2-1 '\.,.2) , 
, I 
\yhi ch motivates us to defin e m to be the largest subscript;:::: i for" hic.h U m - 1 ~ VI. + R - h -1 . (Certainly 
1)1 exists , because t.his inequality holds with m = i , using (1).) Vie claim that 
CT == ,(U;+1 - 2 "'" i + 1) .. . (um - 2 "'" m)'cVh+R-h-l '\.,. m+l) (11;;'+1 '\.,. m + 2) . . . (uk_2 "-. k - 1) w , (7) 
v 'v J 
where w is defined to be 
w := (m '\.,. 1) (i + 1 '\.,. 2) .. . (k - 2 '\.,. 2). 
, J 
V 
Proof of (7) . Starting from the definition of CT, write 
( tl.i+ 1 - 1 "'" 2) . .. ( 11 k - 2 - 1 "'" 2) '" (11; + 1 - 1 "-. i + 2) ... ( 11 k _ 2 - 1 '\.,. k - 1) (i + 1 '\. 2) ... (k - 2 "-. 2) . 
, 'V' ", 'V " 
(7a) 
Now , because Vh + R - h - 1 ;:::: U m - 1 we easily see that 
(VI. + R-h-1 '\.,.1)(ui+1 -1 '\. i+ 2) .. . (um -I'\. m+ 1) 
, y i 
is braid-equivalent to 
( Ui + 1 - 2 '\.,. i + 1) ... (um - 2 '\.,. m) (Yh + R - h - 1 '\. 1). (7b) 
~ ~ 
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Of course, u m - 1, and hence Yh + R - h - 1 is ~ m + 1, so we may split the last factor of (7b) into 
(Yh + R - h - 1 '\, m + 1)(m '\, 1). Finally, since (m'\, 1) commutes with (u;;'+l '\, 1) ... (uk_2 '\, k - I) , 
equation (7) foll ows by substituting (7a) and (7b) into the defining expression for u . 
Insert (6) followed by (7) into (5) , to obtain a new (lefthanded) expression which is a a-equivalent to 
[Q , u] . Since supp(w) ~ {I , 2, . . . , k - 2}, we may apply either a ' left to right' move, or a ' left to middle ' , 
'middle to right' sequence for each of its letters, whilst staying in the same aa-component. Also note that we 
have I E supp(w) only if m 2: 1, that is, only if k > 2. So, by 6.1.4, applying a ' left to right' move involving 
t.his letter 1 will not change the handedness, To summarise, we have shown that [Q, u] is aa-equivalent to a 
lefthanded commutation d ass of the form 
(Yh + R - h - 1 '\, m + 1) (u;;'+l '\, m + 2) ... uk_2 '\, k - 1)(1 '\, 2)1(2,/ 1)* ]. (8) 
.. I 
v 
This suggest.s that we should define 
u' := (UI , . . . , Ui -I , uHI - 1, . .. , Um - 1, Yh + R - h, Um+I, · ··, Uk-2 ). 
"-....-'" '" I '", ' 
(9) 
unchanged empty if m = i empty if m = k - 2 
By defini t ion of rn , this is an in creasing (k - 2)-tuple; let the entries be denoted u~ < u2 < .. . < uk_2 for 
brevity. 
' ''e cl aim that C(Q' , u' ) is oo-equivalent to (8) . Well , in the standard expression for C(Q' , u') , the 
assoc iated subword 
All' := (u; - 1 "-.2) ... (Uk_2 - 1 "-. 2) 
is easily seen to be commutation-equivalent to 
(11 1 "-. 2) . . . (tti_l "-. 2)(tI: - 1 "-. i + 1) . . . (Uk- 2 - 1 ~ k - l)( i ~ 2) . . . (k - 2"-. 2) , 
, 'V" Y .I' 'V' I 
w' 
where w' is defin ed as indi cated . Sin ce supp(w' ) ~ {2, ... , k - 2}, we m ay, starting wit h C(Q' , u '), apply 
( w' ) ' left to middle' moves and so obta in a commu tation class which is visibly aa-equivalent to the expression 
in (8) . Thus [Q 11] is no-equivalent to C(Q' , u') . 
The gen e ra l case : The proof is fini shed by itera ting the previous procedure of deleting some (Yh - 1 "-. I ) 
from our current expression and then calculating a new u' . In detail , define the increasing sequence of 
llu mbers 
hI := R + 2 - 11.1.:-2 , h 2 := R + 2 - Uk-3 , . .. , hl.:- 2 := R + 2 - UI , 
so I,hat Q by construction contains at least t hese k - 2 right arrows: 
( 10) 
(This in noted in the statement of the Lemm a. ) Now Q' is any one of the possible 2k - 2 quivers obtainab le 
from Q by reversing some subset of these right arrows. In what order should we reverse our subset of arrows? 
Well , from (10) we see that low values of hj correspond to lJigh values of the Uj and hence to high values of 
i . And reca ll from (9) that the first i-I entries of our new u' remain unchanged . Thus , we should reverse 
t he leftm ost of our subset of arrows first , that is , t he arrow corresponding to the lowest hj . Thus, [Q , u] is 
o'o-equi valE'nt to C(Q' , u') for some u' , which in general will depend upon Q and Q' in a complicated way. I 
6.2.15 C OROLLARY . Each C(Q' , u') lies in the same aa-component as some [Q, u]. 
PROOF . We will use a simple counting argument. Fix k. Consider a particular [Q , u] with era-value k. By 
Lemma 6.2.14, [Q , u]lies in the same era-component as (at least) 2k - 2 distinct commutation classes of the 
form C(Q' , u') ; distinctness is proven in 6.2.3. 
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By 6.2.6 there are 21- k G-=-~) possibilities for [Q, u]. Further, by 6.2.7, we are in no danger of duplicating 
any of the above C(Q' , 1.1') as Q and 1.1 vary. So, we have counted 
21-1" (1- 2) .2k - 2 
k-2 
commutation dasses C(Q', u') which lie in the same Qo-component as some [Q , u]. Summing over k, Lemma 
6.2 .3 shows that we have in fact counted all of the C(Q', u'), hence the result . I 
Intuitively, the 2k - 2 commutation classes C(Q' , 1.1') which belong to the same aa-component as some 
[Q, u] (with aa-value k) may be viewed as the vertices of a (k - 2)-dimensional hypercube, [Q , u] merely 
being a part.icular vertex. 
We now have enough information to start counting the Qo-components. 
6.2.16 PROPOSITION. · Each aa-component of C(B!) which contains some lefthanded commutation dass 
conta ins precisely one commutation class of the form [Q , u] . So, the total number of such Qo-components is 
:ll-2. 
PROOF. Take any lefthanded C E C(B,). By 6.2.13 we have c(C) E ImfQ' ,u l for some Q' and u'. So, 
by 6.2.9 we have £(C) = £(C') for some lefthanded C' which is aa-equivalent to C(Q' , u'). By 6.1.2 (b) it 
follows tha t C is aa-equivalent to C(Q', u') , whence by 6.2.l5, C is aa-equivalent to some [Q , u]. Finally, 
6.2 .7 says that C cannot be aa-equivalent to any other commutation class of this form . (The number :3 1- 2 
was calcula.ted in 6. 2.6.) I 
6.2.17 THEOREM . Consider CCBI)' 
(a) An (to-component contains both lefth anded and righthanded vertices if and only if it has aa-value 2. 
(b) Each o'o-component with aO-\'alue 2 contains exactly two quiver-compatible vertices [Q] and [Q'], ",here 
Q differs from Q' only in the orientation of the last edge {I - 1, I} . 
(c) The t,otal number of o'o-comp onents is 2.31- 2 - 21- 2 . 
PROOF. 
(a) If some o o-component contains lefth anded and righthanded vertices then , being a connected subgraph , 
\ \'1" ca n fin d a n adj acent such pair , \\'hence by 6, 1.4, t he Qo-value is 2. 
('on\'ersely, consider any C E C(BI) with aa-va lue 2. It is easy to see that crev also has ev o-value 2, and 
th at eit.h er Cor crev is left.handed. 
Suppose fi rst that C is lefthanded. Then 6.2 .16 says that C is Q'o-equivalent to som e [Q , u] , \\'hi ch by 
~o t e 6.2.5 (b) is just [Q]. By 6. 1. 9, Q necessarily contains 1-1-+1, and defining Q' to be t.he quiver obta ined 
by reversing t his arrow 6.1.9 also implies that C is o'o-equivalent to [Q'], whidl is righthanded. 
Now suppose t.hat crev is left handed. Arguing as above, the o o-component of c rev contains some left-
banded [Q] a nd righth anded [Q']. Thus, t he (to-component of C contains t he righthanded [QY"\' and left-
ha nded [Q,yev. This is enough to prO\'e the result , but reca ll from 3.1.10 that [Q]'ev = [-Q], where -Q is 
I.he result of re ersing every arrow in Q. Similarly, [Q,],ev = [-Q'] . 
(b) We saw in the proof of part (a) that any Qo-component with Qo-value 2 contains at least two vertic.es of 
I.he form [Q] and [Q'], as describ ed in this Lemma. If t his Qo-component contains a thjrd quiver-compatible 
vertex [Q"] t hen without loss of generality (applying reversal of words if nec.essary), Q" and Q both contain 
1- 1-+1. Now, remembering that [Q"] = [Q", 0] and [Q] = [Q , 0], .. ve obtain Q = Q" from 6.2.7. 
(c) By a symmetrical version of Proposition 6.2.16 (applying reversal), the number of Qo-components 
containing some rjglJtbculded vertex is also 31- 2 . However, from (a) and (b), the number of Qo-components 
containing both lefthanded and righthanded vertices is exactly 21- 2 , half the number of quivers. The result 
follows a t once, I 
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6.3 The Face Poset of a Hypercube 
In this section we determine the edges of C(B')/ao . As usual, we shall consider the lefthanded half first. 
Fix an arbitrary commutation class 
C := [A(l- 1 '" 2)Jll(2 /1- 1)1J] E C(B/-d 
throughout this section . Recall from 2.3.11 the map a : C(B/)-C(B/_d . 
6.3.1 LEMMA. Let C be any vertex in the 6-fibre ofC, such that C is lefthanded and has aa-value k. Then 
c: is n o-equivalent to the following lefthanded vertex of the same fibre: 
[A(l- 1 '" 2)Jll(2 / k - 1) (I '" 2)1(2 / I) (k / 1- 1)1J]. 
PROOF'. Let a(l '" 2)bl(2 / l)c be a normal representative of C. Considering a(C) we have 
(I) 
Consider the letter 1 adjacent to Jl, above; the corresponding root is al + ... + a/ by 2.3.4 (b), which equals 
CI-1 in terms of the standard basis (see 1.2.2). Since C is lefthanded , 6.1.1 implies that s;;1 sends e l-1 to a 
negative root. It. follows that e/_1 is the root corresponding to some letter of a (in the normal representa tive 
of C) . Put differently, as commutations are applied to the right side of (I) , this letter I ends up as a letter 
in a. Hence, by inspection, the whole subword A(l- 1 '" 2) lying to the left of this letter 1 also commut s 
int.o a. Consequently we have a,.,. A(l - 1 '" 2)la1 for some a1 , which , using (1) implies that 
:\ow, l'\1 is d ea rly an initial part of the right side, so by 5.6.1 we have some commutation- quival nee 
wb ere p, ...., /-t' Jl" and IJ"" (/ IJ" . and for some k (whi ch will t.urn out to be the eto-value of C ). 
('om pa ring (:2) and (:3) \\ e see that 11.' (2 / k - 1 )IJ' is an initial part of 
Jl'/-t" (:2 / k - I)(k / /- I) IJ' (/'. 
(:2) 
(3) 
Visihly. /-1," must be able to rommu te past (2/ k - 1) , and IJ' must be able to commute past (k / 1- 1). 
Thus, 
sUPP (Jl") ~ {k + 1, . . . ,1- I} and sUPP(IJ') ~ {l , . . , k - 2}. 
(Of rourse. (/ now au tomatira lly rommutes with Jl" .) Eliminating a1 between (2) and (a) yields 
(4) 
Substit,ut.e (a) into t.he norm al representative for C to obt.ain 
C = [A(l- 1 '" 2)1 /-1.'(2 / k - 1}IJ' (l '" 2}bl(2 / I}c]. (5) 
To verify that k is the n o-value of C , calculate the positive root 
This equals no , using the restrictions on the supports of IJ', Jl' and A. Thus, k is the eto-value of C. 
Now, apply l (b) 'middle to right' moves to (5) and then substitute for b-c from (4), so that C is 
(l'o-equivalent to 
[A(l- 1 '" 2)1 /-1.'(2/ k - 1)IJ' (l '" 2)1(2/ I) Jl"(k / 1- 1)1J"]. 
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As 1 r:t. SUpp(I'") we may perform l(I'") 'right to middle' moves, and then, since sUpp«I'")+) ~ {k+2, ... , I}, 
we may perform the same number of 'middle to left' moves whilst staying in the same aa-component. So C 
is Cl'a-equivalent to the (lefthanded) vertex 
[..\{l- 1 "" 2)11"(2 / k - 1)[.>' "," (l "" 2)1(2 / I) (k / 1- 1)0"], 
which equals 
[..\(1- 1 "" 2)11'(2 / k - 1)[.>' (l "" 2)1(2 / I) (k / 1- 1)[.>"] 
because I'" commutes with (2/ k - 1)0' and I' - 1"1'". 
Recall that supped) ~ {I , ... , k - 2}. If k = 2 then 0' is the null word, so suppose that k =/: 2. If the 
rightlllost letter of 0' is not 1, we can apply a ' left to middle', 'middle to right' sequence, otherwise simply 
apply a ' left to right ' move. These moves leave unchanged the Cl'o-value. Nor do they change the handedness, 
by 6.1. 1. So, iterating the above for each letter of 0' we see that C is aa-equivalent to the lefthanded vert.ex 
[,,\(/- 1 '\r 2)11'(2/ k - 1) (l "" 2)1(2/ I) O'(k /1- 1)0"]. 
Now w mmute 0' past (k /1- 1) and write ·[.> - 0' 0" to obtain 
[..\(1- 1 "" 2)11'(2 / k - 1) (l "" 2)1(2 / I) (k /1- 1)0], 
which d early lies in t he c5-fibre of C. I 
" e want to determine which Cl'a-wmponents intersect the c5-fibre of C. Recall that 0 is involved in the 
defini tion of C. As in type AI, the edge of the Coxeter graph BI wi th vertices i , i + 1 is edge number i. 
6.3.2 DEFI NITION. Let the data sQ and k (2 ~ k ~ I) be given . We will construct a commutation r.Iass 
of t he form [Q , u] wi t h Cl'o-value k, as follows. 
( 
1 2 ... /-2) . 
• Set 71' := !iQI = 71'(1 ) 71' (2) .. . 71'(1- 2) E W(BI_2) . 
• Let. 7l' 1 < . .. < irk - 2 be the unsigned numbers lir(!)I , ... , lir(k - 2) 1 a rranged in increasing order. 
• Orient edge numbers 7l' 1 , '" .10/; - 2 with right a rrows. 
. . ' ., { right arrow And for l = k - I . ... , l - 2, orien t edge 171'( t)1 \\"l t h a I ft 
e arrow 
if71'( i) >0, 
if71'(i) <0. 
• Ori ent. the last edge with a right arrow: 1- 1-+1 . 
• Let Qk denote the re$ul t. ing quiver. \\' it h R right arrows -+Y) , . . . , -+YR , where 1 < YI < . .. < YR = I. 
• 1111 pli r itly defin e tl) , . . . , Uk - 2 via 71' /; _ )_j = YR+2-u j - 1 for j = 1, .. . , k - 2. Set Uk := (UI, ' . .. uk -:d. 
• \\ e t hus obtain the commuta tion class [Qk, Uk], with Cl'o-value k. 
6.3.3 ~OTE. A moment's thought shows that the symbol [Q k, ud makes sense, th at is , R ~ k - 1 and u" 
is an in creasi ng sequenc.e wi th el~t ri es between 3 and R + 1 indusive. We ha\ e suppressed the dependence 
upon 0 in our notation because C is considered to be fixed in advan ce. 
To illust rat.e the definition , suppose that / = 10, k = 5 and sQ = (13 42 36 4 5 6 : ~ ) . -. - -7 -1 8 2 ·1 
_ I (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8) Then 11' := s~ = -5 7 -1 2 8 -3 -4 6 . We have 71') = 1, 71"2 = 5 and 71'3 = 7, so these edges 
are right arrows. Also, edges 2, 8 , 6 are right arrows and edges 3, 4 are left arrows. Edge 9 is the final right 
arrow. Thus Qs = 1-+2-+3+-4+-5-+6-+7-+8-+9-+10. 
The R = 7 right arrows -+Yj give us y) = 2, Y2 = 3, Y3 = 6, Y4 = 7, Ys = 8, Y6 = 9 and Y7 = 10: Now, 
71'3 = Y9- Ul - 1 implies Y9-u\ = 8, hence Ut = 4, 
71'2 = Y 9- U 2 - 1 implies Y9-U2 = 6, hence U2 = 6, 
11') = Y 9- U3 - 1 implies Y 9-tl3 = 2, hence tt3 = 8, 
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The following is a key observation. 
6.3.4 PROPOSITION. The lefthanded subgraph of the 5-fibre of C intersects precisely those eto-components 
conta ining [Q2, U2], ... , [QI, uzl· 
PROOF. Let C be any lefthanded vertex of the 5-fibre of C and let k be the ao-value of C. The main t ask 
will be to show that C is aa-equivalent to [Qk, Uk). Assuming the truth of this, we can deduce tbat t.he fibre 
intersects the ao-component of each [Qi, ud· For every fibre contains some JeftlJallded vertex of the form 
[w(/ "-. 2) 1 (2 / I)] (with ao-value I) and also the rig/lt/landed vertex [(I "-. 2)1(2 / l)w) . Since the fibre 
is connected, it follows from 6.1.4 t hat it must in particular contain some lefthanded vertex with ao-value 
2. So , since the subgraph of lefthanded vertices in the fibre is also connected (by 6.1. 7), and since ao-values 
can change by at most 1 as we pass between adjacent vertices, it follows that the fibre contains lefthand ed 
vertices wit.h ao-values from 2 to / , and t,hus intersects the Cl'a-components of [Q2, U2) to [QI, uzl respect ively, 
complet.ing t he proof. 
So now let liS return to our lefrb anded C with a a-value k. By 6.3 .1, C is aa-equivalent to the lefthand ed 
\"ertex 
D := [.x(l- 1 '" 2)J.Ll(2 / k - 1) (1'" 2)1(2/1) e)· 
For brevity , write Q := Qk and u := U k for the rest of the proof. Now, jf it bappens t11at ~(D) belongs to 
1rn iQ ,u t hen we have ~( D) = ~(C') for some C' in the same ao-component as C(Q , u) = [Q , U], by 6.2. 9. 
Hence, D is aa-equivalent to [Q , u] by 6.1.2 (b), which is wha t we want to show. 
Reca ll fr om 6.2. 12 t hat 
1miQ,u = (W(B{2 ,3, . . ,k-2}) x W(B{k+I ,k+2 , ... ,1-1})) s~~ s~~ w~l-I ), 
where .xQ and .xu (which have nothing to do with ,,\ in the expression for C) were defined as follows: 
.x Q . - (Yl -1~1)(Y2 -1~1)" ' (YR-l~1) , 
.xu (U I - 1 "-.2)(112 - 1 ~ 3) ... (Uk-2 - 1 "-. k - 1) . 
'Ye also ha ve t he restrictions YR = I, R 2: k - 1 and 3 S tll < ... < 111.-2 S R + 1. 
A brief ca lcul ation hows t.hat feD) = . (k/l-l )sQ. ( Reassuringly, t his depends only up on e and k.) So, 
we wish to '. how t hat the element w defined as 
belongs to the direct produ ct of symmetric groups Sym( {I , 2 , .. . , k - 2}) x Sym( {k , k + 1, .. . , I - I} ). \ Ye 
"'ill do t hi s in three steps . 
Step 1: w fixes k - 1. 
First,ly s '\u sends k - 1 to 1. Then s '\Q sends 1 to -(YR - 1) = -(/- 1) , which b ecom es /- 1 under 
ll'~l- I) . Next. , s Q fi xes /-] because supp( e) ~ {I , ... , 1-2} . Finally S(I. /I-1) sends I-I to k-l , as required . 
Ste p 2: w permutes {I , 2 , . .. , k - 2} . 
Let, 1 S 1] S k - 2. First, s '\u sends 1/ to u7) - 1. (Look at 7J = k - 2 first to see how this works.) Now 
consider s ,\Q' 
Since YR - 1 2: R 2: u,/ - 1 2: 2 it follo\\"s that S(YR-l'.l) sends 117) - 1 to u7) - 2. 
~ext" YR-I - 1 2: R - 1 2: u7) - 22: 2, so S (Y R_l-l'\.l) sends U7) - 2 to U7) - 3. 
We may continue in this fashion unt.il S(YR+3 -I' 1) sends 2 to 1 The next factor s( 1'1) sends 
-." " . , !lR+2-_., - " ' . 
1 t.o -(YR+2-u. - 1), whose sign is then removed by w~l-l). 
Now recall from Definition 6 .3.2 that sQ equals iT-I, which necessarily sends YR+2-u. - 1 =: iTk-l-7) to 
some element of {1 , 2, .. . , k - 2} , as required . 
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Step 3: W permutes {k , k + 1, ... ,1- I} . 
In fact, it is easier to consider w- I . Since w- I E W(B,_I), it follows from the previous two steps that 
tv -I permutes {k , k + 1, . .. , 1 - I} , but possibJy introducing sign changes. Let k ~ 7} ~ 1 - 1; we know that 
k ~ Iw- I (71)1 ~ 1- 1 but we must show that w- I(71) > O. So, consider 
-1 -1 -1 (1-1) 
tu = s>'u s>.Q Wo 1T S(I -I'-.,A:) , 
where we have substituted 1T for sQ I . Firstly, S(I_l '-..1:) sends 7J to 7J - 1; since this belongs to {k - 1, ... , 1- 2} 
I,here are two cases t.o consider. 
Case A: ;r(71- 1) > O. Then Q must contain the right arrow -1i(7} - 1) + I, that is , 1T(71- 1) + 1 = Yi for 
some 1 ~ j ~ R-l. So, the image under W~'-I) is -(Yi -1). Consider now si~' represented by the word 
(I/' YR -1) ... (1 /' Y2 - 1)(1 /' YI -1). 
The rightmost j -1 factors leave -(Yi -1) fixed, but S(1/Yj-1) sends it to 1 (unsigned). The remaining factors 
suc.c.essively increase the image by one, resulting in an unsigned number. Finally, because 1 rt supp(.\u), the 
image must remain unsigned under si~, as required. 
Case B: ;r(71-1) < O. This time Q contains the left arrow -11T(7/-1)1 + 1, so for no j is 11T(7} -1)1 + 1 equal 
to Yj. Now, the image under w~'-I) is the unsigned number ~ := -;r(71- 1). Considering (*) , let m be the 
least suffix for which Ym - 1 2: ~ . But equality has already been ruled out, so Ym -1 > ~. Thus, the rightmost 
111 - 1 facto rs of (*) fix ~ , and S(I/Ym- 1) sends ~ to ~ + 1. Similarly, we may show that ~ + 1 < Ym+l - 1 
and hence S( I / y .. +1- 1) sends ~ + 1 to ~ + 2. Continuing in this way, the image under si~ is unsigned, which 
aga in remains unsigned under si~ , as required. I 
A partial quiver is an orientat.ion of the Coxeter graph in which edges can remain unoriented; for 
example q := 1-2 - 3-4 has an unoriented edge. Define Q(B,)+ to be the set of all partial quivers 
cont.aining the right arrow 1- 1-1, a set of cardinality 3'-2. Define a partial order on Q(B,)+ as follows . 
Let q, q' E Q( BI)+' Set q ~ q' if every oriented edge in q is a lso oriented in q' , and these orientations agree. 
6.3.5 FIG URE. The partial quiver poset Q(B4)+. 
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In fact Q( B,)+ is the face poset of an (1- 2)-dimensional hypercube. Consider the n.-cube [-I 1]". The 
ri-dim nsi onai faces are the cl-cubes with vertices (* , ... , *, ± 1, * ... , *, ± 1, , .. ), where each * is a fixed 1 or 
-I. and ± 1 occurs cl times . The face poset is defined by containment of faces with the n-cub e itself at the 
bott om. See Figure 6.3.6 for the 71 = 2 case. 
6.3.6 FI Gt:RE. The face poset of a 2-cube. 
To see the correspondence, select any (k - 2)-dimensional face of the (I - 2)-cube and consider the 
coordinate of all the vertices in the face . If the ith coordinate remains constant (1 or -1), orient edge i with 
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a right arrow if it is I , otherwise a left arrow. The k - 2 coordinates which change correspond to unoriented 
edges. Finally, t.he last edge is oriented as a right arrow. It is easy to check that this prescription gives an 
order-isomorphism between the face poset and Q(Bl)+' ,,,re find it notationally easier to work with partial 
quivers rather than faces of a hyperc.ube. 
The number of maximal chains in Q(Bl )+ is 2/- 2(1- 2)!, the order of W(BI- 2 ). (After all, the Coxeter 
group of type Bl is the hyperoctahedral group.) We shall now describe a bijection between these objects, 
which is surely known (especially ifformulated in terms of faces of a hypercube rather than partial quivers). 
6.3.7 LEMMA. Consider any maximal c.hain in Q(B/)+ . Let Q be the quiver at the top of the chain. Let 
c(1), e(2) , ' .. , e(l-2) be the numbers of the edges which successively become unorjented as we proceed to the 
bottom of the chain, one step at a time. VIe associate to our maximal chain that signed permutation of 
. . ' . {+e(i) if edge e(i) of Q is a right arrow, {l , 2, .. . ,1-2} whIch mapSl t.o - e(i) if edge e(i) of Q is a left arrow. Each element ofW(BI _ 2 ) occurs 
in this manner exactly once. I 
We now define the following variant of €, namely 
f: C(B/-I) -
C: := ['\(1- 1 ~ 2)1-'1(2 / 1- 1)(>] f-+ 
6.3.8 LEMMA. The map f is surj ectiye. 
PROOF. Let. w E W(BI-2) and consider any ij E R(BI-d for which Si = w-I. Starting from the word 
(1- 1 '" 2) 1(2 / l-I )ij , promote eO) times and so consider U(l- 1 ~ 2)1(2 / I-l)i], which maps to w . I 
6.3.9 LE:--1MA. There is a bijection between the partial quivers in Q(B/)+ and the symbols [Q, u]. 
PROOF. Given [Q , u], the quiver Q determines R right arrows -Yj where 1 < Yl < .. , < Yn = I, and u 
determ ines integers 3 ~ U,I < . . . < Uk-2 ~ R + 1 for some k. Simply replace the right arrows -YR.+2-u, 
(i = I , . . .. k - 2) by unoriented edges to give a partial quiver q E Q(Bd+ . 
In the other direction , let q E Q(B/)+ have k - 2 unoriented edges , say. Replace every unorieuted dge 
by a right. a rrow 10 obtain Q, with R right arrows - Yj as before. The newly-introduced right. arrow will 
ha\'e Ihe form -+Y R+ 2- u " for certain Uj (i = I , .. . , k - 2) , which determines a 'ector u . The. e maps are 
clea rly il1\'e rse to olle anot her . I 
(~ ot e that u determines whi ch edges in Q are to be made UIJOrielJted.) 
In t.he following Proposit.ion \\'e consider t.he na tural map from the lefthanded subgrap h of C(B/) to 
Q(B,)+ which sends a left handed commutation class . to t.hat partial qui\'er q which when identified wi th 
some [Q , u] (using 6.3 .9) is (Vo-equivalent to C. 
6.3.10 PROPOSITION . The image of the lefth anded subgraph of the b-fibre of C under the map 
{Alllefthanded C E C(B/)}-Q(BI)+ 
is a maximal chain in the poset Q(Bl)+ . This maximal chain is the signed permutation f (C) , via the 
id entification in 6.3.7. 
PROOF. Define iT := f(C) = SQI. 
By 6.:3.4 the image in question is the set of partial quivers {q2, ... , qk-2} in which each qi is identified 
wit.h [Qi, Ui]. (Refer to 6.3.2 for the definitions of the Qi and Ui.) Consider now a fixed k E {2,3 , ... ,/-I}. 
Let iTl < ... < iTl:-2 be the numbers liT(I)1. ... , liT(k - 2)1 in increasing order. Let QJ: have R right arrows 
-YI ,··· ,-YR = I and let UJ: = CUI , ... , Uk-2). By 6.3 .9, qk is obtained from Qk by unorienting the right 
arrows -YR+2-uj (1 ~ i ~ k - 2). These right arrows are on edges iTl, ' .. , iTJ:-2, by the definition of UJ: in 
6.:3.2. 
ow let iT~ < ... < iTk_1 be the numbers liT(I)I, ... , 11l'(k-2)1, liT(k-I)1 in increasing order . In analogy to 
t.he previous pa ragraph, qk+ I is obtained from QI;+1 by unorienting the right arrows on edges iTJ, . . . , iTk_I ' 
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The main task is to determine exactly how qk+l differs from q". There are two cases. 
Case 1: 7I"(k - 1) > O. 
By defini tion, edge I,,(k - 1)1 is a right a rrow in both Q" and Q"+I, and these quivers clearly agree on 
a ll the other edges too, whence QHl = QI.: . So qHl is obtained from QI.:+l = Qk by un orienting the right 
a rrows on edges "1," ""k-2 and also on edge I,,(k -1)1. Clearly therefore, 
qHl is obtained from ql: by unorienting the riglJt arrow on edge 17I"(k - 1)1 . (1) 
Case 2: ,,(k - 1) < O. 
By defini tion , edge I,,(k -1)1 is a left arrow in Qk but a right arrow in QH1, and these quivers agree on 
a ll the other edges. Therefore, since qk is obtained from QI.: by unorienting only certain right arrows, and 
since edge 17I"(k - 1)1 in QI.: is not a right arrow , it follows that 
edge I,,(k - 1)1 in ql: is a left arrow. 
~ow , qk+1 is obtained from QHI by unorienting t he right arrows on edges 71"1 ,· .·, 7I"k-2 and also on edge 
17T(k - 1)1 . So, rem embering (*), 
qk+1 is obtained from qk by unorienting the left arrow on edge 17I"(k - 1)1 . (2) 
A li ttle thought shows that our maximal chain is indeed identified with 71": in the notation of 6.:3 .7, 
j ust set Q := q2 and e( k - I) := I,,(k - 1)1 . If edge e(" -I ) of Q is a right arrow then 7I"(k - J) > 0, hence 
+ l'( k -I ) = 7T (k - 1) by (1) . On the other hand , if this edge is a left arrow then ,,(k - 1) < 0 , hence - l'(I, -I ) 
aga in equals 7I"(k - 1) , by (2) , as required. I 
6.3.11 THEOREM . Those (l'o-components which intersect the lefthanded half of C(BI) form a connected 
subgraph of C(BI )/0:0, isomorp hi c to the graph underlying the poset Q(BI)+ ' Furthermore, each uch (\'0 -
component contains a unique [Q , u]. 
PROOF . Th e second clause is Proposition 6.2.16. Consider now any [Q , u] [Q' , u'] and let q, q' respect ively 
he I heir corresponding partial quivers. V\ e must show that q is adjacent to q' in Q( B I)+ if and only if the 
n o-comp onents of [Q , u ] a nd [Q' . n '] a re adjacent. 
First suppose that the ao-components of [Q u] and [Q' , u'] are adjacent. Then we can find a pair of 
adjacent representatiws C and C' in C(Bt). We claim that C and C ' are lefthanded ; by 6.1.4 this i 
cert a inly t,rue if t heir (l'o-values a re different from 2. Otherwise, suppose t,hat C has o'o-va lue 2. Then C ' 
has 0 0- \'a lue a, and as such is lefth anded. ~ow , if C is righthanded t hen by 6. 1.4 again , C and C' bo th have 
o o-value 2 - a contradict ion . This proves that C and C ' are lefthand ed . 
We claim that, 6(C) = 6((;'); for otherwise C and C ' would be related to one another by a ' left ' , ' middl e' 
or ' right' move hence £(C ) = £(C') and we reach a contrad iction by 6. 1.2 (b). So suppose tha t C and c:' 
li e in the 6-fibre of some {; (wi th the usual expre.ssion we have been using all along). Therefore. bv the fir. t, 
clause of 6.3. 10 it is clear tha t q is adj acent to q'. 
(;onver_ely, let q be adjacent to q' in Q(BI)+. Then the edge {q , q'} is part of some maximal chain ill 
t his face poset, which we shall ident ify with an element of W(BI_2) (using 6.3 .7) ; since f is surjective, t his 
element equals £(C ) for some C:. The second clause of 6.3 .10 says that the image under the natural map 
{Alllefthanded C E C(BI )}-Q(BI)+ is our maximal chain . So by the definition of this mapping, there exist 
some lefthanded C, C' in the 6-fibre of C such that C is ao-equivalent to [Q , u] and C' is ao-equivalent to 
[Q' ,u'] . 
Next, using the hypothesis that q is adjacent to q' , we may assume that q has one more ulloriented edge 
than q'. So the ao-values of [Q , u] and [Q' , u'] are respectively k and k - 1, for some k. (The ao-value is 
2 plus the number of unoriented edges, ) lote that k :f; 2. By 6.3 .1, C is ao-equiva.lent to the lefthanded 
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vertex 
D := [..\{l- 1 '" 2)#-,1(2 /" k - 1) (I'" 2)1(2 /" I) (k /" 1- 1)(>] 
a nd C' is O'o-equivalent to the lefthanded vertex 
D' := [,,\(/- 1 '" 2)#-'1(2 /" k - 2) (I'" 2)1(2 /" I) (k - 1 /"1- 1)0]. 
Visibly, we can apply a ' left to middle' move to D (since k :j; 2) and obtain a vertex which is ao-equivalent 
to D' (just apply a 'middle to right ' move). So C, C' and hence [Q, u], [Q', u'] belong to adjacent Cl'o-
c.omponents. I 
Penultimate to the main result , we shall describe a symmetrical poset obtained from Q( Bl)+ by 'reflecting 
about t.he axis of quivers ' . Formally, let Q(BI)- be the set of all partial quivers with the left arrow 1- 1-1, 
and partia lly order it as follows. Let q, q' E Q( Bl)- and let q+, q'+ be the respective m embers of Q( Bt)+ 
obtained by changing 1- 1-1 to 1- 1-+1. Define q ~ q' if and only if q'+ ~ q+. Finally, identify the pai rs 
of quivers whose orientations differ only in the last edge. Let Q(B/)O denote the resulting poset. 
6.3.12 FIG URE . The poset Q(B.1)° . 
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6.3.13 THEOREM. The graph of O'o-components C(B, )/0'0 is isomorphi c to the graph underlying Q(B,)O. 
PROOF . Recall from 6.3. 11 that the subgrapb of C(BI)/CI'O consist.ing of those Cl'o-components intersect.ing 
the left handed half of C( Bl ) is the graph of Q( B,)+ . Symmetrically, the subgraph of C( Bl)/ 0:0 c.onsi ting 
of righthanded-int.ersecting Cl'o-components is the graph of Q(B,)- ; of course, these graphs are isomorphic , 
despite the different notat.ion . Certainly therefore , every vertex or edge in Q( BI)O corresponds to some vertex 
or edge in C(BI)/O'o , respectively. 
Conversely, we must check that every ver tex or edge in C(B,)/ao corresponds to some (unique) vertex or 
edge in the graph of Q( Bt}°. 
If an Cl'o-c.omponent contains only lefthanded or only righthanded commutation classes then it corresponds 
t.o a vertex in either Q( Bt)+ or Q( Bl )- , and hence to a unique vertex in Q(BI)O. Otherwise, by 6.2 .17 this 
(Yo-c.omponent contains some unique pair [Q], [Q'] of opposite handedness to one another, and such that Q, 
Q' differ in the orientation of the last edge only. So, although tllis aa-component corresponds to a vertex in 
both Q(BI)+ and Q(BI)- , it gives rise to a unique vertex in Q(BI)O, by construction. 
Now c.onsider any pair of adjacent commutation class C, C' which belong to different ao-components. 
By 6.1.4, C and C' necessarily have the same halldedness. Thus, the edge in C(BI)/O:O induced by the edge 
{C,G'} ~ C(BI) corresponds to an edge in eitller Q(B/)+ or Q(Bl)-, and hence corresponds to a unique 
edge ill QC BI)O . I 
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Finally, here is the graph C(B4 )/o:o, labelled with o:o-values. 
6.3.14 FIGURE . The labelled graph of o:o-components in type B4 . 
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7. Root Components in Type D/ 
7.1 Relationship with Type B, 
The purpose of this chapter is to prove that C(D,)/f3 is isomorphic to C(B,)/f3 for all f3 E <t>+(Dd. This 
will complete our calculations of the graphs of root components for the classical types. 
Recall that the simple roots {O'r , ... , O'f} for type B, and {O'P, ... , O'f} for type D, are related as follows : 
2 B B = 0'1 + 0'2 , 
O'f (i:f; 1). 
The root syst.em of type D, is the set of all long roots in the root system of type B, . The simple reflections 
{sf , ... , sf} for type B, and {sP , .. . , sf} for type D, are related as follows: 
SD = sBsBsB 1 1 2 l ' 
sf sf (i 1= 1). 
We will write O'i and Si when i 1= 1, omitt ing the superscript B or D. Since WeB,) = W(D,)UsrW(D,) we 
can define the nat ural projection 
WeB,) - WeD,) 
~ 
W 1--+ w, 
\yhere 0 := w if wE We D,) and 0:= srw if w ft WeD,). ote that we have w E WeD,) if and only if any 
red uced word for w (\\'i th respect to the sf) has an evell mul t iplicity of the letter 1; this is because W(Dd 
consists of those signed permu tations with an even number of sign changes. The longest elements are relat.ed 
vi a wt = u;f/. 
Consider now the total order on <1>+(B,) induced by some i E '!t(Bd , and restrict to a total order on t,he 
long root. , <I>+(D/). I am grateful to Roger Carter for suggesting that this new total order might be induced 
by some i E 'R (D,). Tbi i indeed true , and the resulting map 'R (B/)-+'R(D/) is captured in the following 
si mple algorithm . 
7.1.1 PROPOSITION . Let i be a reduced word (with respect to the sf) for some w E W(B,). Immediately 
below each letter k of i write: 
k if k ~ 3, 
2 if k = 2 and the multiplicity of 1 in i to the right of k is ev n , 
1 if k = :2 and the multiplicity of 1 in i to the right of k is odd , 
o if k = 1. 
(Recall th at 0 is the nu ll word .) The resul t ing word, denoted i , is reduced (with respect to the sf) for 0. 
P RO OF . The re ult is true if e(i) = O. Let i be reduced for wand assume inductively that i is reduced for 
U. Suppose now that ki is red uced. If k = 1 then fi equals i , which is already reduced for w = sTu, as 
required. If k 1= 1 then since ki is reduced, we have 
because 0'1.; is a long root. 
If now k ~ :3 then fi equals ki, so to establish that the latter word is reduced, we must show that 0- 1 (of) 
belongs to <t>+(D,) . Well, w equals either w or srw, and since sr fixes 0': = O'r we have our result by (*). 
Thus ki is a reduced word for S1: W, which equals SiW, since S1: commutes with sr. 
Jow supp o e that k = 2 and w = w (that is, mUh(i) is even) . "'"e have fi = 2i and W- J (0'2) E ~+(Dl) 
by (*). So 2i is reduced for S2W = S2 W = S2W. 
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Finally, suppose that k = 2 and w = sfw (that is, mult(i) is odd) . We have ki = IT and w-1(af) = 
w- 1sf(20'f + 0'2) , which equals W- 1(0'2) and so lies in ~+(D,) by (*) . SO IT is reduced for the element 
D ~ (B B) B-1 S I w = SI 052051 SI W = o52 w . 
Here is an example of the previous Proposition. 
1= 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 1 2 E R(B3) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
1= 2 3 2 1 3 2 E R(D3) 
7.1.2 PROPOSITION. Let 13 E ~+(D,) . 
(a) The m ap n(B, )-R(D,) giwn by i ....... T is a morph ism of graphs. 
~ ~ (b) If i is .B-equivalent to i' in n(Bt) then i is f3-equivalent to i'. 
PROOF . 
(a) The following is easily checked using 7.1.1. A 4-braid 1212 ~ 2121 induces a commutation 12 ..... 21 ; 
a 3-braid 2:32 ? :323 induces a 3-braid a3a ~ 3a3 for some a E {1 , 2}; and any commutation involving a 
letter I in R(B,) gives t he same word in R(D,) . The oth er types of braids in R(B,) are exactly mirrored in 
'R.( D,) . 
(b) Let i' differ from i by a single braid. If this braid does not involve the letter in i which corresponds to 
,3 t hen t rivially T is f3-equivalent to fr. Otherwise, t his braid must be a commutation or a 4-braid , both of 
which induce only commutations in R (Dt) , hence t he result. I 
By virt.ue of t he above Proposi t.ion we have a well defin ed map 
e : C(B,)/f3-C(D')/f3, 
whi ch sends t he f3-component containing i E n (B,) to the f3-component of T. Further, e is certainly a 
mOl'phism , by 7.1.2 (a). 
" e t urn now to finding a candidate for t he inverse of e. As usual , let 13 be a fixed long root. Take any 
i E 'R.( D,) a nd \\'Tite 
i=ak{3 b , 
" 'h re, as in chapt.er 4, t.he subscript indicat.es \\'hich letter corresponds to 13. Thus, setting w := . g we have 
J = w-1 (of) · Certainly we have w E WeB,) , so we can define w to be any reduced word wi th respect to t he 
sf' for t,he elem ent w (i f k =f. I) or the element sfw (if k = I). SO if k =f. I then (S~) -l« (\l' ) = W- 1(Ok) =;3 
and if k = 1 then (. ~t1(02) = u·- 105f(0'2 ) = w-1(O'P) = {3. These caIculationsshow t hat kw is redu ced if 
k =f. I, and 2w is reduced if k = 1. )Iow extend the appropriate word to any maximaJ-Jengtll reduced word , 
yielding uk,3w or 0'2 w for some o' . • -\lthough wand 0' are only determined up to braid-equivalence, our 
maxima l-length word belongs to an unambiguous (3-component of C(B, ); accordingly we define the map 
1 : n(Dt} -+ 
a kf3 b >-+ 
C(B, )/rJ 
{ 
[O'kp wb 
[O'2 {3 w] {3 
if k =f. 1; (w is reduced for s~), 
if k = 1; (w is a reduc.ed word for sf s~) . 
(Recall t,hat C{3 st.ands for t he f3-component containing the commutation class C. ) 
7.1.3 PROPOSITION. Let 13 E <J>+(D,). 
(a) If i is i3-equivalent to i' in n(D,) then (i) = tJi(i'). 
(b) The map V) : n(D,)-C(B,)/f3 is a morphism of graphs. 
PROOF. 
(a) Let i' be obtained from i by a single braid. If this braid does not involve the lett er corresponding to (3 
t.hen d early vi(i) = VJ(i'). Otherwise, t his braid must be a commutation, in order for the f3-values of i and i' 
1.0 agree. 
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I The commutation case. I 
Write i = aypxb and i' = axypb , where x commutes with y in DI. We must prove that tf;( i) = tf; (i'). 
Case I: y # 1. By defini t ion v.e have 
tf;(i) = [uypw] p and tf; (i') = [u'ypw']p, (1) 
where w is reduced for s? sg and w' is reduced for sg. 
Subcase I(i): x # 1. Since s~ = s? a~d o:~ = o:~ we have (stD-l(o:~) = _(sg)-I(o:?), which is a 
negative root because xb is reduced in type DI. Thus XW is nonreduced in type BI, which implies that 
w = xw'. So from (1) , 
1/;(i) [uypxw']p 
[uxypw']p applying a commutation 
tf;(i') , 
as required , since ux = u' is forced by comparison with the expression for tf;(i') in (1). 
Subcase I(ii): x = 1. This time w is reduced for sf s~ = sf s2sf s~. Eliminating s~ from the definitions 
of s{!, and s~, we have 
(2) 
There are now three fur ther possibilities to consider. Observe that if lw' is reduced then so is 21w' , for 
(.s{!,,)-I .sf(02) is the positive root (s~)-I(o:f) (by inspection of i) . Also note that y =1= 3, since y commutes 
with x = 1 in DI. 
Possibility A: 121w' is reduced . By (2) we t hen have w = 121w' . So, if Y ~ 4 then 
And if y = 2 t.hen 
'Ij!(i) [uY,6 121w'],6 using w = 121w' . 
[u121Ytl w'] ,6 as y commutes with 1 and 2 
tJ(i') . 
t';(i) [u2 ,6 121w']p 
[u 1212,6w'] ,6 applying a 4-braid 
'Ij;(i'). 
Possibility B: 121w' is nonreduced, but 21w' is reduced. By these hypotheses we have 21w' = lw" for some 
w" . By (2) we obtain w = w" , hence 
21w' == 1w . 
Also by our hypotheses in Possibility B, we have (s~,)-J (O'f + 0'2) E <1>-. So, since (s~, )-1 (of) is a positive 
root , it, follows that (.s~,)-1(0'2) is a ll egative root , whence 2w' is nonreduced and w' == 2wI for some WI . 
Now , lwl is nonreduced because (s~,)-l(O'f) is the negative root (s~,)-l(O'f + 0'2), whence WI == 1w2 for 
some W2. So, 
w' == 21w2. (4) 
Eliminating w' between (3) and (4) , and applying a 4-braid 1212 ~ 2121 gives 
(5) 
As yw is reduced (see (1» , we deduce from (5) that y =1= 2. Thus y ~ 4, which commutes with 1 and 2, so 
that tf; (i) = [u212ypw2]p (by (5» and tf; (i') = [u'21ypw2]p (by (4» . Therefore tf;(i) = tf;(i'). 
Possibility C: lw' is nonreduced. This implies that 
w' == lw" (6) 
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for some w". From (2) we therefore have 
(7) 
. A rout ine calculation sho\\'s t hat (s~II)-1(O'2) is the positive root (sf)-l(af) , hence 2w" is reduced. In 
fact , 12w" is reduced , because the root (S~II )-1 S2( af) is clearly the sum of two positive roots, upon writing 
sz(af) as af + 0'2 · By (7) we therefore have 
w == 12w". (8) 
So, when y ~ 4 we easily obtain 1/;(i) = [u12ypw"]p by (8) and tJ1(i') = [u'lypw"] p by (6). Thus tJ1(i) = t/. (i'). 
If y = 2 then we must first verify that u1 is nonreduced : from (7) and the expression for tJ1 (i), we calculate 
.s~(af) to be the negative root -(s~II)-1(O'f) · So, u == u"l for some u", hence 
(i) = [u"12 pw] p 
[u" 12p12w"]p by (8) 
[u "212pl w"lp applying a 4-braid 
[u"212pw']p by (6) 
tJ1(i') . 
Case II: y = 1. So i = al pxb and i' = axl pb , hence 
t,! (i) = [u 2pwJ p and tJ1 (i') = [u'2 pw'lp, (9) 
\\'here w is reduced for .s f s~ sf and w' is reduced for sf s f· As x commutes with 1 in D, we ha\'e x ~ 4 or 
l: = 2. 
Subcase II(i): x ~ 4. We haxe sf!, = Srs~" Now , (s~,)-l(a:r) equals the posit ive root (sf)-l( a r ) , sin c.e 
8f~ fix p;> f\;r . So :I:w' is reduced and we have w == xw' . Thus 
1/>(i) [u 2pxw'] p 
[u x2pw'l p since x commutes with 2 in B, 
1/:(i') by comparison with (9) . 
Sub case II(ii}: x = 2. We no\\" ha e 
( 10) 
Of course t his is identi ca l to equation (2) , and in fact m ost of the steps in Su bcase I (ii ) go t hrough \\"i I h 
li t ti e change, so \\"e will be a li t t le more brief here. First note t hat if 1 w' is reduced then so is 21 w' . Thus 
there a re aga in three main possibilities to consider . 
Possibility A: 121w' is reduced. By (10) we have w == 121w' , hence 
l,"(i) [u2p121w']p 
= [u121 2pw'] p applying a 4-braid 
1/; (i') by (9) . 
Possibility B: 121w' is nonreduced , but 21w' is reduced. Exact ly as in Possibility B for Sub case J(ii) we 
obtain some braid-equivalence w' == 21w2 (this is equation (4». But this contradicts the expression for 1/>(i') 
in (9) being reduced. 
Possibility C: lw' is nonreduced. As in (6) and (7) we have w' == lw" for some w", and s!!. = sf S2S~II' It 
is again t rue that ( s~II) -1(a2) is a positive root , but this time because it equals (sg)-1(O'2) (noting that 2b 
is a subword of i) . The remainder of the argument applies verbatim , except for the sentence dealing with 
y ~ 4, which is inapplicable here. This completes part (a) of the Proposition. 
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(b) I The 3-braid case. I We now suppose that the letter in i which corresponds to f3 is involved in a 3-braid, 
so that [i] and [i'] belong to adjacent f3-components of C(D,)/ /3; we must prove that ,p(i) is adjacent to l/!{i') 
in C{B,)/ /3. 
Write i = axyxh and i' = ayxyh, where xyx 2. yxy is a 3-braid. The only essentially different cases 
occur when f3 corresponds to either the middle y or the first x in i, say. Accordingly, the proof splits into 
two main parts. 
Part oue: i = a x yp x hand i' = ay xfJ y h, that is, /3 corresponds to the mjddle letters of the 3-braid 
configurations. 
Case I: y::j; 1. So 1/;(i) = [o-ypw]fJ where W is reduced for s;'sf. 
Suhcase I(i): x::j; 1. So (i') = [0-' xpw'] fJ where w' is reduced for s~ sf. We have 
B B 
Sw = S,;SySw' · (11 ) 
Now, yw' is nonred uced because s;:'!(O'y) is the negative root _(sf)-l(O'y), whence 
w' == yw" (12) 
for some w". By (11) and (12) we obtain 
(13) 
Next , l!W" is reduced because (S~II)-l(O',;) equals the positive root (sg)-l(O'x). So by (13) we conclude t.hat 
w == xw". ( 14) 
Since our hypot.heses are symmetrical at this point , we have symmetrical versions of (12) and (14). namely, 
0-' == o-"y and 0- == o-"x, for some 0-". Therefore 
(i) [0-" xypxw"] p substituting for 0- and w 
...... [o-"yx pyw"]p applying a 3-braid 
[o-'xpw']p substituting 0-' and w' 
1/;(i') 
where, as in cha.pter 4, we have used the symbol- to indicate adjacency in C(B,)/p. Thus , 1/; (i) is indeed 
adjacent 1.0 v· (i' ). 
Suhease I(ii): x = I. So y = 3 because y is joined to x by an edge in D,. We now have 
;(i) = [0-3 pw) p and (i') = [o-'2 pw'] p, (15 ) 
where w is reduced for s f g and w' is reduced for sf S3Sg, so that 
B _ B B 
Sw - SI S2 S3 Sw'· ( 16) 
Now , :3w' is nonreduc.ed because (s~,)-1(0'3) equals the negative root -(sgt1(0'3). So 
w' == 3w" (17) 
for some w", whence by (16) we have 
(18) 
Now, 2w" is reduced because (s~l/tl(0'2) is the positive root (sg)-l(O'P) (using (18». So, since both 2w" 
and :3w" are reduced , it follows that 323w" is also reduced, that is, 32w' is reduced, by (17). From this and 
inspection of the expression for 1/;(i') in (15), it follows that 0-' == 0-"3 for some 0-". So ,p(i') = [0-"32p3w"]p, 
which is adjacent to the /3-component [0-"23p2w'1p; it remains to prove that this equals !Jl(i). 
Possibility A: 12w" is reduced. Then we have w == 12w" by (18), hence !Jl(i) = [0-3 p12w"]p = [0-13 p2w"]p, 
which visibly matches the expression just above, so that !Jl(i) is adjacent to !Jl{i'). 
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Possibility B: 12w" is nonreduced. Since 2w" is reduced , we have from (18) that 2w" == lw , which, 
substi tuted into the expression just above, yields [0-"23.81 w].8, which equals [0-"213 pw] p = V}(i), as required. 
Case 11: y = 1. This is the same as Subcase J(ii) above, with the roles of x and y re\ersed. 
Part two: i = a xp y x band i' = a y x yp b , that is, {3 now corresponds to the first x in the 3-braid 
configuration in i . 
Case I: x i= 1. So t/,(i) = [o-x /3 w] p, where w is reduced for s~ szsg. 
Sub case I(i): y i= 1. So I(i') = [o-'ypw'J.8, where w' is reduced for sg . We have 
(19) 
Now, xw' is red uced because (S~,)-I(O"z) is the positive root (sg)-I(O"z). So, since bot,h xw' and yw' are 
red uced (see the expression for (i')), it follows t hat yxw' is also reduced, whence by (19) we have w == yxw'. 
Thus 
1/ (i) [o-x pyxw']p 
..... [o-yxypw'] /3 applying a 3-braid 
1/;(i') 
so that 1/;(i) is adjacent to (i') . 
Sub case I(ii): y = I. \~ e ha\'e x = 3 and 
where w is reduc.ed for sf s3sg and w' is reduced for sf sg. Vtle have 
B _ B 
Sw - SI S2 S3 Sw'. 
(20) 
(21) 
Now , 3w' is reduced because (S~, )- 1(03) is the positive root (sg)-I (0'3). So because both :3w' and 2w' are 
reduced (see the expression for tj;(i')), it follows that 23w' is reduced. 
Possibility A: Inw' is reduced. Then by (21) we have w == 123w' , so that 
I(i) [0- :3.8 123w'] /3 
= [0-13p23w']fi applying a rommutat ion 
~ [0- 1232;3w'] ;3 app lying a 3-braid 
1/;(i') . 
Possibility B: 123w' is nonreduc.ed. Since we know that 23w' is reduced , we obtain 
23w' == lw (22) 
by (21). NO\v , :31w is red uced because (s~tlsf(0"3) is the positive root (s~)-1(0"3) (see the expression for 
"N i) in (20)). Therefore 323w' , and hence 232w' is reduced. Comparing this last expression with 1/;(i') , it 
follows that 0-' == 0-1/23 for some 0-" . So we have 
t/; (i') [cr"232 pw'] .8 
..... (0'''3 ,8 23wl ,8 applying a 3-braid 
[0-"313 lw] /3 by (22) 
[0-"13pw]p applying a commutation 
1/;(i). 
Case 11: x = I, so that y = 3. This situation is symmetrical to Subcase l(ii). I 
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By virtue of the previous Proposition we have a well defined graph morphism 
III : C(DI)/{3 -+C(B,)/{3, 
which sends the /3-component containing any i E R(DI) to ~(i). 
7.1.4 THEOREM. For all /3 E ~+(Dt) we have a graph isomorphism C(Bt)j/3 = C(Dt)j{3. 
PROOF. '" e \~ ill prove that the morphisms e and IJI are mutual inverses. First we will show that IJI 0 e is 
the identity on C(BI)j/3. Take any i E R(B!) and write 
i = xkfJ Y' (1) 
so that the fJ-value of i is k, noting that k :/; 1 because {3 is long. By definition, e sends the {3-component 
containing i to the {3-componellt of I in the notation of 7.1.1. '" e consider the cases k ? 3 and k = 2 in 
turn. 
Case I: k? 3, so that i has t.he form i = akpb. Clearly, b = y. Now, III sends the /3-component ofi to 
t.he p -c.omponent 
(2) 
where w is reduced (with respect to the sf) for sg. 
Sllbcase I(i): s~ E W(DI) ' Then, since b = Y we have sg = s~ and hence w == y. Insert this into (2) to 
obta in l/, (i) = [crkpy]p, which equals lib by comparison (1), as required . 
Sllbcase I(ii): ~ 1. WeD!). This time we have sg = sf s~, so that 
SB - sBsB w - 1 y' (3) 
~ow if ly is r educed then (3) implies that w == ly , hence ~(i) = [crkplY) /3' which equals [crlkpY) /3 becalLe 
k ? :3 , and t,his last expression is [i]t/. 
Lf I Y is IloIlreduced t hen we obtain y == lw from (3). Thus [i] /3 = [xk{3 1w]/3' whidl equals V) (i) . 
Case II: k = 2. 
Sllhease II(i): . ~ E W(Dt). Then 1= a2.pb , where b = y, so that s~ = s~ . '\Te have ·(i) = [cr2 ;3W] i3, 
\\' here w is reduced for sg. Thus. w == y . giving ti-,(i) = [cr2 fJ y ]:3 = lib· 
Subease II(ii): , ~1. W(DJ). Then i = al p b , where b = y, so that sg = sf s~. ''''e have If! (i) = [cr2 Jw lp, 
",here w is reduced for s~ sg = s~ . So we have w == y and ~(i) = [il ,3, just as before. 
II remains to verify that eo lIt is the identity map on C(Dd/ (3. Take any i E R(DI) and wri te 
i = akpb , (4) 
:so I,hat the p-value of i is k. '" e con ider the cases k ? 2 and k = 1 in turn . 
Case I: k? 2. Then ~(i) = [crkpw] fJ where w is reduced for sg. So, since s~ trivially belongs to WeD!) 
by defini tion 0 sends this (3-component to some [xkpy]p, where y = w. Thus s~ = s~ = sg , which implies 
Y == b , so t.hat [xkfJ Y]p = [xkpb],8 which equals [i]p by comparison with (4) , as required. 
Case II: k = 1. Then tf,(i) = [cr2pw] ,B, where W is reduced for sf sg. Since s~ 1. W(DI), by definition 0 
sends this ~-component to some [xl pYlp in which y = w. So s~ = sfs~, which equals sg. Henee Y == b 
and we have [xlpy]p = [xlpb]p = [i]p , completing the proof. I 
7.2 Labelling of Components 
The mapping of .a-components e : C(BI)/ {3-+C(D1)/ {3 does not quite preserve {3-values. Inspection of 
the map i 1-+ i of 7.1.1 shows that {3-values different from 2 are preserved. However, a (3-component of C(BI) 
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with ,,-value 2 may get mapped to a ,8-component of C(D/) with ,8-value 2 or 1. By Theorem 4 .3.6 it is 
enough to consider the ao-components. 
Recall from Theorem 6.2.17 (b) that each aa-component of C(B!) with aa-value 2 contains a lefthand ed 
quiver-compatible vertex [Q], which necessarily contains the right arrow 1 - 1-+/. 
7.2.1 PROPOSITIO . The aa-component of a lefthanded quiver-compatible vertex [Q] E C(B/) maps under 
o to an ao-component of C(D/) with aa-value 2 or 1 according as L, the number of left arrows in Q, is odd 
or even , respectively. 
PROOF. If R is the number of right arrows in Q then from 3.3.2 we have an expression of the form 
[Q] = [(Yl - 1 '\. 1) .. . (YR - 1 '\. 1) (l '\. 2)111(2 /,/)u], 
where we ha~e underlined the letter corresponding to 0'0. There are R occurrences of 1 to the left of this 
let.t.er, hence 1- R = L + 1 to the right , using 2.3 .8 (b). The result follows immediately from 7.1 .1. I 
From the graph Q(B!)O of partial quivers (see Figure 6.3.12 for the case 1 = 4), it is now easy to deduce 
the la.belling by aa-values of C( D/)/ 0'0 : simply consider the (fully-oriented) quivers containing I - 1-+/ and 
count, how may left arrows they contain modulo 2. Here is an example. 
7.2.2 FIG URE. The labelled graph of (l'o-components in type D4 . 
4 
3 3 
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